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Forgiveness  is  a  sign  of  spiritual  maturity.   Forgiveness 
demands  empathy  to  identify  with  someone  who  behaves 
inappropriately,  self-awareness  to  recognize  elements  of  shared 
responsibility, and emotional intelligence to determine how to de-
escalate  a  conflict.  One who truly masters  forgiveness  develops 
immunity  to  corrosive  anger,  self-destructive  contemplation  of 
wrongs long past, and vindictive thoughts of pointless retribution. 
Forgiveness allows relationships to heal and flourish.
The Kabbalah of Forgiveness is a commentary on a heroic 
and pioneering work on the mechanics of forgiveness.  Date Palm 
of Devorah  was written in the sixteenth century by Rabbi Moshe 
Cordovero  of  Safed,  Israel,  and  the  incredible  first  chapter 
describes 13 distinct Levels of Mercy that God bestows upon the 
world.   Rabbi  Cordovero  discusses  the  specific  nature  of 
forgiveness inherent in each of these levels and describes how we 
may emulate them in our everyday relationships with others. 
I once thought of myself as a forgiving person, but studying 
Date Palm of Devorah  revealed just how little I knew about the 
cleansing power of mercy.  As the Sages wrote,  “a man sees all 
flaws except his own” (Mishnah Nega’im 2:5).  Immersed in Rabbi 
Cordovero’s thought, I discovered a secretly harbored personal list 
of petty grudges extending from my earliest schoolyard memories 
to incidental encounters with strangers in a traffic jam.  Festering 
memories,  buried  like  stubborn  deep-tissue  abscesses  in  my 
psyche, could only be lanced and drained by contemplating Divine 
forgiveness. I also learned that I wandered through much of my life 
blithely  ignorant  of  the  demands  I  placed  on  others,  especially 
those dear to me.  I assumed that they would continue to love and 
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support me despite my impositions.  Date Palm of Devorah helped 
me recognize the kindnesses I received from so many people, and 
heightened my consciousness of how I am obligated to extend that 
kindness to others. I have a long way yet to go, but the forgiveness 
techniques described in  Date Palm of Devorah undeniably made 
me a better human being, and I am confident that they will help 
you as well. 
* * *
Sunlight,  August-insistent  and  demanding,  punched 
through the exhausted windowpanes of the Miami bookstore where 
I  first  held  a  copy of  Rabbi  Moshe Cordovero’s  Date  Palm of  
Devorah. I recall  feeling a  frisson of excitement as I tentatively 
leafed through its pages, now looking at the wide-spaced lines of 
text, now looking over my shoulder to see whether any of the other 
book lovers noticed the treasure I had discovered.  The year was 
1996, and at 33 I was still seven years too young to be wandering 
the secret paths of Kabbalah: the centuries-old ban on premature 
exposure to mysticism was a core element of my Lithuanian-style 
training in the Talmud. Yet here it was, in Rabbi Moshe Miller’s 
bilingual Hebrew-English edition, and produced by a well-known 
publishing  house,  available  for  absolutely  anyone!  I  quickly 
purchased the book before I could change my mind, half-expecting 
a look of disapproval from the bearded cashier, and fled the store. 
At home, I hungrily read through the thin volume in one sitting.
I  need  not  have  been  so  apprehensive.  Rabbi  Moshe 
Cordovero’s  Date  Palm  of  Devorah  is  generally  considered  an 
exception  to  the  traditional  ban  on  the  study  of  Kabbalah  for 
students  under  40.  It  has  received  glowing  endorsements  from 
scholars  across  the  Jewish  spectrum,  including  the  seventeenth-
century Rabbi Levi Horowitz (known to his followers as the Shela 
ha-Kodesh) and the nineteenth-century Rabbi Israel Salanter, both 
of whom enthusiastically advocated popular study of Date Palm of  
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Devorah. The book received approbation from the Hasidic masters, 
including Rabbi Hayim Halberstam of Sanz (the Divrei Hayim), 
who attributed great curative powers to  Date Palm of Devorah.  
Suffused with Kabbalah,  its pages full  of demons and angels,  it 
describes sublime spiritual ideas through mundane metaphors and 
astoundingly anthropomorphic descriptions of God. A profoundly 
original  work  of  Jewish  ethics  (musar),  Date  Palm of  Devorah 
uses the vocabulary and syntax of Jewish mysticism to illustrate 
the potential  of human spirituality.  Its emphasis  on the practical 
implications  of  Kabbalistic  theory  propelled  it  beyond  the  ban, 
rendering  Rabbi  Cordovero’s  deeply  mystical  meditation  an 
exception to the prohibition. It is considered especially appropriate 
reading during the season of repentance that begins in the month of 
Elul and continues through Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
* * *
Sixteen years and dozens of readings after that fateful Elul 
day in Miami, I decided to produce a refreshed translation of Date 
Palm of Devorah with a brief commentary of my own. I thought I 
could rely on the personal spiritual  processing I had engaged in 
over the years to produce a workable commentary in a short period 
of  time.  Given the  brevity  of  the  work (the Hebrew original  is 
barely thirty-five pages), I imagined I could complete a serviceable 
edition of perhaps a hundred pages in just a few months’ work. I 
was  very  wrong.  Two  years  and  four  hundred  pages  later, 
frustrated  by  a  simple  manuscript  that  remained  inexplicably 
incomplete, I finally discovered a deep truth about this holy book, 
and an even deeper truth about myself.  
Plagued by frequent and entirely uncharacteristic bouts of 
writer’s  block,  I  would  go  for  days  or  even  weeks  without 
producing a sentence. Not for lack of ideas or inspiration—I knew 
precisely what I wanted to write and roughly how to express it. 
Rather,  I  often  felt  a  strange,  amorphous  paralysis  born  of  no 
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obvious  cause  other  than  a  vague  dissatisfaction,  sometimes 
bordering  on  self-loathing.  No  matter  what  I  did,  I  remained 
simply unable to commit my thoughts to paper!  These periods of 
inactivity  alternated  with  feverishly  productive  phases  when  I 
would  write  thousands  of  words  in  a  single  sitting,  reluctantly 
abandoning my computer only when forced to attend to pressing 
tasks.  Nothing like this had ever happened with my earlier books 
or  articles,  and  I  was  completely  at  a  loss  to  explain  the 
phenomenon.  Finally  I  discovered  a  kabbalistic  secret  that 
apparently  controlled the release of my creative  energies  in this 
specific project dealing with forgiveness. 
Reading  about  kabbalistic  preparations  for  prayer,  I 
happened to come across a teaching of the great sixteenth-century 
mystic Rabbi Isaac Luria, known to his followers as the Arizal. He 
was one of Rabbi Cordovero’s principal students, and certainly the 
most  famous.  The  Arizal  taught  that  one  should  preface  one’s 
devotions by meditating on the Biblical verse “love your fellow as 
yourself” (Leviticus 19:18) and begin prayer only when one could 
commit to this commandment in a practical sense. 
 Suddenly I realized the cause of my frequent inability to 
write: how could I work on a book dealing with forgiveness if I 
refused to forgive people myself?  The Kabbalah of Forgiveness  
was no mere scholarly exercise; it represented a deep exploration 
of my own soul. With this revelation, I began my writing sessions 
each  morning  by  contemplating  whatever  resentments  and 
irritations  I  harbored  for  others.   I  then  worked  through  the 
Thirteen Levels of Mercy until I found a measure of forgiveness 
for others, pardoning everyone from the mildly rude cashier at the 
drugstore to my beloved family.   If I was able to overcome the 
sometimes dense and sulfuric fog of my unexpressed anger, then, 
and  only  then,  would  I  write.   With  that  spiritual  preparation, 
inspiration came easily, and the words flowed like water. 
The  fugue-like  state  of  forgiveness  was  not  permanent, 
however, and I repeated the exercise with greater frequency than I 
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would like to admit. Nevertheless, despite the many flaws of the 
book  you  are  now  reading,  every  sentence  was  composed  and 
carefully edited while under the influence of personal forgiveness 
and  mercy  for  others.  May  the  merit  of  this  holy  inspiration 
overcome the infelicities of my expression, and may this book help 








The Life and Work of Rabbi Moshe Cordovero
Little  is  known  of  Rabbi  Moshe  Cordovero’s  family 
background.   He  was  born  in  1522  to  Yaakov  Cordovero;  his 
mother’s name and his place of birth are unknown.  His surname 
indicates  that  his  ancestors  came  from  the  Cordoba  region  of 
Spain,  although  his  preference  for  the  Portuguese  spelling 
(Cordoeiro), as well as his position of authority in the Portuguese 
Jewish  community  of  Safed,  indicate  that  his  family  probably 
migrated from Spain to Portugal at some point and then suffered 
the Portuguese Expulsion of 1497 before settling in northern Israel.
More  is  known  about  Rabbi  Cordovero’s  life  after  his 
introduction to Kabbalah at the tender age of 20. He was accepted 
as a student by the renowned kabbalist Rabbi Shlomo Alkabets, a 
poet whose haunting liturgical poem Lekha Dodi has become part 
of  the  Friday  night  services  welcoming  the  Sabbath.   Rabbi 
Cordovero  married  Rabbi  Alkabets’  sister  sometime  around  the 
beginning of his discipleship.  Like many women of this era, her 
name is lost to historians.  Dr. Zohar Raviv, a noted biographer of 
Rabbi Cordovero,  surmises  that  the couple had several  children, 
but only one survived to maturity: Gedalyah, who later served as 
literary  executor  of  his  father’s  works.   Rabbi  Cordovero  died 
during the plague of 1570 at the age of 48. Gedalyah was eight 
years old.
Over  the  course  of  his  short  life,  Rabbi  Cordovero 
maintained  a  prodigious  literary  output.  He  gained  fame  as  a 
Kabbalist  with  the  1548  appearance  of  Pardes  Rimonim  (“The 
Orchard of Pomegranates”),  the first truly systematic analysis  of 
Kabbalah.  Taking the classical kabbalistic texts from the Sefer ha-
Yetsirah through  the  Zohar,  Rabbi  Cordovero  provided  a 
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comprehensive  overview  of  major  concepts  and  described  their 
common theoretical foundation. This work became so popular that 
it  was later  abbreviated  twice for more  general  readers,  first  by 
Rabbi Cordovero himself  (Or Ne’erav, or “The Pleasant Light”) 
and later by the Italian Menahem Azaria de Fano (known as the 
Maharam mi-Pano, 1548-1620), a dedicated student who played an 
important  role  in  popularizing  the  work  of  Rabbi  Cordovero. 
Rabbi Cordovero also wrote kabbalistic commentaries on Biblical 
texts, the prayer book, and a massive work on the  Zohar  entitled 
Or Yakar (“The Precious Light”).  While some of his works have 
been republished several times, the esoteric nature of much of his 
scholarship meant that  few researchers have risen to the task of 
producing modern  critical  editions  of  some of his  larger  works, 
including Eilima Rabati, much of which remains in manuscript.  
Date Palm of Devorah is easily his best-known work. Its 
appeal extended to an audience far larger than those few initiates in 
the mysteries of the Kabbalah, and it was disseminated widely by 
sixteenth-century devotees including Rabbi Levi Horowitz (1565-
1630),  who  included  virtually  the  entire  text  in  his  popular 
magnum opus, the Shnei Luhot ha-Brit.
The Safed Moment 
The life and work of Rabbi Cordovero is inseparable from 
the fascinating Golden Age of Safed, a brief period in the sixteenth 
century that  witnessed a sudden outpouring of  Jewish creativity 
from a small town in the northern Galilee region of Israel. Safed, 
or  Tsefat in  Hebrew,  is  not  mentioned  in  the  Bible  and hardly 
referred to in the Talmud, and seemed an unlikely place for the 
profound Jewish renaissance that occurred there,  were it  not for 
several factors that contribute to what Dr. Raviv calls its unique 
“theography.”  
The  city’s  name  is  related  to  the  Hebrew  word  for 
“lookout”  or  “perspective,”  even  “prophecy,”  and  is  a  fitting 
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descriptor of its location some 800 meters above sea level, gazing 
down on the lush Galilee region and the ancient city of Tiberias. A 
decline  in  the  local  economy  of  Israel’s  first  city,  Jerusalem, 
combined with favorable taxation policies of the recently installed 
Ottoman  rulers  of  the  region  made  Safed  a  magnet  for  Jewish 
immigration, particularly people associated with the textile trade. 
The Safed graves of rabbis from the Mishnaic period, most notably 
the kabbalist Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai, were magnets for spiritual 
seekers who made pilgrimage there. In short order the economic 
potential  of  the  region,  combined  with  its  natural  beauty  and 
spiritual significance, attracted some of the greatest minds of the 
sixteenth  century.  Many  of  them  were  Jewish  intellectuals, 
refugees  from  the  recent  expulsions  from  Spain  and  Portugal. 
Rabbi Cordovero’s parents or grandparents may have been among 
them.
It  is  not  known  whether  Rabbi  Cordovero  was  born  in 
Safed, or, like many, migrated there from Jewish way stations such 
as  Thessaloniki  or  Istanbul.   He  was  certainly  a  distinguished 
student, and became one of the prodigies of none other than Rabbi 
Yosef  Karo  (1488-1575),  the  author  of  the  Shulhan  Arukh,  the 
Code of Jewish Law. Rabbi Cordovero’s intellectual brilliance was 
immediately  recognized  by  his  peers,  but  contrary  to  popular 
belief,  Rabbi  Cordovero  was  probably  not  included  in  Rabbi 
Yaakov Berav’s controversial 1538 attempt to renew the ancient 
process of Biblical ordination (smikhah).  As Dr. Raviv has amply 
demonstrated,  the  notion  that  the  sixteen-year-old  Moshe 
Cordovero  would  be  so  honored  was  an  unsubstantiated  theory 
first proposed by nineteenth-century writers, based solely on Rabbi 
Cordovero’s  later  reputation  and  contradicted  by  several  salient 
facts. This is not to say that Rabbi Cordovero did not command 
great respect for his Talmudic expertise.  He served as the head of 
the Safed Jewish Court (Bet Din), and several of his rulings are 
mentioned  in  the  writings  of  Rabbi  Karo  as  well.   Dr.  Raviv 
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characterizes Rabbi Cordovero as more of a lone mystic, occupied 
with  his  kabbalistic  writings  and theories  and engaged with his 
small  group  of  advanced  students,  participating  in  communal 
affairs only when called upon.
Besides his incredibly prolific work as a theorist and writer, 
Rabbi  Cordovero  engaged  in  frequent  trips  into  the  forests 
surrounding Safed, often in the sole company of his teacher and 
father-in-law Rabbi Shlomo Alkabets. These excursions, known as 
gerushin (“divorces,” or more properly, “exiles”) were intended to 
emulate the feeling of the  Shekhinah, the Divine Presence exiled 
since the dissolution of the Jewish homeland in the first century. 
These  gerushin  should also be understood in the context  of the 
Spanish  and  Portuguese  expulsions,  well  within  generational 
memory,  that  were  likely  felt  with  the  same  immediacy  that 
contemporary Jews understand the Holocaust.   Together, teacher 
and  student  would  seek  out  ancient  graves  of  holy  people  and 
meditate there, engaging in deep silent prayers lasting three hours 
at  a time.   Rabbi Cordovero described these excursions and the 
mystical  insights  he  received  during  such  travels,  in  a  spiritual 
journal  entitled  Sefer  Gerushin,  an  important  work  that  awaits 
translation.
Rabbi Cordovero taught many brilliant students, several of 
whom carried on his legacy with writings of their own, including 
Rabbi Eliyahu de Vidas (1518-1592), author of  Reishit Hokhmah 
(“The Beginning of Wisdom”).  His most famous student was none 
other than the great Rabbi Isaac Luria (1534-1572), known as the 
Arizal,  the  sole  early  modern  kabbalist  to  eclipse  Rabbi 
Cordovero’s  fame.  The Arizal  travelled  from Egypt  to Safed in 
1570 to study with Rabbi Cordovero, but their time together was 
truncated by Rabbi Cordovero’s premature passing in 1572. Rabbi 
Hayim Vital (1543-1620), student to both Rabbi Cordovero and his 
disciple, wrote that despite the brevity of their studies together, the 
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Arizal  nevertheless  considered  Rabbi  Cordovero  his  greatest 
teacher. 
Date Palm of Devorah: A Kabbalistic Approach to Musar
The  corpus  of  Jewish  religious  literature  from the  Bible 
onward places great emphasis on the definition of lawful behavior 
and the imperative of  ethical behavior.  Lawful behavior may be 
understood  as  the  minimum  requirement  for  all  Jews,  and  is 
subject to reward and punishment. Ethical behavior, on the other 
hand,  is  much  more  nuanced,  often  reaching  far  beyond  the 
demands  of  what  is  merely  lawful.  In  other  words,  legislation 
concentrates on what one must do (that which is lawful), whereas 
other elements of Jewish thought concentrate on what one should 
do (that which is ethical). 
The  specific  definition  of  lawful  behavior  is  known  as 
halakhah, and is fleshed out in texts such as the Mishnah (third 
century),  the  Talmud  (fourth-sixth  centuries)  and  codified  in 
various compendiums of Jewish law like Maimonides’s  Mishnah 
Torah (twelfth century). With the possible exception of the third-
century tractate Pirkei Avot, however, most ethical teachings were 
scattered throughout these seminal texts in a seemingly haphazard 
manner.  No  single  work  was  exclusively  dedicated  to  the 
development of ethical  sensibility until  Bayha ibn Pakuda wrote 
The Duties of the Heart in the eleventh century. In other words, the 
trend  of  defining  lawful  behavior  dominated  much  Jewish 
literature for some two millennia, while the more difficult task of 
defining  the  underlying  principles  of  ethical  behavior  lagged 
behind. To be sure, general rules such as Hillel’s famous dictum, 
“that which is hateful to you, do not do to your fellow” (Talmud, 
Shabat  31a)  were  well-studied,  a  literary  genre  devoted 
specifically to ethics only began much later. This genre is known 
as musar.
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The  term  musar,  derived  from  the  Hebrew  term  for 
“rebuke”  or  “reproof,”  as  well  as  the  term  “tradition,”  was 
popularized  in  the  late  nineteenth  century  when  Rabbi  Israel 
Lipkin of Salant (Israel Salanter) argued that musar study deserved 
a formal and permanent place in the curriculum of the yeshivah. 
Rabbi  Salanter  maintained  that  the  near-exclusive  emphasis  on 
Talmudic  studies  did  not  sufficiently  expose  students  of  his 
generation  to  the  introspection  and  self-analysis  required  to 
develop ethical behavior and sustained spiritual growth. His musar 
movement  called  for  renewed  study  of  a  handful  of  carefully 
selected works, including ibn Pakuda’s The Duties of the Heart,  
The  Ways  of  the  Righteous  by  an  anonymous  fifteenth-century 
writer,  The  Path  of  the  Just by  Rabbi  Moshe  Hayim  Luzzatto 
(eigthteenth century), and our text, Date Palm of Devorah. 
While all  the works of  musar  share the common goal of 
advancing  ethical  behavior,  they are  highly distinct  in  approach 
and  character.  Alan  Morinis,  a  modern  proponent  of  musar, 
identifies four distinct tendencies in the literature:  the traditional 
Talmudic approach,  seen in the  The Ways of the Righteous; the 
philosophical  approach,  characteristic  of  Maimonides’  Laws  of  
Opinions; the ascetic approach, evidenced in the thirteenth-century 
Book of the Pious; and finally the kabbalistic approach, the first 
and  most  famous  work  being  Rabbi  Moshe  Cordovero’s  Date 
Palm of Devorah.
The  principal  theme  of  Date  Palm  of  Devorah  is  the 
practical  application  of  the  concept  known  among  medieval 
theologians  as  imitatio  Dei,  or  the  “imitation  of  God.”  This 
approach  begins  with  an  awesome  presumption:  if  we  are  to 
somehow imitate God, we must first understand something about 
God’s nature.  Date Palm of Devorah  therefore provides nothing 
less  than  a  spiritual  anatomy  of  God,  insofar  as  this  may  be 
grasped  within  the  parameters  of  human  comprehension.  This 
alone would earn it an honored place in the rich history of Jewish 
spiritual literature, but the identity of God is merely a precursor to 
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the  more  relevant  task  of  the  book,  which  is  to  apply this 
knowledge to  our  everyday behavior. Date  Palm of  Devorah  is 
therefore simultaneously a book of esoteric kabbalistic wisdom as 
well as a classic of Jewish ethics, and has earned a rare place in the 
library of world thought.
Published posthumously, the text of Date Palm of Devorah 
contains  many unanswered questions.   It  appears  likely that  the 
current  text  was  not  the  finished  version  that  Rabbi  Cordovero 
intended to publish, as it contains small errors and omissions that 
would  have  been  caught  with  relatively  light  copyediting.   For 
example, it seems that Rabbi Cordovero composed  Date Palm of  
Devorah without ready access to Talmudic texts, relying solely on 
his prodigious memory.  In one instance the text refers the reader 
to what seems to be the wrong chapter of Talmud, in another area 
the name of an ancient Rabbi is transposed. More seriously, there 
are  some  lacunae  in  the work such as  a  passage  in  the second 
chapter which introduces two reasons for a particular phenomenon, 
but  the  text  records  only  one.  These  minor  issues  have  not 
prevented generations of students from cherishing  Date Palm of  
Devorah as a work of soaring genius.
One of the most mysterious aspects of the work is its title, 
which remains completely unexplained.  It is evidently taken from 
Judges 4:4-5:  “Devorah was a woman of  prophecy,  the wife  of 
Lapidot, she judged Israel at that time.  She would sit under the 
date  palm  of  Devorah,  between  Ramah  and  Bet  El  on  Mount 
Efrayim,  and the Jewish people would come to her for justice.” 
Rabbi  Cordovero’s  son Gedalyah  apparently  assumed that  Date 
Palm of Devorah was adapted from a section of his father’s work 
Eilima  Rabati,  also  divided  into  sections  called  “Date  Palms” 
(referencing  Exodus  15:27  and  Numbers  33:9).  None  of  those 
“Date  Palm”  sections  are  named,  however,  and  a  closer 
examination  reveals  that,  while  broadly  similar,  Date  Palm  of  
Devorah is clearly distinct from the parallel sixth section of Eilima 
Rabati.  It is possible that the text in Eilima Rabati was an earlier 
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version of Date Palm of Devorah (we do not know with precision 
when either work was composed), and perhaps Rabbi Cordovero 
decided to develop the ideas more fully in an independent, stand-
alone  work.   Date  Palm  of  Devorah may  have  served  as  an 
introduction to his kabbalistic ethical system in the same way that 
Or  Ne’erav was  written  as  a  separate  work  to  function  as  an 
introduction  to  his  Kabbalah  as  a  whole.  Dr.  Bracha  Sack  has 
written extensively on Cordoveran thought, and she suggests that 
the title may be a reference to the union of husband and wife, a 
holy  physical  metaphor  for  the  unity  of  the  Divine  Name (this 
concept is developed in a later section of  Date Palm of Devorah, 
not treated in The Kabbalah of Forgiveness).  A definitive answer 
to the mysterious question of the title remains elusive. 
Date Palm of Devorah and the Ban on Kabbalah
Unusual in so many ways,  Date Palm of Devorah is also 
exceptional  in  that  it  is  uncharacteristically  exempt  from  the 
centuries-old ban on the study of Kabbalah by students under the 
age of forty.  Rabbi Cordovero was personally opposed to this ban, 
arguing that students as young as twenty should engage in esoteric 
study, but none of his other works have earned the rare distinction 
of  widespread  reading  by the  general  public,  regardless  of  age, 
gender, or previous training.
The text of Date Palm of Devorah was quoted at length and 
lovingly described by Rabbi Isaiah Horowitz (known as the Shela 
ha-Kodesh,  after  his  seventeenth-century  work  Shnei  luhot  ha-
brit), and in the nineteenth century Date Palm of Devorah gained 
even  more  prominence  with  the  flourishing  of  the  musar 
movement.   Rabbi  Israel  Lipkin  of  Salant  (Israel  Salanter), 
considered  the  father  of  the  movement,  promoted  the  study  of 
Date Palm of Devorah in the month of forgiveness preceding the 
High Holidays, and Rabbi Salanter’s famous Letter of Musar was 
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published as an appendix to an edition of Date Palm of Devorah. 
Today,  Date  Palm of  Devorah is  frequently studied as  personal 
preparation for the season of repentance (especially the ten days 
between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur), and editions have been 
printed  that  break  the  work  into  smaller  segments  for  pious 
individuals  who  study  Date  Palm  of  Devorah every  day, 
completing the work on a monthly basis.
The  Kabbalah  of  Forgiveness is  a  translation  and 
commentary on the first chapter of Date Palm of Devorah.  Taking 
up fully one-third of the entire work, the first chapter concentrates 
on how a person may emulate the Creator (imitatio Dei) through 
the first Kabbalistic sefirah known as Keter.  A longer explanation 
of the meaning of the sefirot (plural of sefirah) is not necessary for 
a profitable reading of this chapter, and indeed  The Kabbalah of  
Forgiveness follows in the tradition of many commentators who 
have chosen to address the first chapter in isolation (see the works 
of S. Feldman and Rabbi Landau listed in the Bibliography). The 
subsequent nine chapters continue the discussion of the emulation 
of the Creator through the other  sefirot. A commentary on these 
chapters is planned for publication under the title The Ethics of the 
Sefirot.
The Kabbalah of Forgiveness presents the thought of Rabbi 
Cordovero  in  the  following  manner:  a  brief  translator’s 
introduction  in italics  provides context  for the translation of the 
text  itself,  which  is  amplified  in  a  brief  essay  explaining  key 
aspects of the material. Since Date Palm of Devorah is ultimately a 
work  that  seeks  practical  application,  a  variety  of  hypothetical 
scenarios  are  then  presented  in  a  section  entitled  “Practical 
Applications” that describe how one might use the  Date Palm of  




Date Palm of Devorah begins with an overall statement of  
purpose: to fully realize human potential, one must internalize and 
actualize  the  concept  of  imitatio  Dei (the  imitation  of  God).  
According  to  Cordoveran  Kabbalah,  the  universe  was  created 
through ten Divine emanations called  sefirot  (singular:  sefirah),  
vessels  which  continue  to  be  used  by  God  as  conduits  for  
communicating  Divine  energy  into  the  world.  Date  Palm  of 
Devorah analyzes the function of each of the sefirot and describes  
by extension its implication for human conduct: by understanding 
how God influences  the world through the  sefirah of  Tiferet,for 
example,  we  learn  how  we  should  treat  others  in  a  manner  
consistent with Tiferet. 
The first sefirah is Keter, the Crown.  Through Keter, God 
sends mercy into the world through the Thirteen Levels of Mercy  
(Yud-gimel midot ha-rahamim).  These aspects of Divine Mercy  
are  sometimes  called  “attributes,”  which  is  indeed  a  closer  
translation of the Hebrew term midot, but the text of  Date Palm of 
Devorah  seems to indicate  that certain  midot  bear a sequential  
relationship to each other, hence this commentary will use the less  
common  translation  “levels.”  Studying  these  levels  heightens 
one’s awareness of how God forgives humanity, and how humans  
may in turn forgive each other.
The Thirteen Levels are encoded within a sequence of three  
verses  in  the  prophetic  book  of  Micah (7:18-20).  Broken  into 
thirteen phrases, each represents a different aspect of forgiveness.  
Rabbi Cordovero does not quote the verses in full, choosing rather  
to cite only the first words of each verse.  This omission may be 
due to his reliance on the presumed familiarity of his readers with  
the book of Micah, although it is also possible that he intended to  
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provide a full citation in a later revision of Date Palm of Devorah, 
which  was  published  posthumously.  Rabbi  Cordovero  will  use 
these  verses  in  Micah as  a  framework  for  a  more  detailed  
discussion for the content, meaning, and application of each of the  




בּסוד יִהּיֶה  וּאז  לּקונו  שֶיִדּמֶה  רָאוי   הָאדָם 
יּדֻמֶה בּגופו ודּמות, שֶאִלו   הּצורָה הָעֶלּיונָה צֶלֶם 
 וּלֹא בִפּעֻלות הֲרֵי הוא מּכּזִיב הּצורָה וּיֹאמּרו עָלָיו
הּצֶלֶם עִיקָר  כּעורִים. שֶהֲרֵי  ומּעֲשִים  נָאה   צורָה 
הֱיותו  וּהּדּמות הָעֶלּיון הֵן פּעֻלותָיו, ומּה יועִיל לו 
 כּצורָה הָעֶלּיונָה דּמות תּבּנִית אֵבָרָיו ובּפּעֻלות לֹא
יִדּמֶה לּקונו. 
רָאוי שֶיִדּמֶה אֶל פּעֻלות הּכֶתֶר שֶהֵן  ּ  לּפִיכָך
בּסוד ורּמוזות  עֶלּיונות.  רּחֲמִים  שֶל  מִדות   י"ג 
 מִי אֵל כָמוךָ. יָשוב יּרּחֲמֵנו. תִתֵן אֱמֶת. הּפּסוקִים
אִם כֵן רָאוי שֶתִמּצָאֶנָה בו י"ג מִדות אֵלו.




It is Appropriate to Imitate the Creator
It is appropriate to imitate the Creator, and thus participate 
in the secret of the Supernal Form, Image and Likeness. If a human 
being  were  similar  in  external  shape,  but  not  in  behavior,  this 
would give lie to the Form.  People say of such a person, “beautiful 
in form, but repulsive in behavior.”  This is because the essence of 
the Form and Supernal Image is measured in terms of behavior. 
What  benefit  is  there  in participating in the Supernal  Form, the 
very Likeness imprinted on one’s limbs,  if  this  similarity to the 
Creator does not extend to one’s conduct as well? 
Therefore it is appropriate  that  we imitate the activity of 
Keter, which consists of the Thirteen Levels of Supernal Mercy, 
derived from the Biblical  passage:  “Who is like You, God…He 
will again show mercy… Give truth to Jacob.” It is fitting that a 
person should develop these Thirteen Levels of Mercy, which we 
find in the sefirah of Keter. 
Now we will explain the function of the Thirteen Levels as 
applied to human behavior. 
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Translator’s Commentary
In his typically terse and succinct fashion, Rabbi Cordovero 
introduces the subject of  Date Palm of Devorah:  the kabbalistic 
approach to imitatio Dei, or the “imitation of God.” Fulfillment of 
imitatio Dei is central to the meaning of human existence. Made in 
the image of God, denying our divine potential would represent a 
betrayal  of  our  fundamental  essence,  reducing  us  to  something 
“beautiful  in  form,  but  repulsive  in  behavior.”  A  delicate  oil 
painting  may  be  ripped  from  its  frame  and  sewn  into  a  very 
serviceable  sack  to  carry  potatoes,  but  that  would  constitute  an 
offense to the great beauty of the image painstakingly painted onto 
the canvas.  The same is true of human beings: infused with the 
Image  of  God,  we  maximize  our  identity  when  we  bring  our 
conduct  into conformity with our Divine potential.  “Adam,” the 
Hebrew word  for  human  being,  is  related  to  the  term  adameh, 
which means “I will imitate,” as in Isaiah 14:14: “I will imitate 
(adameh) the Most High.”
The  concept  of  imitating  God,  well  developed  in  the 
Abrahamic  tradition,  has  its  basis  in  Biblical  verses  such  as 
Leviticus  19:2:  “be  holy,  for  I  am holy.”   Jewish  philosophers 
pondered the implications of imitatio Dei: how, precisely, was one 
to fulfill  this  awesome requirement,  when our transcendent  God 
remains  fundamentally  unknowable?   Rashi,  the  greatest  of  the 
medieval commentators (Rabbi Shlomo Yitshaki, 1040-1105) took 
a  pragmatic  approach,  writing  “cleave  to  God’s  ways—perform 
acts of kindness, bury the dead, visit the sick, just as God did.” 
Maimonides  (1135-1204)  expounded  on  the  emotional  and 
intellectual  implications of  imitatio  Dei,  defining the verse “and 
walk  in  [God’s]  ways”  (Deuteronomy  28:9)  as  a  form  of 
Aristotelian “Golden Path,” finding Godliness in the pursuit of a 
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balanced personality (see  Mishneh Torah,  Hilkhot De’ot and the 
fourteenth-century  Sefer  ha-Hinukh   611).   Rabbi  Cordovero’s 
understanding  of  imitatio  Dei includes  these  approaches  and 
surpasses them.
For  Rabbi  Cordovero,  the  true  meaning  of  the  Biblical 
phrase “made in the image of God” (Genesis 1:26-27) lies in the 
appropriate use of the human will. Bringing this will into harmony 
with God’s will represents the maximization of human potential, 
expressed in terms of both behavior and identity, both action and 
selfhood. By way of an imperfect analogy, we are like the wireless 
devices  we use to receive  invisible  data  transmitted through the 
atmosphere. If our mobile phone is too far away from a cell tower, 
or if our radio is not tuned to the proper frequency, the signal will 
be weak or garbled. Date Palm of Devorah describes the method of 
adjusting  our  spiritual  wireless  devices  to  capture  the  strongest 
signals.  God  is  constantly  broadcasting.  We  have  to  work  on 
receiving, and responding.   
As long as we fail to bring ourselves into alignment with 
the  Divine  signal,  we  fail  to  maximize  our  potential,  just  as  a 
sophisticated computer is overqualified to function as a doorstop. 
Rabbi  Moshe  David  Yehezkel  Landau  provides  a  memorable 
image of such underemployment  in his commentary on the first 
chapter  of  Date  Palm  of  Devorah.  Imagine  a  highly  trained 
surgeon, possessing the knowledge and skills to save lives, who 
takes a menial job that makes no use of her great potential. What a 
waste  of  human  talent!  This  is  “giving  lie  to  the  form,” 
underutilizing the powers inherent in the human soul. 
The key to  imitatio Dei, for Rabbi Cordovero, lies in the 
kabbalistic understanding of how God is revealed in the Universe 
through the Divine emanations known as sefirot (singular: sefirah). 
These expressions of creative energy are ten in number: Keter (the 
Crown),  Hokhmah (Wisdom),  Binah (Understanding),  Hesed 
(Kindness),  Gevurah (Power),  Tiferet (Glory),  Netsah (Eternity), 
Hod (Beauty),  Yesod (Foundation),  and  Malkhut (Sovereignty). 
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Date Palm of Devorah goes through the sefirot and describes how 
we may bring our own behavior into precise alignment with each 
of them, opening up the bandwidth to receive the Divine signal at 
maximum strength.  The Kabbalah of Forgiveness concentrates on 
the first chapter of  Date Palm of Devorah, which is dedicated to 
Keter (the  Crown).  The  primary  defining  characteristic  of  this 
sefirah is  expressed  in  the  Thirteen  Levels  of  Mercy.   The 
remaining sefirot, as well as an extended discussion of humility in 
Keter,  will  be  treated  in  a  planned  forthcoming  volume  of 
commentary on Date Palm of Devorah entitled  The Ethics of the  
Sefirot.
Divine Mercy is described in Jewish thought as the shalosh 
esrei  midot  ha-rahamim,  which  we  have  rendered  here  as  the 
Thirteen Levels of Mercy,  although the term Thirteen Attributes 
would also be correct. God, according to the paucity of our human 
intellect,  utilizes  thirteen  distinct  methods  or  strategies  to  effect 
forgiveness.   The  Hebrew term  midot (singular:  midah) simply 
translates as “measures,” which does not imply that one midah is 
superior  to  another,  but  I  have chosen to  translate  this  word as 
“levels,” because Rabbi Cordovero’s description clearly indicates a 
progression:  the  first  midah  is  less  difficult  to  achieve  than  the 
second, which is in turn less difficult than the third, and so on. On 
the other hand, sometimes a specific midah proves to be the most 
effective,  regardless  of  the  severity  of  the  offense  that  requires 
forgiveness: I happen to prefer the sixth midah over them all, and 
generally try to focus on it first rather than working through each 
midah  in sequence.  Rabbi Cordovero advocates this approach in 
his conclusion: “when one encounters a situation when one needs 
to employ one of the Levels, let one remember and say ‘behold, 
this matter requires the use of this Level.’”  Thus even though the 
term “level” reflects the sequential nature of the thirteen, the term 
“attribute”  captures  the  independent  nature  of  each  midah. The 
Kabbalah of Forgiveness uses the term Level for consistency, but 
the reader should bear in mind the dual aspect of the term midah.
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The  Thirteen  Levels  of  Mercy  are  expressed  in  two 
Scriptural passages. Jewish liturgy frequently cites the best-known 
passage,  taken  from  Exodus  34:6-7:  “O  Lord,  O  Lord, 
compassionate and gracious, patient and full of kindness and truth, 
who preserves kindness for thousands, who bears transgression and 
sin and wrong.” Prominent in the prayers of the High Holy Days, 
these  verses  are  understood  to  have  tremendous  power,  as  the 
Talmud describes (Rosh Hashanah 17b):  “Rabbi Yohanan taught: 
if it were not stated explicitly, it would be impossible to say this—
God wrapped himself as a prayer leader and showed Moses, saying 
to him ‘any time the Jewish people [sin], let them do the following 
order  [i.e.  the  Thirteen  Levels  of  Mercy]  before  Me and I  will 
forgive  them.”  Rabbi  Eliyahu  Vidas,  one  of  Rabbi  Cordovero’s 
most  famous  students,  clarifies  the  meaning  of  this  Talmudic 
teaching in his classic work Reishit Hokhmah (“The Beginning of 
Wisdom,” Gate of Humility 1:14):  “we see that many times we 
recite  these Thirteen  Levels,  and yet  we are  not  answered!  The 
Geonim [Rabbis  of  the  late  Babylonian  period]  explain  that  the 
phrase  ‘let  them do  the  following  order’  does  not  refer  to  the 
wrapping  in  the  prayer  shawl  [and  merely  repeating  the  verses 
aloud]—it  refers  rather  to  the  doing of  these  Levels  that  God 
taught Moses.”  The secret to doing these Levels, living them and 
putting them into actual practice, is the subject of  Date Palm of  
Devorah. 
Besides the formulation in Exodus, The Thirteen Levels of 
Mercy are also encoded within a few verses in the prophetic book 
of Micah.  The kabbalists draw a distinction between the “lower” 
version (seder tata’ah) that appears most frequently in the liturgy 
and the “higher” version  (seder ila’ah) in Micah,  which is  only 
recited  formally  during  the  tashlikh  service  of  Rosh  Hashanah. 
Breaking  down  several  verses  into  thirteen  clauses,  the  higher 
version reads as follows (Micah 7:18-20): 
(1) Who is God like You, 
(2) who bears sin 
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(3) and passes over transgression 
(4) for the remnant of His inheritance. 
(5) He does not hold fast to His anger forever, 
(6) for He desires kindness. 
(7) He will again show mercy, 
(8) He will subdue our transgressions and 
(9) cast all their sins into the depths of the sea. 
(10) Give truth to Jacob, 
(11) kindness to Abraham 
(12) that you swore to our ancestors 
(13) from days of old. 
Rabbi Cordovero uses the words of the verses to allude to 
the  content  of  the  Thirteen  Levels.  In  the  interest  of  modern 
readers,  I  have  summarized  each  of  the  levels  with  a  thematic 
statement to make the concepts more accessible and memorable.
1) The King who Endures Insult
2) Let it Go for Now
3) Take Care of it Personally
4) Remember the Family
5) Release the Anger
6) Who Makes Your Lunch?
7) A Knot is Stronger
8) Maintain a Core of Love
9) Bury the Past
10) Do the Right Thing Anyway
11) Do More for Those Who Do More
12) Remember Where they Came From
13) The Moment of Innocence
The  formulation  of  the  Thirteen  Levels  of  Mercy  as 
presented in Micah is considered higher than the version presented 
in Exodus because the former is not placed within the context of a 
petition.   Rather  than  beseeching  God  to  forgive  us  our 
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transgressions,  a  fundamentally  retrospective  act,  the  higher 
version  is  a  description  of  God’s  nature,  insofar  as  we  may 
understand it,  such that we might engage proactively in  imitatio  
Dei and thus elevate our behavior accordingly.
In his  masterful  commentary  on  Date  Palm of  Devorah, 
Rabbi Ben Tsion Epstein uses a parable to illustrate the differences 
between the lower and higher versions of the Thirteen Levels of 
Mercy.  A king may be known in two ways: by the way he rules 
his people,  and by the way he behaves when he is alone in the 
palace. If the king treats his people with mercy and justice, we say 
he  is  a  merciful  and  just  king,  but  that  is  only  the  outward 
expression of his inner life in the palace. How does the king think? 
How does the king conduct himself on his own? This knowledge is 
reserved  only  for  those  who  are  allowed  within  the  palace  to 
observe the king directly. The lower version of the Thirteen Levels 
of  Mercy,  stated  as  a  petition,  reflect  a  lower  apprehension  of 
God’s nature, perceiving God’s majesty like a crowd of peasants 
standing  outside  the  palace  walls,  waiting  for  a  royal 
pronouncement  of forgiveness.  The higher  version,  on the other 
hand, is stated as an expression of praise of God, like a private 
poem composed by a member of the royal staff, a poem penned by 
someone who had the opportunity to know the king on a deeper, 
more  personal  level,  and  transformed  this  relationship  into  a 
guideline for inspired living. Date Palm of Devorah is that poem.
One final note is relevant before we begin the discussion of 
the Thirteen Levels themselves.   Many commentators have been 
troubled  by  Rabbi  Cordovero’s  unusual  use  of  the  word 
“appropriate” (ראוי)   in  the  first  sentence:  “it  is  appropriate to 
imitate  the  Creator.”  They  asked,  if  imitatio  Dei  is  a  distinct 
commandment, why is it only “appropriate” to imitate the Creator? 
Shouldn’t Rabbi Cordovero have used a term like “mandatory” or 
“obligated”? 
Rabbi  Landau  offers  a  powerful  image  to  address  the 
question.  He writes that “a person should walk in the street with 
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dignified  clothing,  and  not  in  pajamas.   One  need  not  say 
‘necessary’  or ‘obligated’  regarding this.” In other words, while 
there is no commandment in the Torah that explicitly prohibits the 
wearing of pajamas in public, such behavior would certainly not 
fall in the “appropriate” category.  The commandment to imitate 
God  has  so  many  nuanced  and  situation-based  practical 
applications,  from  one’s  choice  of  clothing  to  one’s  choice  of 
words, that it would be counterproductive to enumerate them all.  
Another  possible  explanation  of  the  term  “appropriate” 
refers to the overwhelming imperative of forgiveness mandated in 
Date Palm of Devorah,  which is of an entirely different order of 
magnitude  than  many  other  commandments.   Perhaps  Rabbi 
Cordovero acknowledged the difficulty of the task by using the 
word  “appropriate”  rather  than  “mandatory.”  The  lofty,  even 
otherworldly  standards  of  behavior  described  in  Date  Palm  of  
Devorah will only be reached by a saintly few. It is appropriate, 
nevertheless, for the rest of us to at least make the attempt. A son, 
for example,  who wishes to please his father, will  certainly pay 
attention to his father’s  directions and obey them completely.  A 
son who truly loves his father, on the other hand, will reach beyond 
the commands in anticipation of his father’s deeper intent: “what 
else can I do for my father? How can I express my respect and love 
for  my  father  beyond  fulfilling  his  stated  requests?”  The 
commandment of “go in God’s ways” (ve-halakhta be-derakhav, 
Deuteronomy 28:9) refers to the more basic, elemental adherence 
to  the explicit  teachings  of the Torah.  The one who truly loves 
God,  however,  will  reach  beyond  the  commandments  to  their 
Source, constantly looking for ways to serve God in a holier, more 
purified manner.   Lofty,  detailed,  and absolute,  the standards of 
behavior  described  in  the  Torah  are  nevertheless  only  the 
minimum requirements. With the opening sentence of  Date Palm 
of  Devorah, Rabbi  Cordovero  gently  indicates  that  it  is 
“appropriate”  for  a  person  to  go  beyond  the  minimum 
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requirements, and seek completely to fulfill the will of our Divine 
Parent through the application of the Thirteen Levels of Mercy.
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Online Resources
Brief video lectures introducing each of the Thirteen Levels 
of Mercy are  available  at  www.henryabramson.com,  under the 
link “The Kabbalah of Forgiveness.”  Viewers are encouraged to 
engage in a further conversation on The Kabbalah of Forgiveness 
by adding comments and sharing links with others.
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The First Level: The King who Endures 
Insult 
Translator’s Introduction
Rabbi  Cordovero’s  discussion  of  the  Thirteen  Levels  of  
Mercy begins with an awesome depiction of human sin from God’s  
perspective. 
Given that all power in the Universe has God at its source,  
even the energy used by human beings in their affairs, it follows  
that when a person transgresses God’s will, he or she inevitably  
makes use of that very same Divine vitality to rebel against the  
One  who  provided  it.   By  analogy,  this  is  like  a  servant  who  
receives  a  walking  stick  from his  employer  with  instructions  to  
undertake a journey, and the servant immediately uses the walking 
stick to beat his master. What a grievous insult! Nevertheless, God 
endures this insult, and continues to provide life-sustaining energy  
to  human beings,  even when they misdirect  that  energy to  defy  
God’s will.
The first of the Thirteen Levels of Mercy is taken from the 
beginning of Micah 7:18: Who is like You, God. Rabbi Cordovero 
outlines the parameters of the first Level, and then indicates some 
ways in which human beings may emulate the Divine forgiveness 
that continues to provide life-sustaining energy even when we 
transgress. 
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הָאחת - מִי אֵל כָמוךָ
סובֵל נֶעֱלּב,   ּ מֶלֶך הב''ה  הֱיות  עּל   מורֶה 
 עֶלּבון מּה שֶלֹא יּכִילֵהו רּעּיון. הֲרֵי אֵין דָבָר נִסּתָר
יִהּיֶה שֶלֹא  רֶגּע  אֵין  וּעוד  סָפֵק,  בּלִי   מֵהּשּגָחָתו 
 הָאדָם נִזון ומִתּקּיֵם מִכֹחּ עֶלּיון הּשופֵעּ עָלָיו, וּהֲרֵי
 תִמּצָא שֶמֵעולָם לֹא חָטָא אדָם נֶגּדו שֶלֹא יִהּיֶה הוא
 בּאותו הָרֶגּע מּמָש שופֵעּ עליו שֶפּע קִיומו ותּנועּת
לֹא הּהוא   ּ בּכֹח חֹטֵא  שֶהָאדָם  הֱיות  ועִם   אֵבָרָיו, 
 מּנָעו מִמֶנו כּלָל אֶלָא סבל הב''ה  עֶלּבון כָזֶה לִהּיות
ּ תּנועת אֵבָרָיו, וּהוא מוצִיאן אותו כֹח  מּשּפִיעּ בו 
 כֹחּ בּאותו רֶגּע בּחֵטּא וּעָון ומּכּעִיס וּהב''ה  סובֵל.
הּטוב הּהוא יָכול לִמּנועּ מִמֶנו   וּלֹא תֹאמּר שֶאֵינו 
 ח"ו שֶהֲרֵי בּכֹחו בּרֶגּע כּמֵימּרָה לּיּבֵש יָדָיו וּרּגּלָיו
בּיָדו  ּ זֹאת שֶהּכֹח כָל  וּעִם  לּיָרָבּעָם,   כּעֵין שֶעָשָה 
כֵיוָן לומּר  לו  וּהָיָה  הּהוא  הּנִשּפָע   ּ הּכֹח  לּהּחּזִיר 
לא בּשֶלִי,   לֹא   ָ בּשֶלּך תֶחֱטָא  נֶגּדִי  חֹטֵא   שֶאתָה 
 תחטא נגדי, לֹא מִפּנֵי זֶה מָנּע טובו מִן הָאדָם אֶלָא
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 סָבּל עֶלּבון, וּהִשּפִיעּ הּכֹחּ וּהֵטִיב לּאדָם טובו. הֲרֵי
זֶה וּעּל  ישוער  שֶלֹא  מּה  וּסּבּלָנות  עֶלּבון   זֶה 
וּהּיּנו עָלוב   ּ  קורּאִים מּלּאֲכֵי הּשָרֵת לּהב''ה  מֶלֶך
מִי אֵל כָמוךָ, אתָה אֵל בּעּל חֶסֶד הּמֵטִיב,  אומּרו 
 אֵל בּעּל כֹחּ לִנּקֹם וּלֶאֱסֹף אֶת שֶלּךָ, וּעִם כָל זֹאת
אתָה סובֵל וּנֶעֱלָב עּד יָשוב בִתּשובָה. 
 הֲרֵי זו מִדָה שֶצָרִיךּ הָאדָם לּהִתּנּהֵג בָה רּצונִי
וּעִם לּמּדּרֵגָה זו  נֶעֱלּב אֲפִלו  וּכֵן הֱיותו   הּסּבּלָנות 




Who is God Like You
This Level demonstrates that God is a King who endures 
insult to a degree that cannot be imagined. Behold, without doubt 
nothing is hidden from God’s awareness, and there is no moment 
when a human being is not nourished and sustained by the supernal 
power that  descends  from above.  Therefore  a  person never  sins 
against God without simultaneously receiving a sustaining flow of 
energy from God at the very moment of sin, animating the limbs. 
Despite the fact that the person uses this energy to sin, God does 
not withhold it  in the least.  Rather,  God endures this  insult  and 
continues  to  provide  the  animating  life  force,  even  though  the 
person abuses this power to sin, to rebel, and to attempt to anger 
God.  Still, God endures the insult.
One  cannot  say  that  God  does  not  have  the  power  to 
withhold this energy from a person, Heaven forbid.  God has the 
power to shrivel a person’s hands and feet with a single word, as 
God did with Jeroboam (Kings I 13:4). Despite the fact that God 
has the power to reverse the flow of energy, saying, “Since you sin 
against  Me—sin  with  your  own  power  and  not  Mine,”  God 
nevertheless does not withhold this benefit; rather, God endures the 
insult  and  continues  to  send  the  flow  of  power,  providing  the 
person with God’s goodness. Behold, this is a level of insult and 
tolerance that cannot be described.
This  is  why  the  ministering  angels  refer  to  God  as  the 
Insulted King. This is the meaning of “Who is God like You.” You 
are a God of kindness and generosity, a God with the power to take 
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vengeance and take back what is Yours, yet You show tolerance to 
insult until the person repents.
Behold,  this  is  a Level  that  one must  emulate,  meaning: 
tolerance.  We  must  tolerate  insult  even  to  this  degree  and  not 
retract the benefits we give to others.
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Translator’s Commentary
The concept of the King who endures insult (literally, the 
“Insulted King,” Pirkei Heikhalot 25) is one of the most powerful 
images in  Date Palm of Devorah.  Rabbi Cordovero’s meaning is 
not  that  God  is  somehow  upset  by  this  insult,  as  the 
anthropomorphism  of  Divine  emotion  is  used  only  to  provide 
understanding on a human level. In other words, God is not really 
insulted, but we behave in a shamefully insulting manner.
God is the sole source of energy in this world, abundant 
and generous, and without this flow of divine energy nothing at all 
may exist. As human beings, we are given discretion to use that 
energy for good or for ill, yet if we choose to employ the energy in 
a forbidden manner we thereby cause great insult to the King.  The 
amazing  aspect  of  this  Level  of  mercy  is  that  God  does  not 
withhold the supply of this energy even when we misdirect it to 
forbidden  purposes.  The  Midrash  provides  a  telling  example 
(Tanhuma, Ki Tisa 14): when the Sea of Reeds was split to allow 
the Jews to escape from their Egyptian pursuers, a group of Jews 
insisted on bringing an idol along with them through the parted 
waters. Even at the very moment that God was providing for their 
rescue,  these Jews insisted on maintaining an attachment  to that 
which  God abhors!  Similarly,  the  Midrash  continues,  when  the 
Jews were sustained in the desert by the miraculous manna, some 
Jews set aside loaves to provide offerings to the golden calf.  God 
would be entirely within the boundaries of common morality to 
cease providing manna to the Jewish people, just as he froze King 
Jeroboam’s arm when the king sought to worship an idol.  God 
could have withdrawn the power that held the waters of the Sea of 
Reeds in place, allowing the waves to crash down upon the fleeing 
Jews  and their  idol.  Yet  the  King  who endures  insult  tolerated 
these provocations and continued to provide for the Jewish people. 
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In fact,  as  Rabbi Eliyahu Dessler observes (Mikhtav mi-Eliyahu 
3:69,  cited  by  several  commentators),  our  intransigence  even 
makes God an unwilling partner in the transgression: by allowing 
us  the  energy  to  sin,  God  is  forced  to  participate  in  our 
wrongdoing. Rather than limit the extent of our free will, however, 
God endures  the insult,  overlooking  the respect  and compliance 
that we, by all rights, owe God out of gratitude for our very lives. 
The Talmud puts this Level in another way (Megilah 31): 
“where  you  find  God’s  greatness,  there  you  will  find  God’s 
humility.”  In another passage (Yoma 69), Moses is criticized by 
later  prophets  for the terminology used in prayer:  “Moses came 
and  said,  ‘the  God  who  is  Great,  and  Mighty,  and  Awesome.’ 
Jeremiah came and said, ‘foreigners are dancing in the sanctuary 
[of  the  destroyed  Temple],  how can  God be  called  Awesome?’ 
Moses removed ‘Awesome.’ Daniel came and said, ‘foreigners are 
subjugating  God’s  children,  how  can  God  be  called  Mighty?’ 
Moses removed ‘Mighty.’ The Men of the Great Assembly [who 
finalized the text of the liturgy] came and said, ‘on the contrary—
this is how God is Mighty, for God’s overwhelming Mercy grants 
patience to the wicked.  This is how the Blessed One is Mighty and 
Awesome.’”
Perhaps  the  easiest  way to  imagine  this  Level  in  human 
terms is by contemplating the relationship between a parent and an 
adolescent child.  Speaking as a father of six, I have some personal 
knowledge of the trials of tolerance my wife and I endure as we 
navigate our children through the difficult time before they emerge 
as responsible adults. It takes many years, even decades, for a child 
to  realize  the  enormity  of  self-sacrifice  that  parents  shoulder 
without complaint.  During that dark time of adolescent ignorance 
and rebellion,  even  the  most  adoring  and loving  child  may say 
hurtful things and make harmful choices that pain a parent, yet the 
parent nevertheless continues to provide for the child, hoping that 
at some point the child will mature and behave in a healthy and 
productive manner. 
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The  symmetry  of  the  parent-child  and  God-human 
relationship, however striking, is only one example of the type of 
relationship affected by the First Level of Mercy.   One sees the 
First Level of mercy in relationships that have at their essence a 
kindness extended by one party that is not adequately appreciated 
by the other.  For example, the principle of enduring insult may be 
applied to the employer who tolerates an ungrateful employee, or 
the spouse who perseveres without thanks while his or her partner 
experiences a personal crisis. There are limits to human tolerance, 
but  Rabbi  Cordovero  does  not  discuss  them explicitly  in  Date 
Palm of Devorah,  and especially not in this section which deals 
exclusively  with  mercy.  Disciplining  a  child,  censuring  an 
employee and severing a relationship have their places in Jewish 
law,  but  the  task  outlined  in  the  first  chapter  of  Date  Palm of  
Devorah is forgiveness, not justice. 
The First Level of Mercy speaks to us on a human level, 
perhaps  because  nothing  seems  to  hurt  as  much  as  being 
underappreciated. When we feel hurt in this manner, Date Palm of  
Devorah urges us to pause and reflect on the tolerance of the King 
who endures insult and refrain from responding until the pain is 
dissipated. It may be worthwhile and appropriate to communicate 
our  feelings,  but  expressing  them  may  provoke  a  defensive 
reaction that compounds the problem rather than alleviating it. We 
do not have the infinite patience of the King who endures insult, 
but we can at least try to wait a day or two before we raise the 
issue with the one who offended us. We may even be able to rise 
above  the  pain,  which  is  a  highly  valued  element  of  spiritual 
growth.  At the very least we will be able to choose an approach 
that will minimize the confrontation. 
Date Palm of Devorah, despite its slim profile, can be an 
overwhelming work.  Thirteen  different  Levels  of  Mercy can  be 
difficult to process and assimilate, especially on the first reading. 
To assist  the reader who seeks to  understand fully the different 
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methods of forgiveness outlined in Date Palm of Devorah, I have 
appended  to  each  of  the  Levels  a  section  entitled  “Practical 
Applications,”  featuring  completely  fictional  scenarios  that 
illustrate  how the concepts  discussed in  Date  Palm of  Devorah 




Leah is standing in the express check-out line at the local 
grocery store. A sign prominently displays the restrictions of this 
lane: maximum 10 items. She has been waiting for a while and no 
one  is  behind her.   A pleasant  woman approaches  Leah with a 
smile and asks if she may take her place in line because she is in a 
hurry to get home. Leah is also in a hurry to get home, but she has 
been reading  Date Palm of Devorah,  so she graciously gestures 
that the woman may proceed ahead of her.  As Leah congratulates 
herself for her exceptional kindness, she notes that the woman has 
an  unusually  large  number  of  items  in  her  basket.  Leah counts 
them  on  the  conveyor  belt—eighteen  items!  Well  over  the 
maximum number  allowed for  this  express  lane!  How dare she 
take advantage of Leah’s generosity by flouting the rules of the 
express  lane,  requiring  Leah  to  wait  almost  double  the  time  it 
would  take  if  she  had  limited  herself  to  only  ten  items! 
Nevertheless, Leah remembers the King who Endures Insult—God 
provides energy to sustain us even when we use it in a rebellious 
manner—and  Leah  decides  to  allow  the  woman  to  continue 
without protest. Well done. 
* * *
Samuel’s  adolescent  son  Howard  shows  disrespect  and 
ingratitude,  and as  a  punishment  Samuel  considers  cancelling  a 
planned camping trip that Howard has been looking forward to for 
weeks.  Thinking  of  the  King  who  Endures  Insult,  Samuel 
remembers  that  Howard’s  rebellion  is  part  of  the  maturation 
process. Samuel works to remove anger and hurt from his heart, 
and  decides  to  let  Howard  go  on  the  trip.  Samuel  works  out 
another punishment,  reduced access to the family computer,  that 
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will send the appropriate message to Howard without increasing 
the alienation between them. 
* * *
Avraham  read  Date  Palm  of  Devorah  and  wants  to  be 
proactive, developing his ability to forgive so that he will be ready 
when the trials inevitably come.  In order to do so, he seeks out 
opportunities  to  devote  his  time,  energy  and  finances  in  an 
unconditional manner, mentally preparing himself to give without 
expecting gratitude in return. It’s a daunting exercise, so Avraham 
begins with a small  project: he identifies three friends he hasn’t 
spoken  to  in  a  long  time,  and  writes  them old-fashioned  paper 
letters.  He mails them without expecting a response. 
* * * * *
The preceding scenarios describe how one might use the  
First Level to forgive others. Sometimes, however, it is necessary 
to  forgive  one’s  self,  and  therefore  each  Practical  Application  
section will  include a brief  thought  on how the Thirteen Levels  
might be applied to one’s self. The text is therefore expressed in  
the first person.
How must God feel as the King who Endures Insult? Like a 
loving parent, God mourns for the poor choices a child makes, yet 
this does not diminish the love that the parent has for the child. On 
the  contrary,  a  child’s  suffering  evokes  still  greater  love  as  the 
parent endeavors to meet his or her needs. 
God must see something in me, because I’m still breathing. 
If  God didn’t  perceive  something  of  value  in  my essence,  God 
would no longer tolerate my very existence. I must recognize that 
love, and use it to work through my challenges. God forgives me—
I should also forgive myself. 
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The Second Level: Let it Go for Now
The  second  of  the  Thirteen  Levels,  “Who  Bears  Sin,” 
describes a degree of mercy that is even more profound than the  
previous Level. In the Second Level, Rabbi Cordovero outlines the  
metaphysical consequence of sin: with every hurtful act, a negative  
entity is created, a kind of energy debt that demands payment from 
its  human  creator.  This  being,  called  a  “prosecutor”  or  
“destroyer” in  Rabbinic  literature,  affixes  itself  like  a  spiritual  
leech to the person who made it  and draws its  vitality  from its  
human source. Were the destroyer to take the energy it needs to 
exist  from  the  human  who  created  it,  the  results  would  be  
disastrous. 
The  Second  Level  of  Mercy  demonstrates  how  God 
overlooks  the fact  that  the prosecutor  was born from an act  of  
rebellion against God’s will, and directs the prosecutor to delay  
exacting its due from the human being.  Just as we saw in the First  
Level  of  Mercy,  in  which  God  continued  to  provide  energy  to 
people despite their wrongful deeds, in the Second Level God even  
provides energy to the destroyers, stepping in and providing life-
giving forbearance until the human being may address the debt of  
sin in an appropriate fashion. 
The Kabbalistic content of Date Palm of Devorah deepens 
with  the  Second  Level,  yet  Rabbi  Cordovero  nevertheless  
concludes  with  a  discussion  of  the  human  applications  of  the  
principles inherent in “Who Bears Sin.”
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הּשנית - נושֵא עָון
 וּהֲרֵי זֶה גָדול מֵהּקֹדֶם שֶהֲרֵי לֹא יּעֲשֶה הָאדָם
 עָון שֶלֹא יִבָרֵא מּשּחִית כּדִתּנּן הָעושה עֲבֵרָה אחּת
 קֹנֶה לו קָטֵגור אֶחָד וּהֲרֵי אותו קּטֵגור עומֵד לִפּנֵי
 הב''ה  וּאומֵר פּלונִי עֲשָאנִי, וּאֵין בּרִיָה מִתּקּיֶמֶת
 בָעולָם אֶלָא בּשִפּעו שֶל הב''ה  וּהֲרֵי הּמּשּחִית הּזֶה
עומֵד לּפָנָיו ובּמֶה מִתּקּיֵם. 
 הּדִין נותֵן שֶיֹאמּר הב''ה  אֵינִי זָן מּשּחִיתִים
 יֵלֵךּ אֵצֶל מִי שֶעֲשָאו וּיִתּפּרּנֵס מִמֶנו וּהָיָה הּמּשּחִית
עָלָיו נֶעֱנּש  או  כורּתו  או   יורֵד מִיּד וּנוטֵל נִשּמָתו 
 כּפִי עָנּשו עּד שֶיִתּבּטֵל הּמּשּחִית הּהוא, וּאֵין הב''ה
זָן שֶהוא  וכּמו  וּסובֵל העון  כֵן אֶלָא נושֵא   עושֶה 
זָן ומּפּרּנֵס הּמּשּחִית הּזֶה עּד שֶיִהּיֶה  הָעולָם כֻלו 
 אֶחָד מִשּלֹשָה דּבָרִים, או שֶיָשוב הּחוטֵא בִתּשובָה
 ויאכילהו וִיבּטּלֵהו בּסִגֻפָיו, או יּבּטּלֵהו שופֵט צֶדֶק
 בּיִסורִים ומִיתָה, או יֵלֵךּ בּגֵיהִנֹם וּשָם יִפּרּע חובו.
 וּהּיּנו שֶאמּר קּיִן גָדול עֲונִי מִנּשוא ופֵרּשו רז"ל כָל
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 הָעולָם כֻלו אתָה סובֵל יֵרָצֶה זָן ומּפּרּנֵס, וּעֲונִי כָבֵד
 שֶאֵין אתָה יָכול לּסובּלו פֵרוש לּפּרּנּסו עּד שֶאשוב
וּאֲתּקֵן. 
שֶיָזון גּדולָה  סּבּלָנות  מִדּת  זֶה  הֲרֵי  כֵן   אִם 
ומּפּרּנֵס בּרִיָה רָעָה שֶבָרָא הּחוטֵא עּד שֶיָשוב.
 יִלּמֹד הָאדָם כּמָה צָרִיךּ שֶיִהּיֶה סּבּלָן לִסּבֹל
 עֹל חֲבֵרו וּרָעותָיו שֶהֵרִיעּ לו עּד שִעור כָזֶה שֶעֲדּיִן
יּתּקֵן עּד  יִסּבֹל  וּהוא  נֶגּדו  שֶחָטָא  קּיֶמֶת,   רָעָתו 





This  Level  is  greater  than  the  First  Level,  for  behold,  a 
person does not  transgress without  creating  a  destroyer,  as  it  is 
taught,  “One  who  commits  a  specific  transgression  acquires  a 
specific prosecutor.” The prosecutor stands before God and says, 
“this person made me!” Since no creature in the universe can exist 
without  receiving  energy  from God,  how can  this  destroyer  be 
sustained when it too stands before God? 
It  would be reasonable for God to say,  “I do not sustain 
destroyers—go  to  the  one  who  created  you,  and  take  your 
sustenance from him!” The destroyer would then immediately go 
down and take the person’s life, or excise him, or otherwise punish 
him until that destructive force would be neutralized. God does not 
do  this.  Instead,  God  bears  and  tolerates  the  sin,  just  as  God 
sustains the entire world. God continues to feed and sustain this 
destroyer  until  one  of  three  things  happen:  either  the  sinner 
repents, thus destroying and nullifying the destroyer with his self-
affliction, or the True Judge nullifies it through the suffering and 
death  of  the  sinner,  or  the  sinner  goes  to  Gehinnom and  there 
fulfills his debt. This is the meaning of what Cain said: “is my sin 
too  great  to  bear?”  The  Rabbis  explained  this  to  mean,  “You 
tolerate  the  entire  world,”  meaning  feeding  and  sustaining 
Creation. “Is my sin so heavy, that You cannot bear it?” Meaning, 
can You not sustain my sin as well, until I may repent and repair 
the damage?
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Thus this is a great Level of tolerance, that God feeds and 
sustains the evil  creature that  the sinner created until  the sinner 
repents.  
A person should learn the necessity of tolerance, enduring 
offense from others and whatever harm they caused.  Even when 
the  harm persists,  one  should  be  patient  and  allow a  person to 




Rabbi Cordovero’s understanding of the passage in  Pirkei  
Avot 4:13 (“one who commits a specific transgression acquires a 
specific  prosecutor”)  is  quite  literal.  Committing  an  ugly  act 
releases  negative  energy  into  the  world.  This  negative  energy, 
called a “prosecutor” (k’tegor) is also what Rabbi Cordovero calls 
a  “destroyer”  (mashkhit)  and  the  nineteenth-century  Lithuanian 
Kabbalist  Rabbi  Hayim  of  Volozhin  calls  a  “negative  angel” 
(malakh shelili). It constitutes a definite spiritual entity with some 
level of self-consciousness and the power to harm. Ironically, the 
creation  of  such  harmful  beings  is  the  negative  aspect  of 
kabbalistic  imitatio  Dei  itself,  as  explained  by Rabbi  Hayim of 
Volozhin:  just  as  we  are  able  to  elicit  divine  power  through 
imitating God’s Thirteen Levels of Mercy, we also have the power 
to unleash incredible  destruction through the creation of entities 
made of negative energy. 
This concept, though profoundly mystical,  is nevertheless 
part of the commonplace education of Jewish children in observant 
homes, who are often taught the positive side of this equation when 
parents  urge  them to  perform various  good  deeds.   A  child  is 
encouraged to clearly articulate blessings before eating food, for 
example,  because this  act  will create a powerful angel (malakh) 
that will improve the very cosmos, and will always be credited to 
its  creator,  a small  child.  The negative  aspect  of the physics  of 
transgression, however, is also true. Harmful or hateful acts create 
harmful,  hateful  beings,  and  they  are  likewise  credited  to  the 
person who created them.
This  destructive  force  may  be  understood  as  a  type  of 
negative  integer,  a  kind  of  vacuum  created  by  the  absence  of 
holiness.   For  example,  if  Reuben  commits  some  type  of 
transgression, perhaps speaking ill of Shimon behind his back, this 
creates a destructive force with a certain level of power.  To assign 
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an arbitrary number, let’s assume this wrong generates three units 
of negative energy, enough to permanently harm a friendship but 
not enough to dissolve a strong marriage. Left to its own devices, 
this force may roam the world, wreaking havoc whenever it can, 
adhering to people, places and things whenever possible, although 
it remains spiritually tethered to its human source.  In his erudite 
and  deeply  kabbalistic  commentary  to  Date  Palm  of  Devorah, 
Rabbi Mordechai Shaynberg writes that this energy is invisible to 
us while our souls are yet in our bodies, and is revealed only at the 
moment of death as illustrated by the Talmudic teaching (Berakhot 
6b), “if our eyes were able to see, we would go mad for all the 
destroyers  that  surround  us.”  Moreover,  continues  Rabbi 
Shaynberg, the sustenance of these beings is destruction itself: they 
feed on suffering.
Like  all  created  beings,  this  destroyer  also  requires  a 
regular infusion of Divine energy to maintain its existence. Let us 
assume this mashkhit requires one unit per year.  According to the 
property of the Second Level, God “bears sin” and provides that 
unit of energy without fail, year after year, hoping that Reuben will 
eventually address the destroyer himself. Ultimately, however, that 
energy deficit (the three units assessed at the moment the mashkhit 
is created, plus the accumulated yearly units that build up as long 
as the mashkhit exists) will have to be reconciled. So operates the 
physics of transgression. Rabbi Cordovero, echoing Maimonides, 
describes three mechanisms that will neutralize the negative being, 
all of which involve suffering.  Either the debt is paid through the 
release  of  energy  at  the  moment  of  Reuben’s  death,  or  by  a 
reduction of the amount of Divine energy allotted to Reuben (this 
is  the  meaning  of  “excision,”  or  karet,  a  punishment  that  has 
horrible consequences), or through this-worldly payment through 
suffering.  Of  the  three,  punishment  in  this  world  is  considered 
optimal.
This  is  the sense of  Cain’s  question  in  Genesis  4:13,  as 
expanded  in  the  Midrash  (Tanhuma  10:9).   Cain  realized  the 
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profundity of his evil act of fratricide and the awesomely powerful 
nature of the mashkhit he created through that first, horrible act of 
human violence.  He begged God to allow him an easier  way to 
eliminate  that  negative  energy,  but  God  was  unwilling—the 
vacuum of  holiness  created  by this  murder  would  be addressed 
only through Cain’s suffering. This is much like a homeowner who 
defaults on loan payments, and asks forbearance from the bank in 
order to have more time to pay off a huge debt.  The bank may 
refuse,  creating  significant  hardship  for  the  borrower,  even 
homelessness.
Rabbi Ben Tsion Epstein takes pains to note, however, that 
we may often determine for ourselves the specific type of suffering 
necessary to eliminate our prosecutors.  The essential point of the 
Second Level of Forgiveness is that God gives us time to refinance 
our spiritual debt, restructuring the payments in a manner that we 
may manage the burden successfully. He cites a Midrash from the 
Talmud (Avodah Zarah 4), “a man owes money to two other men, 
one who is his friend and one who is his enemy. The friend takes 
payment  little  by  little,  while  the  enemy  demands  immediate 
payment in full.”  God takes over our regular payments on the debt 
of  sin—God  does  not  pay  it  off,  leaving  us  to  deal  with  our 
transgression, but through the Second Level of Mercy, God gives 
us time to get our spiritual finances in order and pay off our debts 
with dignity. 
We should not  think,  however,  that  we are  trapped in  a 
vortex  of  suffering  punishments  for  the  fleeting  pleasures  of 
transgressions.  Like  a  parent  of  a  misbehaving  adolescent,  God 
does not seek to exact penalties for our misdeeds simply in order to 
maintain  a  metaphysically  balanced  budget  of  sins  versus  good 
deeds. Rather, in the words of the Prophet Ezekiel (33:11), “Say to 
them, ‘by My life, says the Lord God, I do not desire the death of 
the wicked, but that he turn from his way and live. Return, return 
from your evil ways—why die, Jewish people?” God wants us to 
do teshuvah, “return,” and become more perfect human beings. We 
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must  expend  energy  to  dissipate  the  energy  vacuum  of  the 
destroyer,  but  we have the power to  choose the type  of energy 
required for  teshuvah: regret, confession, and a firm commitment 
to abandon the negative behavior pattern.  If our crimes merit the 
spiritual  death  penalty,  then  through  teshuvah perhaps  we  may 
exempt  ourselves  through  the  solitary  confinement  of  deep 
introspection.  If  our  sins  merit  imprisonment,  perhaps  we  may 
elect  to  fulfill  our  obligation  through  mandatory  community 
service of kindness to others. If our wrongs merit financial penalty, 
perhaps  we  may  make  good  our  debt  through  expending  our 
resources in charitable contributions. In any case, continues Rabbi 
Epstein  following  the  teachings  of  Rabbi  Hayim  of  Volozhin, 
Torah study has the ability to affect all spiritual debts.  Not only 
does  Torah  study  inspire  greater  levels  of  teshuvah,  it  has  the 
power  to  inspire  a  person  to  act  on  their  studies,  transforming 
theory into practice.
The  Second  Level  of  Mercy  teaches  much  about  the 
relationship  between humans and God, but the principal  task of 
Date  Palm  of  Devorah is  the  communication  of  this  new 
understanding  to  interpersonal  relationships  between  human 
beings.  God  has  the  power  to  take  on  the  energy  debt  of  the 
destroyer, but is it possible for a human being to do the same for 
another  person?  And  even  if  it  were  possible,  would  it  be 
appropriate?  Rabbi  Landau  addresses  how we may emulate  the 
Second Level of Mercy in our everyday lives. We are not required, 
he  writes,  to  sustain  the  spiritual  products  of  other  people’s 
transgressions; we are only asked to tolerate them, giving others 
the opportunity to address their wrongs on their own. Note that this 
only  applies  to  spiritual  damage,  not  actual  physical  harm,  as 
described  on  a  halakhic or  legal  level.   Should  Reuben,  for 
example,  set  a  fire  on  his  own  property  that  spreads  to  his 
neighbor’s  property,  Shimon  is  obligated  to  take  measures  to 
prevent  further  damage  to  the  neighbor’s  land,  regardless  of 
Reuben’s failure to respond.  In other words, we are not required to 
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allow physical damage to increase even though God may allow this 
as  a  consequence  of  the  exercise  of  human  free  will.  Our 
challenge,  as defined by the  imitatio Dei  inherent in the Second 
Level of Mercy,  is primarily in the area of character.   We must 
show forbearance and allow people to grow spiritually at their own 
pace.   As  Rabbi  Israel  Salanter  once  put  it,  “most  people  are 
concerned  with  the  material  situation  of  themselves  and  the 
spiritual situation of others, when they really should be concerned 
with the spiritual situation of themselves and the material situation 
of  others.” It is incumbent upon us to allow others to address the 
spiritual failings when they are ready, giving them the opportunity 
to advance at their own pace. The following practical applications 
provide some suggestions on how the Second Level of Mercy may 
be put into practice.
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Practical Applications
Levi pulls into the parking lot at work and sees that Judah 
has  parked  in  Levi’s  spot.  Again.  Judah  knows  this  is  Levi’s 
assigned spot, not so close to the door but at least it’s not under the 
tree that  drops its sticky buds all  over his white car. Levi parks 
elsewhere,  enters  the  office  and  presents  himself  at  Judah’s 
cubicle.  Judah is on the phone, and without looking at Levi,  he 
raises his finger to indicate that he’s busy and will get to him when 
he can. At this point Levi is infuriated, and his first thought is to 
stomp over to his desk and immediately call the towing company, 
but Levi takes a deep breath, thinks of the Second Level of Mercy, 
and decides to give Judah time to address his wrong.  Levi pulls 
out a post-it note, writes “please move your car to your assigned 
spot,”  and  leaves  it  on  Judah’s  computer  monitor.   He  then 
congratulates  himself  on  successfully  implementing  the  Second 
Level,  giving Judah time to  right  his  wrong (advanced students 
might  even  write  “please  park  your  car  in  your  assigned  spot 
tomorrow,” giving Judah a full day to deal with the problem, but 
that may be too taxing).
* * *
Miriam held her head in both hands as she tried to negotiate 
a way through the bills scattered across the dining room table. No 
matter  how  much  she  tried,  there  never  seemed  to  be  enough 
money to keep the rent paid, lights on, and food in the refrigerator 
every month. With painfully meticulous budgeting she came close, 
but this was too much: a speeding ticket she received while rushing 
to get her sister Tsippy to her appointment. How was she going to 
find another $100 to take care of this flimsy yellow paper? The 
worst part of it all was that Tsippy seemed completely oblivious to 
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her  role  in  the  whole  affair—late  getting  ready,  demanding 
nevertheless that she arrive on time, and arguing all the way there, 
even criticizing her in front of the policeman!  
Thankfully,  Miriam  has  been  studying  Date  Palm  of  
Devorah,  and  she  sees  this  as  an  opportunity  to  exercise  the 
Second Level of Forgiveness.  The ticket was created, at least in 
part, by Tsippy’s behavior, and Tsippy shows no signs of accepting 
responsibility.  Miriam could demand that Tsippy pay something 
toward  the  ticket  (not  to  mention  the  rent,  the  groceries,  the 
electricity,  etc.) but she knows that her sister’s income is almost 
nil.  Miriam therefore takes a deep breath, sets aside her anger and 
frustration, and writes a check for the ticket. One day Tsippy will 
recognize  everything  Miriam  has  done  for  her,  but  for  now, 
Miriam will  continue  to  thanklessly  bear  the  burden of  helping 
Tsippy. 
* * *
Isaac, reading Date Palm of Devorah, wants to proactively 
develop the ability to forgive people in accordance with the Second 
Level of Mercy. He picks up his phone and goes through all his old 
contacts,  thinking  to  himself:  how do I  feel  about  this  person? 
Suddenly he comes  across  Joseph’s  name,  and remembers  their 
harsh parting some years ago.  Isaac harbors much resentment for 
Joseph over that incident at the Stein wedding. As he reflects on 
the argument they had, he realizes two things: first, the passage of 
time has quelled his anger and he feels he can look back at the 
situation more rationally now, and second, he realizes with dismay 
that  Joseph may actually  have  been  right  all  along.  Grimacing, 
Isaac understands that he acted like an idiot,  and ruined a great 
friendship that night.
Isaac started this mental  exercise looking for someone to 
forgive,  and  ended  up  discovering  that  he  needed  forgiveness 
himself.  He wondered if Joseph still  bore hard feelings for him, 
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and decided that there was only one way to find out, and only one 
way to repair their relationship. He pressed the call button and held 
the phone to his ear, waiting for his friend to pick up.
* * * * *
I’ve  made  mistakes,  and  now  they  are  coming  back  to 
haunt  me.  Rather  than understanding this  as a punishment  from 
God, I see that it is actually a blessing and a Divine statement that 
God  is  giving  me  time  to  work  things  out.   According  to  the 
Second Level of Mercy, God could easily transform my mistakes 
into horrible punishments,  and however unpleasant they seem at 
present,  they  could  certainly  become  worse.  The  fact  that  the 
problems  exist  means  that  God  is  extending  patience  for  me, 
waiting for me to respond with repentance and address the issues. 
Terms  are  negotiable,  and God will  find a  way for  me  to  turn 
things around.
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The Third Level: Take Care of It Personally
Translator’s Introduction
The Third Level of Mercy addresses the personal role that  
God plays in the process of forgiveness. Rather than relying on an  
angel  or  some  other  intermediary  to  dispense  clemency,  God 
personally provides the cleansing pardon.
The commentators on  Date Palm of Devorah expand the 
Kabbalistic context of this level, answering the obvious question:  
why does God personally provide forgiveness, when in virtually all  
other  aspects  of  the  functioning  of  the  Universe,  God  assigns 
myriads upon myriads of angels to carry out their delegated tasks? 
What  is  special  about  forgiveness,  that  it  requires  the  personal 
intervention of the Master of the Universe?
The answer lies in very structure of the cosmos, and the  
nature of human power. According to the Kabbalah, the Universe 
is  actually  four  distinct  worlds,  in  descending  order:  Atsilut, 
Beriyah, Yetsirah, and Asiyah. Human beings, made in the image 
of  God,  have  the  power  to  create  entities,  for  good or  evil,  as  
discussed above in the Second Level. These entities may be rooted  
in the three lower worlds, but they cannot penetrate the highest  
world of  Atsilut. God’s angels do not have the power to destroy  
the negative energy beings created through human sin. Only God,  
who controls all the worlds, can remove these negative beings (or  
in some cases, even transform them into positive beings), and thus 
the task of forgiveness is undertaken by God alone.
Rabbi Cordovero briefly alludes to a powerful metaphor to  
illustrate  the  human  application  of  the  Second  Level  of  
forgiveness: a mother who washes a child that has soiled himself. 
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הּשלישית - וּעובֵר עּל פֶשּע
יּדֵי עּל  הּמּחִילָה  אֵין  שֶהֲרֵי  גּדולָה  מִדָה   זו 
כּדִכּתִיב שֶל הב''ה   מּמָש  יָדו  אֶלָא עּל   כִי שָלִיחּ 
 עִמּךָ הּסּלִיחָה וּגו' ומּה הִיא הּסּלִיחָה שֶהוא רוחֵץ
 אִם רָחּץ ה' אֵת צֹאת בּנות צִיון וּגו׳ הֶעָון כּדִכּתִיב
 וּזָרּקּתִי עֲלֵיכֶם מּיִם טּהורִים וּגו' וּהָיִינו וּכֵן כּתִיב
 וּעובֵר עּל פֶשּע שולֵחּ מֵימֵי רּחִיצָה וּעובֵד וּרוחֵץ
הּפֶשּע.
הָאדָם לִהּיות   ּ צָרִיך זֶה  כִדּמות  מּמָש   וּהִנֵה 
או חָטָא  שֶפּלונִי  מּה  מּתּקֵן  אֲנִי  וּכִי  יֹאמּר   שֶלֹא 
וּהב''ה שֶהֲרֵי הָאדָם חֹטֵא   ּ יֹאמּר כָך  הִשּחִית, לֹא 
 בּעּצּמו שֶלֹא עּל יּדֵי שָלִיחּ מּתּקֵן אֶת מּעֻוָתו וּרוחֵץ
צֹאת עֲונו.
שֶהֲרֵי לּחֲטֹא  לָשוב  הָאדָם  יִתּבּיֵש   ומִכָאן 




 And Passes Over Transgression
This is a great Level, for behold, forgiveness is not granted 
through a messenger, rather directly by God, as it is written: “for 
with You is forgiveness”.  What is this forgiveness? God washes 
away the transgression, as it is written: “God washes away the filth 
of the children of Zion,” and it is written: “I will sprinkle upon you 
pure  waters.”   “Passing  over  transgression”  indicates  that  God 
sends the cleansing water, and personally washes away sin.
A person must act in precisely this way.  One should not 
say, “Should I be the one to fix whatever wrong this other person 
caused, or address whatever damage he incurred?”  One should not 
speak  in  this  manner!  Behold,  when  a  human  being  sins,  God 
personally straightens what is bent and washes away the filth of the 
transgression.
From this we learn that one should be ashamed to return to 




The  key  phrase  in  this  level  is  the  proof  text  Rabbi 
Cordovero quotes from Psalm 130: “for with You is forgiveness.” 
Forgiveness comes personally and directly from God, and not from 
some other  intermediary.   God does  not  summarily  dismiss  the 
penitent, who is grateful but still  mired in the aftereffects of the 
original transgression.  On the contrary, God takes a personal and 
direct interest in the cleansing of the wrongdoer.
The Hebrew word  used  in  Isaiah  4:4 for  “filth”  is  ,צואה 
literally “excrement,”  a byproduct  of human existence that  is  at 
once repulsive and necessary. God acts, as Rabbi Goldberg puts it 
in his commentary, like a mother who washes a young son who has 
soiled himself.  I imagine a child of six or seven, old enough to be 
toilet-trained  yet  liable  to  have  an  accident,  and  equally  unable 
properly to cleanse himself of his own excrement.  He relies on the 
kindness  of  his  mother  to  render  him  clean  and  healthy.   His 
beloved mother forgoes her own dignity and personally washes off 
his defiled body, removing all trace of the offending material. She 
does  this  without  a word of chastisement—on the contrary,  she 
appreciates the humiliation of her son and performs this task with 
love  and  a  smile.  Imagine  his  gratitude  and  his  profound 
understanding of the depth of her kindness and love for him! 
On a mystical level, the Third Level follows logically from 
the Second Level.  The negative energy generated by sin has an 
anchor to the person who created it, just as a leech finds a bit of 
exposed skin to  attach  itself  to its  host.  Even after  the leech  is 
removed and destroyed, the wound at the point of contact must be 
cleansed and healed or infection will set in. Like a compassionate 
nurse, God personally sanitizes the lesion on the soul, removing 
the harmful bacteria of sin and restoring the penitent to health.
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Rabbi Epstein describes the cleansing process in an entirely 
different manner.  Citing the Rabbinic proverb, “one who defiles 
himself  below—they  defile  him  from  above,”  Rabbi  Epstein 
attributes the unnamed “they” to the destroyers originally created 
by the wrongdoing of a person. The “above” refers to the three 
lower  worlds  (Beriyah,  Yetsirah and  Asiyah),  where  these 
prosecutors live, exerting their negative energy drain on the human 
being  that  created  them.  No  matter  how  consequential  the 
transgression, however, a human being does not have the power to 
create a destroyer that can penetrate the highest world of  Atsilut. 
(This  is  not  the  case  with  a  being  created  through  an  act  of 
kindness, as we shall see in Level Eight: such beings are allowed 
entry even into the highest world.)  While human beings have the 
power to  create  the prosecutors,  they do not  have the power to 
destroy them, especially those who exist on the plane of Beriyah, 
the second highest world. Only God, who controls all the worlds, 
can remove these harmful creatures.
The  power  of  “passing  over  transgression”  may  be 
understood  by  way  of  analogy.   I  share  my  personal  laptop 
computer at home with my children, giving them each a distinct 
login identity. From time to time, however, they may inadvertently 
do  harm  to  the  computer,  changing  the  settings  to  the  screen 
resolution or even downloading a virus from the Internet.  If they 
cannot  fix  the  problem  themselves,  they  present  me  with  the 
laptop, because I have a superior level of power over the computer 
through my Administrator Password.  With my higher authority, I 
can  fix  anything  from  a  forgotten  password  to  the  complete 
removal of a problematic download.  Similarly, we may feel that 
our sins have created so many destroyers that we cannot possibly 
eliminate them through repentance, but this is not the case.  God 
possesses the Administrator Password to all existence, and if we 
approach God with our problems, God can easily remove whatever 
harm we inflicted on the cosmos.
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Rabbi  Goldberg points  out  a  serious  caveat  to  the Third 
Level: it refers only to a person who repents out of love (teshuvah 
me-ahavah),  in  contrast  to  one  who merely  repents  out  of  fear 
(teshuvah  me-yirah).  When  a  person  sincerely  repents  of 
wrongdoing and wishes to get closer to God in the process, then 
God becomes personally involved and helps the penitent address 
the underlying causes for the transgression, wiping away the filth 
and leaving the person cleansed and renewed. If, on the other hand, 
the person repents merely out of fear of punishment, God does not 
necessarily use the Third Level, forgiving the transgression itself 
(for  there  was  some  element  of  repentance)  but  not  investing 
further energy into removing the deeper motivation for the sin.
Rabbi Shaynberg, on the other hand, disagrees with Rabbi 
Goldberg’s  reading  of  the  Third  Level.   He  argues  that  God 
provides this forgiveness even to one who repents out of the fear of 
punishment. Ultimately,  he writes, if the penitent has completely 
resolved never to repeat the harmful behavior, this will invoke the 
cleansing process of forgiveness. Citing Rabbi Avraham Galante 
(d.  1560),  Rabbi  Shaynberg asserts  that  tears of regret  have the 
power to elicit the Third Level.  When a person sincerely laments 
his or her past  behavior and sheds bitter  tears of remorse,  these 
human  “waters”  awaken  the  Divine  “waters”  of  forgiveness 
mentioned in the verse from Ezekiel  36:25: “and I will  sprinkle 
upon you pure waters.” 
The distinction between the efficacy of repentance out of 
love (teshuvah me-ahavah) and repentance out of fear (teshuvah 
me-yirah) relates to the perspective of the one who has become 
soiled with transgression, and this topic will be continued later in 
Level Seven. The goal of  Date Palm of Devorah, however, is to 
deepen our understanding of God’s perspective, such that we may 
improve  our  own  attitudes  and  behaviors.  Rabbi  Cordovero 
therefore urges us to take a Divine approach to the sins of others. 
Just as God will exert Divine power to wash away the filth, even 
when  the  defilement  is  completely  the  result  of  a  person’s 
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rebellious  transgression,  so  too  should  we  undertake  to  assist 
another with the damage that he or she has created. We should not 
unthinkingly say, “why should I help? Let him clean up his own 
mess!” 
The  forgiveness  inherent  in  the  Third  Level  does  not 
absolve  the  wrongdoer  of  responsibility,  and  depending  on  the 
context  we may have to qualify our assistance,  perhaps with an 
appropriately gentle rebuke or with a clearly stated limitation of 
our  assistance.  With  children,  for  example,  it  may  be  more 
beneficial in the long run to have a child address at least some of 
the  consequences,  in  order  that  he  or  she  may  understand  the 
meaning of whatever wrong they caused.  When I was a child of 
six or seven, I encouraged two neighborhood boys to shoplift some 
matchbox cars from the local hardware store, thinking that even if 
they were caught,  I  would be held blameless.  They were,  and I 
wasn’t.  To teach me a lesson my father drove me to the Ontario 
Provincial Police station and had me interview with the constable 
on duty and a  tour of the lockup facility,  followed by a tearful 
personal  apology to  the  owner  of  the  hardware  store.  I  got  the 
message.
With this important caveat, Rabbi Cordovero’s instruction 
is  clear:  we  should  open  ourselves  to  assist  others  with  their 
challenges, even if the challenges are entirely of their own making. 
In  other  words,  saying  “it’s  not  my  problem”  is  in  itself  the 
problem. We didn’t make the mess, but we should not be above 
helping others clean it up.
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Practical Applications
My first name is Henry, a name that doesn’t readily lend 
itself to the diminutive, but for years an acquaintance insisted on 
calling me “Hank.” People may call me Henry, they may address 
me with my Hebrew name Hillel, but I will certainly not respond 
to “Hank.” No offense to other Hanks—it’s a fine name—but it’s 
not me.  I tried without success to dismiss my irritation with this 
person’s use of “Hank.” Eventually, I took him aside and politely 
informed him that I really preferred he use “Henry” or “Hillel,” but 
he persisted, enjoying my consternation.  I addressed it again a few 
weeks later,  and  he apologized  and made a  commitment  not  to 
continue, but he did so with a slightly patronizing smile, as if the 
nickname  was  my  problem  and  not  his  (probably  true,  but 
irrelevant). His disingenuous “repentance” was clearly of the “out 
of fear” variety, because he wanted to avoid unpleasantness in the 
future,  not  because  he  seriously  considered  my  feelings. 
Ultimately, I got what I wanted because he stopped saying “Hank,” 
but I never really forgave him.
Years later, after having worked on Date Palm of Devorah 
and  especially  the  Third  Level  of  Mercy,  I  reconsidered  my 
attitude.  This  person had in fact  suffered some serious  business 
losses, and I felt badly for him. Ultimately I realized that I was still 
carrying around resentment over this minor issue, and it was time 
to just clean it out of my mind.  
* * *
Rivka has a favorite coffee mug that figures prominently in 
her morning routine at the office. Every morning she gets to work, 
hangs up her jacket, turns on her computer and reaches for her cup 
to make herself a coffee. One morning, Rivka finds that her mug is 
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not in its usual place at the top right corner of her desk blotter, but 
she  knows  where  it  must  be:  sitting  in  the  sink  in  the  office 
kitchen, stained with Chana’s coral lipstick.  
“I don’t  mind if  you use my mug when you work late,” 
Rivka tells Chana when she shuffles in around eleven, “but would 
you at least rinse it out and return it to my desk when you’re done 
with it?” Chana apologizes, and Rivka responds halfheartedly with 
“it  was  nothing,  don’t  worry  about  it,”  a  phrase  that  barely 
disguises  her  profound irritation.  By lunchtime,  however,  Rivka 
recalls  the  Third  Level  of  mercy  and  resolves  to  take  Chana’s 
apology seriously, putting some renewed energy into forgiving her.
* * *
Spouses  in  a  strong  marriage  recognize  each  other’s 
strengths  and  weaknesses,  striving  to  maximize  the  former  and 
minimize the latter. I, for example, am completely incompetent in 
the  kitchen,  unable  to  make  anything  more  complicated  than 
spaghetti with margarine (a perennial favorite of the kids, at least 
until they turned twelve).  My wife sometimes comments that as a 
historian I discovered fascinating, rare materials in formerly secret 
Soviet  archives,  but  as  a  husband  I  can’t  find  anything  in  the 
refrigerator. Day in and day out, however, she constantly thinks of 
my needs and prepares delicious,  nutritious  meals  for the entire 
family (more on this in Level Six).
The  uncontested  mistress  of  the  kitchen,  I  nevertheless 
discovered  a  minor  and  entirely  idiosyncratic  weakness  in  her 
otherwise complete command of everything culinary. Early in our 
marriage,  we  were  living  in  a  fourth-floor  walk-up  in  the  Old 
Katamon neighborhood of Jerusalem. A typical Israeli apartment, 
it featured a glorious view of the sun setting over the gently rolling 
hills of the city, early-morning wake-ups from the muezzin’s call, 
and terrazzo floors. The latter were especially unkind to glass, as 
Ilana discovered late one Friday afternoon as she dropped a large 
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bottle of grape juice. Young and enthusiastic husband that I was, I 
rushed into the kitchen and immediately set to work cleaning up 
the  broken  glass,  wiping  purple  splashes  off  the  cabinets,  and 
concluding with a fresh  sponga wash while my wife completed 
preparations for the Sabbath. Her gratitude was so overwhelming 
that  this  incident  ultimately  formed  the  basis  of  a  small  family 
tradition: whenever anything breaks or spills it’s my job to clean it 
up (finally—something I can do right in the kitchen). Obviously, 
my wife can handle these mishaps, and if I’m not around she does 
so without complaint.  Nevertheless, it’s one of the quirks of our 
marriage that I am the primary spill- and broken-glass cleaner of 
the family. 
I view this as my opportunity to fulfill at least some minor 
aspect  of  the  Third  Level  of  Mercy.  Even  though  I  am  not 
responsible for such occasional mishaps, I happily clean them up, 
regarding this behavior as a welcome opportunity to express my 
gratitude and love for my wife.
* * * * *
What a concept—that God will personally forgive me! No 
angel, no delegate, no form letter—God and God alone will extend 
forgiveness. The very concept is humbling.  If God will, as it were, 
take time to work with me personally, I must be worth forgiving. I 
will rise to the challenge and do everything I can to live up to that 
love.
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The Fourth Level: Remember the Family
Translator’s Introduction
The  Fourth  Level  of  Mercy  calls  attention  to  the  
fundamental  connectedness  of  humanity.  The  Jewish  people  in  
particular  maintain  a  strong  familial  relationship  which  Rabbi  
Cordovero describes as a  basic unity,  as if  each individual Jew 
constituted a limb of a single  body.  On a Kabbalistic  level,  the  
Jewish people derive their vitality from a single flow of energy,  
branching out into myriads  upon myriads of  individuals,  but  at  
their root they are essentially one entity, as will be discussed in the 
commentary  below.  Rabbi  Cordovero’s  treatment  of  the  well-
known  Talmudic  teaching  (Sanhedrin  27b)  that  “all  Jews  are  
responsible for each other” may be understood in its literal sense:  
“all Jews are tied ”.to one another (ערב)   Date Palm of Devorah 
explores the meaning of this concept in the context of the creation 
of a minyan, or prayer quorum.
 This familial connection carries two implications that are 
especially  relevant  to  the  concept  of  forgiveness.  First,  Rabbi  
Cordovero borrows a human metaphor to reveal the Kabbalistic  
secret of the suffering of the Divine Parent: just as a mother or  
father  experiences  pain when a child  is  anguished,  so too does  
God  suffer  over  our  tribulations,  so  to  speak.  Second,  Rabbi  
Cordovero  extends  the  metaphor  to  the  requisite  behavior  of  
siblings, who must carry greater levels of tolerance for each other  
than  they  would  for  strangers.  This  latter  point  brings  his  
treatment of the Fourth Level to a conclusion with a discussion of  
the special level of forgiveness that Jews, as a family, must have  
for each other. The principles of this Level may be applied beyond  
the Jewish people as a whole,  but  Rabbi  Cordovero directs  his  
attention here to a specific audience.
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הּרביעית - לִשּאֵרִית נּחֲלָתו
 הִנֵה הב''ה מִתּנּהֵג עִם יִשּרָאֵל בּדֶרֶךּ זו אומּר
 מּה אֶעֱשֶה לּיִשּרָאֵל וּהֵם קּרובָי שּאֵר בָשָר יֵש לִי
בִתִי, לָה  וּקורֵא  לּהב''ה   זוג  בּת  שֶהֵם   עִמָהֶם 
עּם יִשּרָאֵל  וכּתִיב  ז"ל  כּדּפֵרּשו  אִמִי.   אֲחותִי, 
קּרובו מּמָש קֻרּבָה יֵש לו עִמָהֶם ובָנָיו הֵם. 
 וּהּיּנו לִשּאֵרִית נּחֲלָתו לָשון שּאֵר בָשָר וּסוף
 סוף הֵם נּחֲלָתו. ומּה אֹמּר, אִם אעֲנִישֵם הֲרֵי הּכּאֵב
עָלּי כּדִכּתִיב בּכָל צָרָתָם לא צָר. 
לּפֶלֶא  ּ מּגִיע שֶצּעֲרָם  לומּר  בּ'אלֶף'   כּתִיב 
 הָעֶלּיון וּכָל שֶכֵן לּדו פּרּצופִין שֶבָהֶן עִיקָר הּהּנּהָגָה
דקָרֵינו בּ'וָאו' לו צָר. 
לּפִיכך יִשּרָאֵל  בּעֲמּל  נּפּשו  וּתִקּצּר   וכּתִיב 
 אינו סובֵל צּעֲרָם ולא קּלונָם מִפּנֵי שֶהֵם שּאֵרִית
נּחֲלָתו.
שּאֵר הֵם  יִשּרָאֵל  כָל  חֲבֵרו  עִם  הָאדָם   ּ  כָך
 בָשָר אֵלו עִם אֵלו מִפּנֵי שֶהּנּשָמות כּלולות יּחּד יֵש
דומֶה אֵינו   ּ ולּכָך זֶה,  חֵלֶק  ובָזֶה  זֶה  חֵלֶק   בָזֶה 
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כּלָלותָם, מִפּנֵי  וּכו'  הּמִצּות  אֶת  הָעושִים   מּרֻבִים 
הּנִמּנֶה עּל  לִבּרָכָה  זִכּרונָם  רּבותֵינו  פֵרּשו   ּ  ולּכָך
מֵאה בָאִים  מֵעֲשָרָה רִאשונִים בּבֵית הּכּנֶסֶת אֲפִלו 
מּמָש מֵאה  כֻלָם,  כּנֶגֶד  שָכָר  מּקּבֵל   אחֲרָיו 
בּאֵלו  כּמּשּמָעו, מִפּנֵי שֶהָעֲשָרָה הֵם כּלולִים אֵלו 
 הֲרֵי הֵם עֲשָרָה פּעָמִים עֲשָרָה מֵאה וּכָל אֶחָד מֵהֶם
לו מֵאה הוא יֵש  יָבואו   כָלול מִמֵאה אִם כֵן אֲפִלו 
 שּכּר מֵאה, וּכֵן מִטּעּם זֶה יִשּרָאֵל עֲרֵבִים זֶה לָזֶה
מֵחֲבֵרו אחר  חֵלֶק  אֶחָד  בּכָל  יֵש  שֶמּמָש   מִפּנֵי 
 וכּשֶחוטֵא הָאֶחָד פוגֵם אֶת עּצּמו ופוגֵם חֵלֶק אֲשֶר
עָרֵב חֲבֵרו  הּהוא  הּחֵלֶק  מִצּד  נִמּצָא  בו,   לּחֲבֵרו 
עָלָיו. אִם כֵן הֵם שּאֵר זֶה עִם זֶה 
שֶל בּטובָתו  חָפֵץ  לִהּיותו  לּאדָם  רָאוי   ּ  לּכָך
יִהּיֶה וכּבודו  חֲבֵרו  טובּת  עּל  טובָה  וּעֵינו   חֲבֵירו 
 חָבִיב עָלָיו כּשֶלו שֶהֲרֵי הוא הוא מּמָש, ומִטּעּם זֶה
וּאהּבּתָ לּרֵעֲךָ כָמוךָ.  נִצּטּוִינו
יּדּבֵר וּלֹא  חֲבֵרו  בּכּשּרות  שֶיִרּצֶה   וּרָאוי 
 בִגּנותו כּלָל וּלֹא יִרּצֶה בו כּדֶרֶךּ שֶאֵין הב''ה  רוצֶה
מִטּעּם הּקֻרּבָה, אף הוא לֹא וּלֹא בּצּעּרֵנו   בִגּנותֵנו 
 יִרּצֶה בִגּנות חֲבֵרו וּלֹא בּצּעֲרו וּלֹא בּקִלּקולו וּיֵרּע
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The Fourth Level 
For the Remnant of His Inheritance 
Behold, God treats the Jewish people in this manner, saying 
“what shall I do with Israel, for they are my family,  I share one 
flesh with them?” They are the marriage partner of God, who calls 
them “my daughter, my sister, my mother.”  This is as the Rabbis 
explained, and as it is written: “Israel, the nation related to God,” 
literally related to God. They are God’s children.  
This is the meaning of “the remnant of His inheritance,” a 
phrase that implies a familial relationship, and in end they are His 
inheritance.  What does God say? “If I punish them, behold it pains 
me,” as it is written: “with all their pain—it is painful to Him.” 
The word “to Him”[לו] is written with an alef  [לא] as if to 
say that  their  pain  reaches  the  highest  mystery,  and  how much 
more  so  the  “two  faces,”  which  are  essential  to  direction. 
Nevertheless we pronounce this word as if it were written with a 
vav, meaning it is painful to Him. 
This is as it is written: “and His soul was grieved by the 
anguish of Israel,” because God does not tolerate their pain and 
insult, since they are the remnant of His inheritance.
So too should a person treat another.  All Israel are related 
to each other, for their souls are all bound as one—each Jew has a 
portion of the other’s soul and vice versa.  In this manner, “one 
cannot  compare  the  act  of  many  people  performing  a 
commandment  [to  one  person  acting  alone]”  because  they  are 
gathered together. This is what the Sages said regarding the first 
ten people who create a prayer quorum in the synagogue: even if a 
hundred  people  enter  afterward,  the  first  ten  receive  merit 
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equivalent  to  them  all,  literally  the  merit  of  the  hundred 
latecomers.  This is because the first ten is contained within the 
hundred, which is ten times ten, a hundred.  Each one of them is 
contained within the hundred, and if so, even if a hundred come, 
each of the first ten has the merit of the hundred.  Also for this 
reason, all Jews are responsible for one another, because each of 
them literally possesses a portion of each other.  When one of them 
sins, he harms himself as well as harming the portion of himself 
that resides in the other, since he is connected to his part that is 
contained within his fellow. They are related to each other.
Thus it is appropriate for a person to seek the benefit of 
one’s fellow, showing him generosity of spirit. He should consider 
his dignity as dear to him as his own, for they are literally a single 
entity. Because of this we are commanded, “and you will love your 
fellow as yourself.” 
It is fitting that a person supports the fundamental goodness 
of another and not speak evil of him at all.  One should not wish 
for  anything  that  is  inconsistent  with  what  God desires  for  that 
person, neither his disgrace nor his suffering, for they are related to 
God.  A person should not wish to see another’s  downfall,  nor 
suffering, nor any harm at all, and view the situation of as if he 
himself  were immersed in the same suffering, or exalting in the 
same good fortune. 
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Translator’s Commentary
The Jewish people have a distinct role in the Divine plan, 
and as such the Bible refers to them as  am segulah or “cherished 
people” (Exodus 19:5).  Evident in much Rabbinic  literature  and 
prominent in Kabbalistic thought, the concept of am segulah may 
be taken as an expression of ethnocentrism, but is more properly 
understood  as  the  expression  of  the  Jews’  destiny  and 
responsibility to the world as a whole. Scattered across the globe in 
the aftermath of an ancient exile, the Jewish people nevertheless 
maintain faith with their God, committed to their mission to serve 
as the “light unto the nations” (Isaiah 45:6). 
Whether they are conscious of this responsibility or not, all 
Jews are united in this single purpose, and each individual Jew is 
crucial  to  the  unfolding  of  the  Divine  Plan.  Elsewhere  in  his 
writings  (Pardes  Rimonim 2:78a,  cited  in  Rabbi  Gavra’s 
commentary),  Rabbi  Cordovero  provides  a  beautiful  image  to 
illustrate the relationship of the individual to the whole. Imagine, 
he  writes,  a  beautiful  spring  of  fresh  water,  running  clear  and 
strong. The spring is fed by thousands upon thousands of smaller 
springs that originate in the deep, each one of them no wider than 
the diameter of a needle, yet they all come together to make this 
impressive, constant artesian well. If one of those tiny springs were 
to be clogged up, the overall  flow of the large spring would be 
ineluctably reduced by that same amount, and the other miniature 
springs would not be able to replace the missing water. 
So too, continues Rabbi Cordovero, with the Jewish people 
as a whole. Each individual contributes a small amount of flow of 
positive energy into the Universe,  greater  or lesser,  but  they all 
combine to generate a massive, single conduit of holiness as part of 
their divine mission in the world. Should the flow from even one 
of  those  Jews  decrease  as  a  result  of  transgression  or  other 
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wrongdoing,  the  overarching  purpose  of  the  entire  people  is 
delayed. Jews must remain conscious of their interrelationship and 
shared task. Thus it is every Jew’s responsibility to help his or her 
fellow return to a state of maximum capacity, repairing the sin and 
restoring the flow of positive energy to the world.
Bound  together  by  this  awesome  task,  Rabbi  Cordovero 
uses several  powerful metaphors to represent the Jews and their 
relationship  with  God,  each  alluding  to  Biblical  verses:  bride, 
beloved,  daughter,  sister,  mother.  Rabbi  Landau expands on the 
differences  between  these  terms:  “My  bride”  refers  to  the 
relationship  in  its  newness,  fresh  with  promise;  “My  beloved” 
encompasses  the  notion  of  partnership,  of  shared  goals;  “My 
daughter,” the unique love of a parent for a child; “My sister,” self-
sacrifice  for the other;  “My mother,”  a love that combines both 
honor and respect.
The love of a  parent receives  additional  attention,  in the 
specific context of shared pain, especially the pain that is the result 
of punishment. A loving parent cannot issue punishment without 
sharing  in  the  pain  of  the  child.  Date  Palm  of  Devorah 
demonstrates  the  notion  of  Divine  “pain”  through  an  unusual 
biblical phenomenon, the distinction between the keri and the ketiv 
of  a  word.   The  keri refers  to  the  way  a  biblical  word  is 
pronounced,  whereas  the  ketiv refers  to  the  way  the  word  is 
spelled.  The Hebrew language contains numerous homonyms, or 
words  that  are  pronounced  identically  yet  have  very  different 
meanings (consider the English words “led” as in ‘he led me to the 
store’ and the metal “lead”). In Biblical homonyms, the principal 
meaning is generally derived from the  keri (pronunciation) rather 
than the ketiv  (written form). The homonym in the verse cited by 
Rabbi Cordovero (Isaiah 63:9) is spelled “in all their pain, He has 
no pain,” but the accepted  meaning is “in all their pain, He  has 
pain,”  exactly  the  opposite.  According  to  the  ketiv,  God  is 
unmoved  by  human  suffering,  perhaps  an  allusion  to  the 
transcendental divide that separates finite humans and the infinite 
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Being. According to the  keri, however, the accepted meaning of 
the verse is the opposite: when Jews suffer, God also suffers. 
Human  suffering  reaches  the  “highest  mystery,”  a  term 
used to describe the  sefirah  of Keter  (the letters  in the Hebrew 
word “mystery,” or pele, may be reversed to spell alef, a reference 
to the first  sefirah).  The suffering certainly affects the sixth and 
tenth sefirot (Tiferet and Malkhut, respectively), which are placed 
directly  below  Keter.  According  to  Kabbalistic  metaphysics, 
Tiferet and Malkhut, known as the “two faces” (du partsufim) are 
the principal  sefirot through which God affects  the world.  Date 
Palm of Devorah thus indicates that the suffering of the Jews has 
an impact on the volume and direction of the current of vitality that 
flows from the Divine Parent to the universe as a whole. 
Imagine, for example, if a child is hospitalized, God forbid, 
and her parent has to leave her bedside to go to work.  Distraught 
and  distracted,  the  parent’s  performance  at  work  will  certainly 
suffer until the child is restored to health. Similarly, argues Rabbi 
Cordovero, the suffering of the Jews has a negative influence on 
the way in which God conducts the business of the world. In the 
words of Judges 10:16, God is “grieved by the anguish of Israel.” 
The doctrine that God somehow feels the pain of the Jewish people 
because they share a special, familial relationship does not exempt 
the Jewish people from punishment, as Rabbi Shaynberg explains. 
The Jewish people  are  singled out  for a  unique mission,  and if 
anything the mission assures that they have a greater exposure to 
Divine punishment given the importance of the task. 
Besides the mission-based connection between God and the 
Jewish people, all Jews are in a special relationship with each other 
because they quite literally share the same soul. According to the 
Kabbalah, there are five levels to the human soul, three of which 
are  located  in  the  human  body  and  two  of  which  remain  in  a 
Heavenly source. Beginning from lowest to highest, the  nefesh is 
the most basic animating force, and is associated in particular with 
blood and the liver; the  ruah  finds its locus in the heart, and the 
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neshamah  in  the brain.  These are  not  so much distinct  units  as 
different levels of the same vital energy, like liquid in a bottle—the 
heaviest elements of the liquid, including the sediment, sinks to the 
bottom, the middle of the bottle contains the liquid with heavier 
elements in suspension, and the top level contains the purest form 
of the liquid. The source of this soul-liquid is a massive, two-tiered 
vat  with  individual  spigots  directing  the  flow into  each  human 
being: hayah is the name of the lower level of this vat, and yehidah 
the higher. 
Every Jew possesses a specific nefesh, ruah and neshamah 
(abbreviated NaRaN) but all Jews derive their individual NaRaN 
from the  same  source:  hayah  and  yehidah. Moreover,  this  is  a 
dynamic system: the NaRaN is continually connected to the hayah 
and yehidah, receiving more soul-material at every moment, like a 
vat that constantly pours out wine, or perhaps like a generator that 
ceaselessly provides electricity. Thus all Jews, sharing  hayah and 
yehidah, literally share the same soul, bound together at the highest 
level of existence. 
Rabbi  Cordovero  illustrates  the  power  of  the  collective 
identity  of  the  Jewish  people  with  a  Midrashic  teaching  (Sifra, 
Behukotai  1:4)  regarding  the  formation  of  a  minyan,  or  prayer 
quorum. If  less  than ten  worshippers  are  present,  there  is  no 
minyan,  and  the  Torah  may  not  be  read  with  its  traditional 
blessings, but once ten are present, the minyan is complete and all 
prayers may be recited. Even if a hundred worshippers eventually 
gather for prayer, they do not alter the fundamental status of the 
quorum  that  was  created  by  the  first  ten.  The  reason  for  this, 
explains  Rabbi Epstein in his phenomenal  commentary on  Date 
Palm of Devorah, is that the first ten worshippers correspond to the 
ten  sefirot,  which  together  make  up  the  human  image  of  God 
known as the Supernal Adam. Once complete, the Supernal Adam 
cannot become more complete.  Rabbi Epstein compares this to the 
opening of a door to a darkened hall: each person who enters opens 
the door wider, allowing more sunlight into the room. Once the 
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door is open to its furthest extent, many more people may enter, 
but the flow of sunlight is already fully optimized.
Returning  to  the theme of  forgiveness,  Rabbi  Cordovero 
reveals  the  imperative  contained  in  the  Fourth  Level  of  Mercy: 
since all Jews are connected to each other, they have an enhanced 
responsibility  to show each other  kindness,  being of one family 
and one fate. Rabbi Epstein cites a memorable teaching of the 20th-
century Rabbi Eliyahu Dessler, based on a parable in the Jerusalem 
Talmud  (Nedarim 9:4):  While  cutting  meat,  a  man  accidentally 
slices into his hand. Does he even imagine for a moment that one 
hand should take revenge on the other hand for the injury? Not at 
all, that would be absurd! And yet the Jewish people are no less 
related to each other than one hand is to the other. The pain felt by 
one Jew is shared by all others, as they are united in a single soul. 
Rabbi Shaynberg illustrates this with a powerful citation from the 
Midrash (Mekhilta, Yitro, also Vayikra Rabah 84:6): “Why are the 
Jewish people compared to a sheep? When a sheep is struck on one 
of its limbs, its entire body feels it the pain. So the Jewish people: 
when  one  of  them  sins,  they  all  feel  the  consequences.  Rabbi 
Shimon ben Yohai taught: this is like two men who are sailing on a 
boat. One of them takes an axe and begins to chop a hole in the 
hull.  The other man exclaims, ‘what are you doing!’ and the first 
man responds, ‘why should you care? Am I not chopping under my 
own seat?’” The Jew may think he is only damaging his own spot 
in the boat, but in reality the entire ship is placed in danger by his 
actions.
The flow of positive human energy not only benefits  the 
world  through  its  immediate  effect,  it  also  arouses  the  Divine 
Sefirot to  act  in  kind,  sending  a  much  larger  flow of  similarly 
charged  positive  energy  into  the  Universe.  In  this  manner,  the 
recognition  of our responsibilities  for  the welfare  of others is  a 
mandate  that  bears  cosmic  implications. In  the  context  of  the 
Fourth Level of Mercy,  the teaching of Rabbi Cordovero’s most 
illustrious student is especially relevant.   Rabbi Isaac Luria (the 
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Arizal) famously instructed his followers to precede the morning 
prayers with a firm dedication to observe the commandment “love 
your  fellow  as  yourself”  (Leviticus  19:18).  Recognizing  the 




“Didn’t you wear that at the Cohen bar mitzvah?” Tzeitl’s 
tone is innocent, but Shayna gets what she is really saying—her 
wardrobe is getting tired, and everyone knows it. After all, here it 
is several months later and she’s wearing the same dress at another 
bar mitzvah.  Shayna manages  to smile,  seething with anger and 
resentment,  but  before  she  can  respond,  someone  bumps  into 
Tzeitl’s  elbow and she spills  red wine all  over  her new cream-
colored outfit. 
The German language has the perfect term to describe the 
emotion Shayna feels: Schadenfreude, or “joy experienced with the 
downfall of another.” After a moment, though, Shayna recalls the 
Date Palm of Devorah and forces herself to recognize that she and 
Tzeitl  are  actually  sisters,  related  to  each other  as  are  all  Jews, 
sharing a single soul. She rebukes herself for quietly rejoicing over 
the  messy  accident  by  placing  herself  in  Tzeitl’s  position  and 
imagining how she feels. Shayna blunts her secret satisfaction with 
a bit of shared pain. 
* * *
Harold realizes  he spends far  too much time and energy 
gossiping. He consults with his Rabbi, who instructs him to engage 
in daily study of Rabbi Israel Meir Kagan’s classic work,  Hafets  
Hayim (Chofetz Chaim), a brilliant work that codifies the Jewish 
perspective  on the dignity of human speech.  Harold learns  that, 
according to Jewish law, the dissemination of negative information 
about an individual is completely prohibited—even if the story is 
completely true! Shocked and chastened, Harold reads further to 
learn that while his gossip is totally forbidden, nevertheless there 
are situations where the revealing of a derogatory report may be 
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warranted.  The  only  way Harold  can  share  such  stories  is  if  it 
meets  a  stringent  test  consisting  of  seven  criteria:  the  rule  of 
SILENCE, an acronym for all seven preconditions:
Search for details that may exonerate the individual from 
wrongdoing.  Harold  has  to  make  sure  that  the  subject  of  the 
negative  information  really  deserves  to  be  accused  of  this 
inappropriate activity, and that it is fair to lay this charge at his or 
her feet.
Intend a positive, practical result. Under no circumstances 
should  the  negative  information  be  circulated  for  purposes  of 
entertainment. The only possible reason to reveal anyone’s faults is 
to  prevent  harm in  the  future,  or  redress  a  wrong that  requires 
resolution.
Look for alternatives to revealing the negative information. 
Perhaps the positive, practical result could be achieved by means 
other than revealing the negative information?  
Exaggeration is forbidden. If the negative information must 
be  revealed,  it  is  important  that  it  remain  completely  factual, 
uncolored by editorial comment or bias.
No hearsay is allowed. Harold must have direct, personal 
knowledge of the facts, and not rely on the reports of others.
Consequences  of  revealing  the  information  must  be 
proportionate.  Sometimes  a  minor  indiscretion  may  have  such 
colossal implications that, even though the wrong is addressed, a 
far greater damage is imposed on another person. Is this something 
that should simply be ignored?
Engage the subject first. If all the conditions are met and 
the negative information may be revealed, Harold still has to talk 
to the person involved and give him or her a chance to rectify the 
situation on his or her own. 
These laws are  complex  and deserve more  attention  that 
can be devoted in the scope of this brief work. Harold recognizes 
this, and commits himself to upholding the Fourth Level of Mercy 
by undertaking regular review of the laws prohibiting gossip. 
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* * * * *
I count, too. I feel worthless right now, ashamed of what 
I’ve done, but I remain a member of the family nevertheless, and 
nothing I ever do can change that fact. What is that line from a 
Robert Frost poem? “Home is the place where, when you go there, 
they have to take you in?” I am so grateful that I have someone 
who will take me in. I will exert myself to live up to that love and 
forgiveness.
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The Fifth Level: Release the Anger
Translator’s Introduction
The prophet Zechariah portrays God as a shepherd with 
two  staffs:  one  is  called  “pleasantness” (נאם)   and the  other  is  
called “woundings” (חובלים). In his commentary on Date Palm of 
Devorah, Rabbi Epstein explains the metaphor: just as a shepherd  
may choose to lead sheep with gentle prodding, using the staff of  
pleasantness, he may also direct his flock by striking them, using  
the  staff  of  woundings.  So,  too,  God  may  elect  to  lead  us  by  
opening doors of opportunity and allowing us to advance on our  
own or by forcing us to follow a path against our will, using harsh  
penalties. Either way, as Rabbi Cordovero puts it, “God behaves  
with hardness or with softness, all  for the benefit  of the Jewish  
people.”
In the Fifth Level of Mercy, Rabbi Cordovero explains that 
God  will  use  the  staff  of  pleasantness  even  if  a  person  is  
undeserving.  Borrowing  from  an  episode  in  Jewish  history 
recorded in II Kings, Rabbi Cordovero shows that God expanded  
the  boundaries  of  ancient  Israel  under  King  Jeroboam  even  
though the people did not repent. Counterintuitively, God may use 
the staff of pleasantness if the staff of woundings will not achieve  
the desired results.
Applied to the human level, Date Palm of Devorah urges us  
to consider switching tactics when dealing with difficult  people.  
Sometimes  an  act  of  unmitigated  forgiveness  is  required,  even 
though  the  circumstances  seem  to  demand  retaliation  or  
retribution. 
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הּחמישית - לֹא הֶחֱזִיק לָעּד אפו
 זו מִדָה אחֶרֶת שֶאֲפִלו שֶהָאדָם מּחֲזִיק בּחֵטּא
יּחֲזִיק לֹא לָעּד אֶלָא וּאִם   אֵין הב''ה  מּחֲזִיק אף, 
יּבּטֵל כּעֲסו אֲפִלו שֶלֹא יָשוב הָאדָם. 
שֶהֶחּזִיר בִימֵי יָרָבּעָם בֶן יואש  שֶמָצִינו   כּמו 
 הב''ה  גּבול יִשּרָאֵל וּהֵם הָיו עובּדִים עֲגָלִים וּרִחֵם
עֲלֵיהֶם וּלֹא שָבו. 
שֶלֹא זו  מִדָה  בִשּבִיל  רִחֵם,  לָמָה  כֵן   אִם 
הֱיות עִם  אפו  מּחּלִיש  אדּרּבָא  אפו  לָעּד   הֶחֱזִיק 
 שֶעֲדּיִן הּחֵטּא קּיָם אֵינו מּעֲנִיש אֶלָא מּצּפֶה ומּרּחֵם
כִי לֹא לָנֶצּח ארִיב וּלֹא לּעולָם  אולּי יָשובו, וּהּיּנו 
אֶטור.
הּכֹל ובּקָשות  בּרּכות  מִתּנּהֵג  הב''ה    אֶלָא 
לּטובּת יִשּרָאֵל.
 וּזו מִדָה רּאויָה לּאדָם לּהִתּנּהֵג בָה אם חֲבֵרו
או  אֲפִלו שֶהוא רּשּאי לּהוכִיחּ בּיִסורִים אֶת חֲבֵרו 
 אֶת בָנָיו וּהֵם מִתּיּסּרִים לֹא מִפּנֵי זֶה יּרּבֶה תוכּחּתו
וּלֹא יּבּטּלֶנו  אֶלָא  שֶכָעּס  אֲפִלו  כּעֲסו  יּחֲזִיק   וּלֹא 
יּחֲזִיק לָעּד אפו.
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 גּם אִם הוא אף הּמֻתָר לָאדָם כּעֵין שֶפֵרּשו כִי
 תִרּאֶה חֲמור שֹנּאֲךָ וּגו' ופֵרּשו מּהו הּשִנּאה הּזֹאת
יָכול אֵינו  יָחִיד  וּהוא  עֲבֵרָה  עובֵר  אותו   שֶרָאה 
 לּהָעִיד וּשֹנֵא אותו עּל דּבּר וּאֲפִלו הָכִי אמּרָה תורָה
 עָזֹב תּעֲזֹב עִמו שּבוק יָת דִבּלִבָךּ אֶלָא מִצּוָה לּקָרֵב
 אותו בּאהֲבָה אולּי יועִיל בּדֶרֶךּ זה וּהּיּנו מּמָש מִדָה




He Does Not Hold Fast to His Anger Forever
This is  another Level.  Even when a person holds fast to 
negative behavior, God does not hold fast to His anger, and even if 
God does hold fast, it is only temporary. Rather, God nullifies His 
wrath even if the person does not repent. 
This is as we find with Jeroboam son of Joash, for whom 
God  restored  the  boundaries  of  Israel,  even  though  they  were 
worshipping idols. God had mercy on them even when they did not 
return.  
If  so,  why did God have  mercy?  It  was  because of  this 
Level:  God does  not  hold  fast  to  His  anger  forever.  On  the 
contrary,  God actively  weakens  His  own anger,  such  that  even 
when the sin persists, God does not punish. God waits and extends 
mercy--perhaps  they  will  repent!  This  is  the  meaning  of  “not 
forever will He fight, and not forever will He exact retribution.” 
God behaves with softness and with hardness, all for the 
benefit of the Jewish people.
This  is  an appropriate  Level  for  people  to  use  with  one 
another. Even if one had the right to rebuke or punish another, or 
rebuke or  punish children,  and  the  suffering  was  deserved,  this 
does  not  mean  that  the  person  should  exercise  that  right 
excessively. A person should not hold fast to anger, even when it is 
deeply felt. Rather, a person should nullify it and not hold fast to 
this anger. 
Even if this anger were permitted, as the Sages understand 
the verse,  “when you see the donkey of the one you hate lying 
under its burden,” and they explain, “What kind of hatred is this? 
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When a person is  a  lone witness to another’s  transgression,  the 
testimony  is  invalid,  and  therefore  he  hates  him  for  his  act.” 
Nevertheless the Torah teaches, “You shall surely help the other.” 
Abandon what is in your heart! It is a commandment to draw that 
person close with love, and perhaps this approach will help.  This 




Anger  is  a  habit.  Certain  people,  certain  times,  certain 
issues, are especially likely to produce anger, and often with good 
reason.  How many times  was that  child  asked to  put  away the 
toys? How often does a spouse have to be reminded to pick up the 
dry cleaning? Anger often follows a pattern as easy to predict as 
the path of the sun on a cloudless day, and it’s no surprise that we 
“hold fast” to that anger, ready to engage it at a moment’s notice 
once the various elements fall into place in their expected fashion. 
God,  however,  is  not  subject  to  the  laws  of  habit. 
Furthermore, no one can deny that when God is angered (whatever 
that anthropomorphism really means), we humans deserve it, since 
we have certainly received clear instructions and understand the 
consequences  for  non-compliance.  Nevertheless,  when God sees 
that  humans  are  behaving  inappropriately  (worshipping  golden 
calves,  for  example),  God does  not  immediately  invoke  Divine 
anger and allow it to reverberate throughout the fragile Universe. 
Rather,  God  actively  engages  Divine  anger  with  a  message  of 
forgiveness, extending tolerance to humanity even when people are 
undeserving. With full consciousness that humanity was expected 
to do better, God extends an additional measure of mercy, repaying 
ingratitude with kindness, as we see with the military victories of 
King Jeroboam even at a time when the Jewish people engaged in 
idolatry. 
Rabbi Cordovero cites a passage from Psalms (103:9) to 
illustrate this attribute: not forever will God fight, and many of the 
commentators  provide  an  additional  passage,  cited  in  the  daily 
liturgy (Habakuk 3:2):  in anger, You remember mercy.  The Fifth 
Level of Mercy is God’s ability to remember mercy at a time of 
anger. Human beings, by way of contrast, tend to do precisely the 
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opposite:  in  anger,  we forget  mercy.  God remembers,  while  we 
forget.
Our task is to recognize that we experience anger like the 
sudden, uncontrolled acceleration of a car. Angered by the slow 
driver ahead of us, we tense up, our blood pressure rises, and we 
shoot  forward  into  the  passing  lane,  shortening  our  potential 
response  time  to  obstacles  and  increasing  the  potential  of  an 
accident.  Obviously,  the  right  thing  to  do  under  such  a 
circumstance  is  to  reconsider  carefully  our  driving  options—for 
example, we may have a right turn coming up at the next block 
which would require us to move dangerously back into our lane, 
cutting off the driver ahead of us.  The urge to surge is immediate, 
and even though the most rational course of action might be simply 
to ease up on the gas pedal, this is easier said than done; anger 
swallows a person whole, leaving little room for reconsideration 
and  reflection.  The  right  foot  has  a  mind  of  its  own,  and  the 
velocity seems inescapable.
The  Fifth  Level  suggests  another  strategy:  if  you  have 
difficulty removing your right foot from the gas pedal, then pick up 
your left foot and apply pressure to the brake pedal.  Your right 
foot may be adding the volatile fuel-air mixture to the engine, and 
you  will  hear  it  roaring  in  complaint,  but  it  will  have  to  work 
harder to overcome the resistance of the brakes. This is not an ideal 
driving  technique,  but  the  investment  of  energy  in  actively 
decelerating the vehicle may prevent disaster.
The Fifth Level makes two simultaneous demands: on the 
one hand, it argues that we have the right to maintain expectations 
of proper standards from others, hoping for their improvement and 
working to shape their behavior. On the other hand, the Fifth Level 
pleads for a grace period for the transgressions of others. A person 
must find new strategies to deal with the unproductive emotion of 
anger, freeing up energy to help the offending individual reform 
his  or  her  behavior.  Simply pushing  back  against  the  offending 
behavior is both insufficient and counterproductive.
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Here’s a metaphor  that  will  be well  understood by those 
who  live  close  to  a  coastline.  The  ocean  sometimes  produces 
dangerous currents called “rip tides” or “rip currents.” An unwary 
swimmer may become caught in one of these powerful currents 
and suddenly be pulled tens or even hundreds of yards out to sea. 
Escaping these currents  is  not difficult,  but it  requires an active 
strategy: one may not take the obvious route of swimming back to 
shore because the current is simply too strong and the swimmer 
will become exhausted with the effort, exposed to greater danger 
as the current surges further out into the open ocean. Rather, one 
must  swim  perpendicular to the current,  following the coastline 
rather than heading towards it.  Even though this means a partial 
surrender to the rip tide, by taking this strategy a swimmer will 
shortly escape the current, and then be able to swim back to the 
safety of dry land.
Rabbi Cordovero argues that such a technique must be used 
for anger as well. When irritated, reacting against the cause of the 
complaint may actually escalate the crisis, making the possibility 
of a peaceful reconciliation more distant. In other words, reacting 
with anger is like attempting to swim against the rip current. The 
Fifth Level demands another approach, requiring a fresh infusion 
of energy directly into forgiving the offender, as counterintuitive as 
swimming perpendicular to the shore. 
This  technique  is  very  useful  when one  is  the  object  of 
someone else’s anger, and especially if the accusation is baseless 
or exaggerated (a recipe for interpersonal disaster if there ever was 
one).  If the worst response is countering this anger with anger, the 
second worst is telling the angry person “calm down” (two words 
that, in my humble opinion, should be removed from the working 
vocabulary of any marriage).  The Fifth Level might be invoked at 
this  point,  and  one  might  say  “I  certainly  don’t  deserve  this 
treatment, and I would be within my rights to rebuke this person 
for accusing me, but I’m going to dig deep and see if I can find a 
reserve of respect and even affection for this person, and allow the 
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anger to wash over me and exhaust itself in the process.”  Once 
this person calms down—it may take a while—then I can address 
the cause of this anger, and perhaps even indicate how unfairly I 
was  treated.”  Achieving  this  level  of  awareness  is  truly  an 
illustration of the passage from Habakuk: in anger, You remember 
mercy.
Rabbi  Cordovero  concludes  his  discussion  of  the  Fifth 
Level with a complex image from the Torah about a man who sees 
that his enemy’s donkey has collapsed under its poorly distributed 
burden (Exodus 23:5, discussed at length in the Talmud, Pesahim 
103b). The Torah forbids cruelty to animals, and thus the man is 
obligated to release the burden from the donkey’s back and allow it 
to stand. Moreover, the Torah obligates him to help the donkey’s 
owner reload the burden properly, even if he has an acrimonious 
relationship with the owner.
The Hebrew word for “help” (עזב), in other contexts, means 
“abandon,”  its  diametric  opposite.  Which  meaning  is  intended 
here?  Rabbi  Cordovero resolves  the  ambiguity  with a  quotation 
from the ancient Aramaic translation of Onkelos, who renders you 
shall certainly help him as “abandon that which is in your heart.” 
Onkelos’  reading  is  that  the  man  should  help  his  enemy  by 
abandoning  the  hatred  he  has  for  him in  his  heart.  Even if  his 
hatred is  based on a  verified history of malfeasance,  even if  he 
personally  saw him committing  a transgression but  is  unable  to 
testify  against  him  in  court,  nevertheless  he  must  abandon  the 
hatred  in  his  heart  and  get  to  the  task  of  helping  his  erstwhile 
enemy.
If  the  Torah  requires  us  to  take  this  approach  with  our 




The warning light comes just on as Shlomo and Shayna are 
pulling out of the garage.  Shlomo turns to Shayna and says, “Why 
didn’t  you  just  gas  up  when  it  dropped  to  the  quarter-tank?” 
There’s  more  than a  note  of  irritation  in  his  voice,  and Shayna 
knows how unfair it all is—their son Sidney took the car out last 
night, and it was well above a quarter-tank when he left. She could 
respond with some cutting remark about Shlomo’s poor memory 
because after  all  he was the one who gave the keys  to Sidney. 
Shayna has been reading Date Palm of Devorah, however, so she 
decides to refrain from responding in anger. She thinks about the 
stress Shlomo’s under at work and takes a soft tone of voice when 
she says, “we should have given Sidney some money to put gas in 
the tank,” completely ignoring his unfair accusation. 
* * *
Shlomo, however, is not as assiduous a student as Shayna. 
When they get home, he’s ready to have it out with their teenage 
son Sidney. 
“What’s wrong with you,” Shlomo says as he warms up to 
his regular rant. “Can’t you ever think about others? Why are you 
so selfish?  Couldn’t  you at  least  let  us know that  the tank was 
almost empty? We were late because of you!” Sidney glares dully 
at  his  father  which  reminds  Shlomo  of  a  series  of  Sidney’s 
irritating teenage behaviors. Shlomo’s internal temperature rises as 
he prepares to launch into a truly memorable speech that will once 
and for all cure Sidney of his immaturity, when he suddenly recalls 
the Fifth Level of mercy. He has given this speech several times in 
the last month alone, without a meaningful response from Sidney. 
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Shlomo  decides  to  put  away the  stick  of  woundings—precisely 
because Sidney is undeserving, having demonstrated that he will 
not change as a result  of earlier  punishments—and picks up the 
stick of pleasantness
“I don’t think I told you how pleased I was with your grade 
on that Math midterm,” says Shlomo as he sits on the sofa beside 
Sidney. “Here’s a twenty as a reward. Treat yourself to something 
nice.” Surprised by this sudden act of kindness, Sidney even takes 
out one earbud to make sure he has heard correctly.  Sidney takes 
the proffered cash and says, “uh, thanks, Dad.  Listen, I meant to 
tell  you  that  the  fuel  light  went  on  last  night,  and  you  should 
probably put some gas in the car. Sorry.”
* * * * *
I’ve  been  making  the  same  mistake  over  and  over, 
following a distinctly unproductive pattern of repeating my errors 
again and again.  What is wrong with me? Am  I somehow forcing 
myself into situations where I mess up? Maybe I’m caught in my 
own rip current—maybe I should just use the Fifth Level, and try 
to swim perpendicular to the tide. What if I tried forgiving myself, 
as God forgives me? Maybe I would be more relaxed and not feel 
so pressured to do the wrong thing next time.
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The Sixth Level: Who Makes Your Lunch?
Translator’s Introduction
The Sixth Level begins with a deeply mystical passage in  
Ezekiel, set in the years immediately prior to the 6th century BCE 
destruction of the first Temple. God is angered by the sins of the  
Jewish people, and sends the archangel Gabriel to destroy them 
utterly, once and for all. Gabriel takes the glowing coals from a 
space called the galgal, located beneath the altar, and prepares to 
shower devastation upon the people. Gabriel is delayed in place  
for  six  years  until  the  image  of  a  human  hand  appears  in  the  
galgal,  a symbolic representation of the acts  of human kindness  
that  the  otherwise  sinful  Jews  do  for  each  other.  With  the  
appearance of this  hand, God cancels Gabriel’s  mission.  God’s  
mindful  delay  to  act  from  anger  for  six  years,  followed  by  a  
recollection  of  an  unrelated  kind  deed,  ultimately  averts  
punishment.
Rabbi Cordovero goes on to describe how this level may be 
applied  on  a  human  scale,  offering  an  exceptionally  practical  
suggestion to promote forgiveness. When angered or frustrated by  
the behavior of another, one should focus on a single redeeming 
characteristic  or  activity  of  that  person.  This  small  technique  
places  a  momentary  deterrent  in  the  path  of  angry  reaction,  
allowing  forgiveness  to  take  hold  and  ultimately  blunt  the  full  
force of one’s wrath.
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השישית - כִי חָפֵץ חֶסֶד הוא
יָדועּ בּהֵיכָל  שֶיֵש  בִמּקומו  פֵרּשּנו   כּבָר 
אדם שבני  חֶסֶד  גּמִילות  לּקּבֵל  מּמֻנִים   מּלּאכִים 
הּדִין מּקּטּרֶגֶת וּכּאֲשֶר מִדּת  הּזֶה,   עושים בָעולָם 
הּחֶסֶד מּרּאִים  הּמּלּאכִים  אֹתָם  מִיּד  יִשּרָאֵל,   עּל 
 הּהוא וּהב''ה  מּרּחֵם עּל יִשּרָאֵל מִפּנֵי שֶהוא חָפֵץ
 בּחֶסֶד, וּעִם הֱיות שֶהֵם חּיָבִים אִם הֵם גומּלִים חֶסֶד
שֶהָיָה בִזּמּן הּחֻרּבָן וכּמו   זֶה לָזֶה מּרּחֵם עֲלֵיהֶם, 
לּגּבּרִיאֵל פ' שֶנֶאֱמּר  וּגו'  לּגּלּגּל  בֵינות  אֶל   בֹא 
 דהיינו גבריאל שלקח גחלים להשליך על ישראל
לו וּנָתּן  וּהּגּבורָה  הּדִין  שּר  גבריאל  סוד   והיינו 
מִתּחּת לּגּלּגּל  בֵינות  הּדִין  כֹחות  לּקּבֵל   רּשות 
דִין גּבורּת הּמּלּכות דּהּיּנו   ּ הּמִזּבֵח  לּכּרובִים מֵאֵש 
הּכֹל אֶת  לּכּלות  שֶבִקֵש  עּד  מִתּחּזֵק  הּדִין   וּהָיָה 
כּלָיָה שֶנִתּחּיּבו  מִפּנֵי  יִשּרָאֵל  בֵיצָתָן שֶל   ּ  לּקּעֲקֵע
 וּיֵרָא לּכּרובִים תּבּנִית יּד אדָם תּחּת כּנּפֵיהֶם וכּתִיב
חֲסָדִים גומּלִים  הֵם  גּבּרִיאֵל  הב''ה  שֶאמּר   וּהּיּנו 
וּהָיָה לָהֶם וּאף אִם הֵם חּיָבִים נִצולו   אֵלו עִם אֵלו 
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כִי חָפֵץ חֶסֶד הוא וּהּטּעּם מִפּנֵי מִדָה זו   שּאֵרִית. 
 רוצֶה בּמּה שֶיִשּרָאֵל גומּלִים חֶסֶד וּאותו צּד מּזּכִיר
לָהֶם עִם הֱיות שֶאֵינָם כּשֵרִים בּצּד אחֵר.
 אִם כֵן בּמדה זו רָאוי האדָם לּהִתּנּהֵג אף אִם
 יראה שֶאדָם עושֶה לו רּע ומּכּעִיסו אִם יֵש בו צּד
שֶמִתּנּהֵג טובָה  מִדָה  או  לּאֲחֵרִים  שֶמֵטִיב   טובָה 
 כּשורָה יּסּפִיק לו צּד זֶה לּבּטֵל כּעֲסו מֵעָלָיו וּיֵרָצֶה
וּיּחּפֹץ חֶסֶד וּיֹאמּר דּי לִי בּטובָה זו שֶיֵש  לִבו עִמו 
זִכּרונָם רּבותֵינו  כִדּפֵרּשו  בּאִשּתו  שֶכֵן  וּכָל   לו 
ומּצִילות אותָנו לִבּרָכָה בָנֵינו  אֶת  שֶמּגּדּלות   דּיֵנו 
בּטובָה לִי  דֵי  כָל אדָם  עּל  יֹאמּר   ּ כָך הּחֵטּא,   מִן 
מִדָה פּלונִי או  שֶעָשָה עִם   פּלונִית שֶעָשָה לִי או 




For He Desires Kindness 
I have explained elsewhere that there is a certain chamber 
where  angels  are  appointed  to  collect  the  acts  of  kindness  that 
people perform in this world. When Justice denounces the Jewish 
people,  these  angels  immediately  draw forth  a  particular  act  of 
kindness, and God forgives the Jews. This is because  He desires 
kindness. Even if they are guilty, if they nevertheless do kindness 
with one another, God forgives them. This is as it was during the 
destruction of the Temple. God told the angel Gabriel, go into the 
space of the  galgal. Gabriel  took burning coals to cast upon the 
Jewish people. Gabriel, the officer of justice and power, was given 
permission from God to take the forces of Justice from the galgal, 
located below the cherubim, forces derived from the fires of the 
altar,  the executive power of justice through sovereignty.  Justice 
demanded the destruction of absolutely everything, extinguishing 
the future of the Jewish people because they deserved annihilation. 
The passage continues,  and Gabriel looked to the cherubim, and 
under their wings he saw the form of a human hand. God said to 
Gabriel: “They do kindness to one another.  Even though they are 
undeserving,  save  them  and  allow  a  remnant  to  remain.”  The 
reason  is  because  of  this  Level,  for  He  desires  kindness.  The 
Jewish people perform acts  of kindness, and this  stands to their 
merit, even if they are not worthy in some other aspect.
If so, then this Level is appropriate for people to emulate. 
Even if  a  person does  harm and angers another,  as  long as the 
offender has some positive aspect—helping others, for example, or 
some other proper behavior—then that positive behavior should be 
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sufficient to nullify one’s anger, achieve reconciliation, and even 
good will.  A person should  say,  “It  is  enough for  me  that  this 
person  performs  this  one  kindness.”  This  is  especially  true 
regarding one’s spouse, as the Rabbis of Blessed Memory taught, 
“it is enough for us that our spouses raise our children and rescue 
us from sin.” A person should say, “it is enough for me that this 
person did  me a  certain  kindness,  or  did a  certain  kindness  for 
someone  else,  or  has  a  certain  good quality.”  In  this  manner  a 
person may emulate for He desires kindness.
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Translator’s Commentary
The Book of Ezekiel, suffused with mystical content, is the 
starting place for the Sixth Level of mercy. Rabbi Cordovero refers 
readers to a passage in his  Pardes Rimonim (Sha’ar Heikhalot 5), 
and then delves  deeper  into the meaning of events described in 
Ezekiel 10.  Gabriel, the archangel of Justice whose very essence is 
derived from the sefirah of Gevurah, receives a command by God 
to descend to the world and bring destruction and ruin upon the 
Jewish people. The elemental power for this calamity rests in the 
fiery heat of the  galgal, a space in the Temple below the winged 
angelic  creatures  known  as  the  cherubim.  According  to  the 
Midrash  (Vayikra  Rabah   26:8)  Gabriel  takes  hold  of  these 
glowing coals and readies himself  to cast them upon the Jewish 
people, but God stays his hand for an incredible six years, waiting 
to see if the Jews would repent.  
Rabbi Epstein explains the workings of Divine Justice as a 
gradual  descent  of  the  Will  of  God through the  four  worlds  of 
Atsilut,  Beriyah,  Yetsirah and  Asiyah.  As Justice moves  through 
each of these worlds, it is transformed into a being more suited to 
its  new  conditions  (in  Kabbalistic  parlance,  it  is  clothed  in 
garments  appropriate  for  each  world)  until  it  finally  reaches 
Asiyah,  the “world of action”  that  we perceive.  Here,  Justice  is 
clothed  in  things  that  we  recognize:  famine,  pestilence,  war. 
Moreover,  each  of  the  four  worlds  has  its  own structure  of  ten 
sefirot, such that Malkhut,  the lowest sefirah of the highest world 
of Atsilut, becomes Keter, the highest sefirah of the lower world of 
Beriyah.  By the time Justice travels through the ten sefirot of each 
of the four worlds, coming to rest in  Malkhut of  Asiyah, it finds 
expression in completely mundane entities, animate or otherwise: 
the locust that despoils the grain, a lethal virus, a hand grenade.
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Gabriel’s  direct  involvement  in the process represents an 
especially strict expression of the execution of punishment, known 
to  Kabbalists  as  Justice  through  Sovereignty  (Gevurat  ha-
Malkhut).  The sefirot are not static, fixed entities. Their movement 
alters the manner in which Divine energy flows into the Universe. 
Contrast,  for example,  the way electricity flows into your  home 
with the way a lightning bolt crashes through the night sky. The 
former is a regular expression of human engineering,  harnessing 
the power of the generator  and channeling it  through municipal 
conduits and transformers,  directing it through meters and along 
copper wires to the outlets on your walls. As long as everything is 
functioning normally, the electricity is both plentiful and regular. 
Lightning, on the other hand, is a huge explosion of energy that 
seeks  its  ground  directly  from  its  source  to  its  destination, 
careening  through  the  atmosphere  with  only  mild  and  sporadic 
resistance from the vagaries of the air. Both are expressions of the 
power of electricity, but whereas one is controlled and predictable, 
utilized  for  beneficial  purpose,  the  other  unleashes  great  and 
immediate destruction.
So  too  the  channeling  of  Divine  energy.  When  human 
beings  comport  themselves  properly,  the  sefirot remain  in  their 
intended  alignment:  the  sefirot  on  the  left,  representing  Justice 
(Gevurah  and  Hod) balance the  sefirot  on the right, representing 
Mercy  (Hesed and  Netsah).  The  right  and  the  left,  Justice  and 
Mercy,  are  then  filtered  through  the  sefirot that  remain  in  the 
center  (Tiferet and  Yesod),  finally  expressing  themselves  in 
Malkhut.  Human choice affects the delicate balance of the sefirot, 
as we hope to discuss in the second volume of this work. In the 
Sixth  Level  of  Mercy,  Rabbi  Cordovero  mentions  a  potentially 
disastrous  alignment  of  the  sefirot,  occasioned  by  human 
transgression—Gevurat  ha-Malkhut,  or  Justice  through 
Sovereignty—in which the energy flowing from Justice (Gevurah) 
is  not  mediated  by  mixing  with  the  powers  of  Mercy  through 
Tiferet and  Yesod,  rather  it  flows  directly  from  its  source  in 
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Gevurah to its destination Malkhut, wreaking horrible devastation 
on the world. To borrow from the electrical metaphor above, this 
would be like allowing the energy created  in a nuclear  plant  to 
flow directly into a home and household appliances without any 
mediation or moderation to the correct voltage.
Thus Gabriel’s descent to the galgal to remove the glowing 
coals  of  Gevurah represented a potentially devastating act.  God, 
however, employed the Sixth Level of Mercy to stay Divine anger, 
in two specific ways. First, as the Midrash relates, God delayed the 
implementation of this decree by a remarkable six years, leaving 
Gabriel standing with the coals in his hand, waiting for the signal 
to rain destruction on the Jewish people. Metaphorically, this gave 
God  time,  as  it  were,  to  look  for  whatever  redeeming 
characteristics  the  Jewish  people  might  possess,  such  that  God 
could  justify  the  cancellation  of  the  decree.   These 
anthropomorphisms are clearly intended for human benefit—God, 
Whose wisdom is  infinite  and absolute,  certainly does not  need 
time  to  make  a  decision,  yet  such  Divine  behavior  provides  a 
powerful  object  lesson  to  the  human  intellect.  Second,  God 
provided a sign for Gabriel: the image of the hand, representing 
human kindness.  Recalling  this  redeeming characteristic,  God is 
able  to  modify  his  original  intent  of  absolute  destruction, 
employing the Sixth Level of Mercy to forgive the Jewish people. 
The midrash continues with God saying, “Gabriel, Gabriel—there 
are some people among them who give charity to others,” and the 
mission  of  destruction  is  cancelled.  Whatever  their  faults,  the 
Jewish people are kind to one another and this is enough to stay the 
powers of annihilation.
The theological analysis of this passage betrays an apparent 
contradiction:  if  God sent  Gabriel  to  administer  the punishment 
determined  by  justice,  how  is  it  that  God  should  reverse  that 
decision by alluding to  kindness,  which exercises  the faculty of 
mercy?  This  can  only  be  understood  as  an  illustration  of  the 
metaphysical  mechanics  of  forgiveness:  God keeps  a  reserve  of 
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redeeming  characteristics  at  hand  as  a  failsafe  against  Divine 
anger, calling upon this reserve when the behavior of the Jewish 
people  elicits  a  consequence  of  punishment.  These  redeeming 
characteristics—in this case, human kindness as represented by the 
hand—are kept in a “certain chamber,” and this chamber is always 
accessed before Divine judgment  is  visited  upon humanity.  The 
chamber, however, must be filled in advance.
So it  is  with human interaction.  Perhaps the people who 
anger us most are those we deal with most frequently,  at home, 
work or school. To master the Sixth Level of Mercy, it is essential 
that we take some time to reflect on the redeeming characteristics 
of everyone around us (and especially those closest to us) and then 
commit those characteristics to memory. These characteristics need 
not be huge acts of spiritual heroism; they may be simple things 
like  “she always  makes  my lunch” or  “he always  takes  out  the 
garbage.” It may even be useful to create a mental avatar for such 
things, such as an image of a full lunchbox or an empty garbage 
can.  When the inevitable  moments of conflict  arise,  and we are 
tempted  to  lash  out  in  frustration,  then  we  must  go  into  that 
“chamber” and look around at whatever avatars come to mind. The 
value of taking out the garbage may not be anywhere nearly as 
significant as the offense that flares our temper, but the value of 
taking  a  moment  to  pause  and  disassociate  from  the  steadily 
building fury gives us the space to modify our responses carefully. 
God, as it were, took six years to consider his decision to destroy 
the Jewish people, leaving Gabriel holding onto the glowing coals 
all the while. We can certainly pause and reflect before we vent 
our anger on those we love. 
Rabbi Cordovero concludes with a remarkably candid and 
personal observation, rarely identified in  Date Palm of Devorah: 
this Sixth Level is especially valuable for spouses. He provides a 
reference to a Talmudic passage regarding Rabbi Hiyya  and his 
wife (Yevamot 63a).  It seems that she was an especially difficult 
woman,  frequently  berating  him  over  one  thing  or  another, 
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perpetually  dissatisfied  and  bitter.   The  Talmud  records  that 
“whenever he found something that she would value, he wrapped it 
up  in  a  cloth  and  brought  it  to  her,”  yet  she  remained 
unappreciative and prone to petty acts of spite. When asked why 
Rabbi Hiyyah was so careful to render these kindnesses when his 
wife did not reciprocate, he answered, “it is enough for us that our 
spouses  raise  our  children,  and  that  they  save  us  from  sin,” 
meaning, his wife took care of their family,  and shared intimacy 
with her husband. His response is  precisely the Sixth Level:  he 
identified a kindness that his wife engaged in, and recalling these 
positive  attributes,  he  was  able  to  forgo  his  anger  with  her 
inappropriate behavior. Rabbi Cordovero urges us to store up such 
elements in the galgal, so that they may serve as a temporary stop 
to  ill-planned outbursts,  and contribute  to family harmony.  This 
strategy will not solve deeper issues of conflict, but will act as a 
prophylactic measure to prevent an escalation of animosity.
Perhaps  one  might  object  to  Rabbi  Hiyyah’s  line  of 
reasoning, arguing that his wife was acting purely out of her own 
selfishness. After all, the children were hers as well, and intimacy 
is  beneficial  to  both  partners.  Rabbi  Epstein  cites  Rabbi  Mikhl 
Zilber in response to this objection, saying that we should not be 
overly demanding when it comes to the intent of a kind deed. “One 
who loses a coin which is found by a poor person is considered to 
have donated charity,” he writes, and illustrates this concept with a 
Talmudic  teaching  (Berakhot 28):  “a  good guest,  what  does  he 
say? See how much effort the host expended for me! A bad guest, 
what  does  he  say?  What  effort  did  the  host  expend?  Whatever 
effort  he  expended,  he  only  did  so  for  his  wife  and  children.” 
Rabbi Epstein continues, “even a storekeeper who works to make a 
profit receives a kindness from his customers. Even his employee 
deserves his gratitude, for even though he is paid as compensation 
for his labor, behold in the end the employee nevertheless provides 
sustenance and a livelihood for the employer.” In other words, it is 
more productive for us to recognize the benefits we receive from 
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others than it is to probe the motivations for their actions. If we 
wish to master the Sixth Level of Mercy, we must focus on those 




Abigail’s father has such a critical attitude! It’s impossible 
to  tell  him anything  about  her  life  without  getting  an earful  of 
criticism.  It’s not that he dislikes everything she does, it’s just that 
he always focusses on the first negative thing that he finds, and 
can’t  manage to find praise until  he exhausts his disapproval of 
that  fly  in  the  ointment.  She  told  him about  a  young  man  she 
recently dated,  for example,  and true to form, the only thing he 
could say was that the young man wasn’t sufficiently ambitious.
Abigail  knows  that  this  negativity  is  simply  his  way of 
demonstrating  that  he  wants  the  best  for  her,  but  she  needs  an 
additional  tool  to  hold back  a  biting  retort.  Luckily,  she’s  been 
reading  Date Palm of Devorah, and she recalls  the Sixth Level. 
She  remembers  how her  father  worked hard  to  provide  for  her 
orthodontic treatment as a child, and she’s especially proud of her 
straight, white teeth.  She creates an image in her mind of her own 
bright smile, and thinks of how hard he worked to pay for those 
braces, and this cools her anger enough to speak calmly with her 
father.
* * *
David shares an office with Saul,  and the relationship is 
frequently  tense:  David recognizes  that  he is  a  neat-freak while 
Saul is an absolute slob. Saul can’t file anything, and his desk is 
piled high with important papers that threaten to topple over at any 
minute.  Post-it notes and other reminders are pasted all over his 
computer,  lamp,  and  telephone  in  a  chaotic  fashion,  and  David 
shudders when he thinks of Saul’s  lack of organization.  What’s 
worse, it  doesn’t seem to bother Saul at all,  which is something 
David simply can’t comprehend.  David has been doing his best to 
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ignore Saul’s mess, but it’s been getting harder and harder every 
day—just  walking  into  the  office  and  seeing  his  clutter  drives 
David up the wall with frustration.
An  advanced  student  of  Date  Palm  of  Devorah,  David 
knows that he is liable to explode over this issue at some point, and 
so he’s been working on himself  for weeks to avoid a disaster. 
Thinking of the hand in the  galgal,  David has spent some time 
meditating on Saul’s redeeming characteristics, and has created an 
avatar  to  readily  remind  himself  of  the  best  things  in  Saul’s 
personality. David has noticed that Saul is especially generous with 
his  coworkers,  a  trait  that  is  sorely  missing  in  their  corporate 
culture.  He’s  always  available  to  help  others  with  any  issue, 
solving minor computer problems and staying late to help someone 
meet  an urgent deadline.  David remembers  one report  that  Saul 
submitted  to  the  Vice  President  in  which  Saul  kindly 
acknowledged David’s participation in the research—David even 
received an email from the VP, thanking him for his role in the 
work,  even  though  it  was  very  minor.  The  avatar  of  Saul’s 
redeeming characteristic of generosity is the cover of that report.
When David walked into the office that Monday morning, 
his  frustration  with  Saul  immediately  rose  to  the  boiling  point. 
There Saul was, feet up on his desk as he talked with someone on 
the  phone,  ignoring  the  huge  pile  of  papers  that  had  evidently 
fallen onto the floor. How could he be so oblivious to the mess 
around him? David was tempted to hang up the call in the middle 
of Saul’s conversation, and let him have it once and for all! Still, 
he recognized that the moment for the Sixth Level of Mercy had 
come, and he forced himself  to contemplate  the cover of Saul’s 
report that generated the email from the VP, and his anger slowly 
dissipated. David was able to control himself sufficiently to walk 
over to his own desk and wait for Saul to finish the conversation 
before he spoke to him gently about how disturbed he was by the 
mess in the office.
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* * * * *
God knows my failings, but God also knows my successes. 
God knows that I have been really consistent in one small area: I’m 
a morning person, and it’s easy for me to greet people nicely when 
I get to work.  Even though I’ve messed up in so many areas, I 
know that God will  give me credit  for that one thing I’ve done 
right. There’s room for me to be forgiven, and I can concentrate on 
working on my weaknesses.
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The Seventh Level: A Knot is Stronger
Translator’s Introduction
Rabbi Cordovero begins the Seventh Level of Mercy with a  
well-known teaching from the Talmud (Berakhot 34b): “in a place 
where  penitents  stand,  not  even  the  completely  righteous  may 
stand,” a statement  that  counterintuitively  affirms the power of  
repentance.   Not only is  the penitent  accepted back into Divine  
favor,  the  penitent  is  drawn  still  closer  than  before  the 
transgression!  Rabbi  Cordovero  derives  the  reason  for  this  
phenomenon  from  another  Talmudic  passage  connected  to  the  
Hebrew letter he (pronounced “hey”), which is shaped like a kind  
of covered patio: roofed overhead, a wall to the right, a half-wall  
to the left,  and open at the bottom The repentance process  .(ה)   
takes  place  when a person falls  out  the  bottom of  the  he.  It  is  
impossible to climb back along the same path of descent; rather  
the  penitent  must  ascend  on  the  outside  of  the  letter,  finally  
entering  through the  tiny  opening  at  the  top left.  This  arduous  
process  gives  the  penitent  greater  strength,  and  renders  the 
penitent more beloved to God than even the completely righteous 
individual who has never fallen.
From the human perspective, the Seventh Level of Mercy 
addresses  the  damage done  to  a  relationship  through betrayal.  
Even after tearful apologies are spoken and accepted, the natural 
tendency is to hold back a certain degree of affection or respect as 
a result of prior harm, regardless of how intensely and sincerely  
the  other  may repent.  The  Seventh  Level  dictates  that  not  only  
should the relationship be restored to its earlier strength, it should  
even be improved as a result of the commitment to renewal.
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הּשביעית - יָשוב יּרּחֲמֵנו
 הִנֵה אֵין הב''ה  מִתּנּהֵג כּמִדּת בָשָר וָדָם שֶאִם
מִתּרּצֶה מּעּט כּשֶהוא מִתּרּצֶה עִמו  חֲבֵרו   הִכּעִיסו 
וּעָשָה חָטָא אדָם  אֲבָל אִם  הּקודֶמֶת.  כּאהֲבָה   לֹא 
, הב''ה  עִם  גּדולָה  יותֵר  מּעֲלָתו   תּשובָה, 
 בּמָקום שֶבּעֲלֵי תּשובָה עומּדִים אֵין צּדִיקִים וּהּיּנו
כִדּפֵרּשו וּהּטּעּם  לּעֲמוד.  יּכולִין   בּפֶרֶק גּמורִים 
כּאכּסּדּרָא שֶכָל ה' בּעִנּיּן הּבונֶה  לָמָה הִיא עֲשויָה 
הָרוצֶה לָצֵאת מֵעולָמו יֵצֵא. 
 פֵרוש הָעולָם נִבּרָא בּה' וּהב''ה  בָרָא הָעולָם
 פָתוחּ לּצּד הָרּע וּהּחֵטּא לִרּוָחָה ואֵין צּד שֶאֵין חֹמֶר
בּעּל גּדָרִים  וּיֵצֶר הָרּע ופּגָם כּמִין אכּסּדּרָא, אֵינו 
 אֶלָא פִרּצָה גּדולָה פּרוצָה לּצּד הָרּע לּצּד מּטָה כָל
 מִי שֶיִרּצֶה לָצֵאת מֵעולָמו כּמָה פִתּחִין לו לֹא יִפּנֶה
 לּצּד שֶלֹא יִמּצָא צּד חֵטּא וּעָון לִכָנֵס אֶל הּחִצונִים,
 וּהִיא פּתוחָה מִלּמּעּלָה שֶאִם יָשֻב יּקּבּלוהו. וּהִקּשו
ולּהּדּרוהו בּהּאי, לֹא מִסּתּיּעָא מִלּתָא. 
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לו יּסּפִיק  לֹא  בִתּשובָה  שֶהּשָב  בָזֶה   רָצו 
 שֶיִהּיֶה נִגּדָר בֶעָון בגֶדֶר הּצּדִיקִים מִפּנֵי שֶהּצּדִיקִים
 שֶלֹא חָטּאו גָדֵר מּעּט יּסּפִיק אֲלֵיהֶם אמּנָם הּחוטֵא
צָרִיךּ אֶלָא  מּעּט  גָדֵר  לו  יּסּפִיק  לֹא  וָשָב   שֶחָטָא 
 לּהּגּדִיר עּצּמו כּמָה גּדָרִים קָשִים מִפּנֵי שֶאֹתו הּגָדֵר
 הּמּעּט כּבּר נִפּרָץ פּעּם אחּת אִם יִתּקָרֵב שָם בּקּל
 יּפּתֵהו יִצּרו אֶלָא צָרִיךּ לּהִתּרּחֵק הֶרּחֵק גָדול מּאֹד,
 וּלָזֶה לֹא יִכָנֵס דֶרֶךּ פֶתּח הָאכּסּדּרָא שֶהּפִרּצָה שָם
 אֶלָא יִתּעּלֶה וּיִכָנֵס דֶרֶךּ פֶתּח צּר וּיּעֲשֶה כּמָה צָרות
זֶה ומִטּעּם  הּפּרָצות.  וּיִסּתֹם  לּעּצּמו   וּסִגופִים 
שֶלֹא מִפּנֵי  וּכו'  עומּדִים  תּשובָה  שֶבּעֲלֵי   בּמָקום 
עִם שֶיִהּיו  כּדֵי  הּצּדִיקִים  פֶתּח   ּ דֶרֶך  נִכּנּסו 
הָעֶלּיון פֶתּח   ּ דֶרֶך וּעָלו  נִצּטּעֲרו  אֶלָא   הּצּדִיקִים, 
מִן וּיותֵר  יותֵר  הּחֵטּא  מִן  וּנִבּדּלו  עּצּמָן   וּסִגּפו 
 הֵיכָל חֲמִישִי ה' הּצּדִיקִים לּכָךּ עָלָו וּעָמּדו בּמּדּרֵגָת
גּג הּהֵ"א וּצּדִיקִים בּפֶתּח הּהֵ"א  שֶבּגּן עֵדֶן דּהּיּנו 
יּעֲשֶה הָאדָם  כּאֲשֶר  וּלָזֶה  הָאכּסּדּרָא   בִכּנִיסּת 
דּהּיּנו ה' תּשובָה  הב''ה תָשוב  וּיּחּזִיר  מּקֹמָה,   אֶל 
בִלּבּד, שָב באהֲבָה הָרִאשונָה  עָלָיו אֵינו   שּכִינָתו 
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יּרּחֲמֵנו יָשוב  וּהּיּנו  וּיותֵר.  יותֵר  יוסִיף אֶלָא    
רּחֲמִים לּיִשּרָאֵל וִיתּקּנֵם וִיקָרּבֵם יותֵר.
 וּכָךּ הָאדָם צָרִיךּ לּהִתּנּהֵג עִם חֲבֵרו לֹא יִהּיֶה
 נוטֵר אֵיבָה מֵהּכּעּס הּקודֵם אֶלָא כּשֶיִרּאֶה שֶחֲבֵרו
וּאהֲבָה רּחֲמִים  בּמּדּרֵגּת  לו  יִהּיֶה  אהֲבָתו   מּבּקֵש 
כּבּעֲלֵי לִי  הוא  הֲרֵי  וּיֹאמּר  מִקֹדֶם  וּיותֵר   יותֵר 
 תּשובָה שֶאֵין צּדִיקִים גּמורִים יּכולִים לּעֲמֹד אֶצּלָם
מּקָרֵב שֶהוא  מִמּה  יותֵר  קֻרּבָה  תּכּלִית   וִיקָרּבֵהו 




He will again show mercy
God  does  not  behave  as  human  beings  behave.  After 
someone angers another, forgiveness is usually partial and they do 
not  love  each  other  as  they  once  did.  When a  person sins  and 
repents, however, God holds him in even higher regard. This is as 
it  is  written:  “the  place  where  penitents  stand,  not  even  the 
completely righteous may stand.” The reason is explained in the 
Talmud regarding the Hebrew letter he (ה).  Why is it shaped like a 
covered patio? This to teach us that anyone who wishes to leave 
this world may leave. 
God  created  the  world  created  with  the  letter  he. God 
created it with a wide bottom facing the side of evil and sin, a side 
that  cannot  be  free  of  materialism,  the  desire  to  do  evil,  and 
imperfection.  This is like a covered patio. There is no protective 
fence below, just a great opening to the side of evil.  If one wishes 
to leave this world—there are so many exits for such a person, and 
one  cannot  turn  without  encountering  sin  and  transgression,  an 
opening to the outside. There is also an upper opening, such that if 
a person returns, he or she will be accepted. One might ask, “Let 
the person return the same way?” The answer is “this would not 
help.” 
The penitent cannot rely on standard defenses against sin as 
the  righteous  may.  Since  the  righteous  have  not  sinned,  a  light 
fence is sufficient for them.  A sinner, on the other hand, needs 
robust and multiple fences, since the light fence has already been 
destroyed. If one were to approach this fence, it would easily be 
destroyed  again  by the  evil  inclination.  Such a  person needs  to 
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maintain maximum distance. Therefore it would be insufficient for 
this  person to re-enter  the patio  in  the way he exited.  He must 
climb up and enter via the small opening, and suffering and self-
denial  will  seal  up  the  gaps.  For  this  reason,  “the  place  where 
penitents stand” is higher because they did not enter via the portal 
of the righteous to be with the righteous.  Rather, they mortified 
themselves  and  rose  up  to  the  higher  opening,  practicing  self-
denial and separating from sin so much more than the righteous. 
Therefore they rise up and stand in the level of the  he, the fifth 
chamber of  he that is in the Garden of Eden.  This is called “the 
roof of the  he.” The righteous, meanwhile, are in the opening of 
the he, the entrance to the patio. Thus when a person repents, this 
brings the he back into its place, returning the Shekhinah to God. 
This return is not characterized by the earlier love alone, rather a 
far  deeper  love.  This  is  the  meaning  of  “He  will  again  show 
mercy,” that God will invest greater mercy in the Jewish people, 
healing them and drawing them closer.
So too should people behave with one another. One should 
not retain the hatred from an earlier anger.  Rather, when a person 
sees  that  someone  desires  love,  the  level  of  mercy  should  be 
increased and love should be deepened to an even greater degree 
than before.  One should say,  “behold, this person is to me as a 
penitent, and even the completely righteous cannot stand in his or 
her  company.”  One  should  draw  the  penitent  close  with  the 
greatest  of  affection,  even  more  than  one  would  lavish  on  the 
completely righteous, who never gave offense.
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Translator’s Commentary
In  his  commentary  on  the  Zohar (Bereshit 5:1)  Rabbi 
Cordovero identifies three distinct types of repentance (teshuvah). 
The first is  teshuvat ha-mishkal, or “repentance of weighing,” in 
which the penitent identifies exactly how much benefit he or she 
received through the sin and attempts to expiate it  through self-
induced suffering. This form of repentance may have been well-
represented in certain movements throughout Jewish history such 
as  the  Hasidei  Ashkenaz  of  13th-century  Germany,  but  many 
prominent thinkers in the modern era have decidedly discouraged 
people from following this path (see for example the 18th-century 
Rabbi Moshe Hayim Luzzatto in  Mesilat Yesharim,  and the 20th-
century  Rabbi  Moshe  Feinstein  as  published  in  the  Feldheim 
edition  of  Orhot  Tsadikim).  The  second  form  of  teshuvah, 
according  to  Rabbi  Cordovero,  is  “repentance  of  the  future” 
(teshuvat  ha-ba),  in  which  a  person  successfully  withstands  a 
moral challenge in an area of prior weakness. Maimonides refers to 
such an individual as a “complete Master of Repentance” (ba’al  
teshuvah gemurah,  see his Laws of Repentance 2:1). Other than 
with  a  firm and absolute  resolution  to  avoid sin,  however,  it  is 
difficult to understand how one prepares to achieve “repentance of 
the future.”  The third type  of  teshuvah is  especially  relevant  to 
Level Seven.  Rabbi Cordovero calls the third type “repentance of 
the  fence”  (teshuvat  ha-geder),  and  it  refers  to  the  creation  of 
“fences” to avoid transgression. Just as a fence protects a property 
from  interlopers,  accidental  or  otherwise,  so  too  do  carefully 
chosen behavior modifications protect a person from sin.
Rabbi Cordovero cites a passage in the Talmud in a chapter 
entitled  Ha-boneh  (Shabat 104a)  regarding  the  meaning  of  the 
shapes  of  the  letters  of  the  Hebrew  alphabet  to  illustrate  his 
understanding of teshuvah (see also Menahot 29b).  Judaism, and 
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particularly the Kabbalah, ascribes tremendous significance to the 
power of the Hebrew language, as is evident in Rabbi Cordovero’s 
citation  of  Isaiah  26:4,  in  Y-H  the  Lord,  Rock  of  worlds.  The 
Talmud  (Menahot 29b)  explains  this  verse  to  mean  that  God 
created two worlds (the Hebrew word for “rock,” tsur, can also be 
vocalized as “creator,”  tsayar), one world with the letter  yod (Y), 
and another with the letter he (H). The world to come was created 
by God’s utterance of the letter  yod, while this world was created 
through  the  letter  he.   The  letter  he alludes  to  the  process  of 
repentance, teshuvah: the very purpose of this world is repentance, 
a concept which is borne out by the shape of the letter.
The  Aramaic  term  aksadra (based  on  the  Greek  word 
“exedra”) describes an outdoor roofed area that has a low wall on 
one side, much like a balcony or porch, shaped like the Hebrew 
letter  he (ה).  The  right  hand  “wall”  of  the  letter  he is  like  the 
entrance to the house, the left hand wall is like the railing in front 
of the porch or balcony, and the horizontal line at the top of the 
letter is like the roof of the balcony. The metaphor becomes a little 
awkward in one key aspect: unlike an actual balcony, the letter he 
does not have a “floor.” If it were an actual balcony, anyone who 
stepped out  onto it  would immediately fall  through,  an obvious 
architectural weakness.
For the metaphor, however, the potential of falling out the 
bottom is  crucial,  since  it  refers  to  human  sin.  In  our  context, 
falling out the bottom of the he is understood as a form of betrayal, 
whether  it  be  a  betrayal  of  God,  of  those  we  love,  or  even 
ourselves.  Once we fall out the bottom, it becomes very difficult 
to get back inside the walls of the he again. Moreover, even if one 
were to climb back up into the he by following one’s tracks back 
up, it would be very easy to collapse once again along the same 
path. 
Consider, for example, an alcoholic who has integrated his 
unhealthy habit into his daily routine by stopping at a bar on the 
way home from work, drinking far too much, and then staggering 
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home past a late-night liquor store where he picks up a bottle for 
consumption at home. If he manages, with great effort,  to wean 
himself off his terrible addiction, he will be faced with the same 
challenges at the close of every workday when he makes his way 
home, passing by his favorite bar and convenient liquor store. In 
order  to  effectively  reform himself,  therefore,  he  must  take  an 
alternate  route  home,  avoiding  the  places  that  he  regularly 
frequented,  even  though  it  may  be  a  much  longer  and  more 
arduous journey.  With every step on this path he demonstrates his 
dedication to sobriety.
The analogy of one who falls out of the  he is similar. He 
cannot simply decide to retrace his steps straight up, because he 
would easily fall out along a path that he has already described. He 
must rather find an alternate, more difficult route along the outside 
side of the he, working his way upward until he can enter the small 
opening at the top left of the letter (ה). His effort is greater, and in 
fact he must elevate himself to the very top of the letter, the “roof” 
of the he. The constant dedication and effort demonstrates a great 
level of commitment to change, and thus he is more beloved for his 
hard  work.  Ironically,  his  earlier  failure  makes  his  relationship 
with his Creator stronger, not weaker.
Rabbi  Eliyahu  deVidas,  Rabbi  Cordovero’s  principal 
student,  uses  a  beautiful  metaphor  to  explain  this  phenomenon 
(Reshit  Hokhmah,  Gate  of  Repentance  1).  In  Date  Palm  of  
Devorah, Rabbi Cordovero alludes to the returning of the he to its 
place, which is understood as the alignment of the sefirot of Binah 
(represented by the letter he in the word teshuvah) and Tiferet (the 
letter  vav). Rabbi  deVidas  compares  the  flow of  Divine  energy 
through the  sefirot to  an irrigation  pipe  that  nurtures  fields  and 
orchards. Human sin has the effect of creating a misalignment of 
the parts of the pipe, causing the water to leak out in unintended 
areas, not reaching the parched young plants. Repairing the breach 
is  essential  to  the  entire  growth  process,  and  attending  to  the 
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problem allows  the  farmer  to  reinforce  the  site  of  the  original 
damage, making it even stronger than before.
God  is  present  throughout  the  process,  ironically 
anticipating  our  transgression  and  creating  this  mechanism  for 
teshuvah in advance.  Rabbi Epstein cites an astounding midrash 
(Kohelet Iyov 10) regarding a group of criminals who rebel against 
the  king.   They  are  captured  and  thrown  into  prison,  but  they 
manage to dig a tunnel and escape. One of them, however, does 
not flee with the others, and in the morning he is discovered by the 
king. “Fool,” says the king, “freedom is before you, and you did 
not  flee!”  So  too,  continues  the  midrash,  does  God  say  to  the 
wicked: “teshuvah is before you, and you did not repent!”  The 
opening in the letter he, writes Rabbi Epstein, is the escape tunnel.
The Talmud records an interesting debate between Rabbi 
Abahu and Rabbi Yohanan (Berakhot 34b). Rabbi Abahu states, “a 
place  where  a  penitent  stands—not  even the  perfectly  righteous 
may stand,” citing a verse to prove his point. Rabbi Yohanan, on 
the other hand, maintains that Rabbi Abahu has misunderstood the 
verse in question. A correct reading of the verse reveals quite the 
opposite:  those who have  never  sinned in  their  lives  stand in  a 
place  that  remains  beyond  the  reach  of  ordinary  people. 
Maimonides,  and  most  of  the  later  authorities,  rule  in  favor  of 
Rabbi  Abahu:  one who has sinned and repented demonstrates  a 
spiritual superiority to someone who has never sinned at all.
The implications for human relationships are profound: the 
bond between people may actually become stronger if it has been 
tested by a betrayal. In other words, if a friend wrongs you in some 
way  and  then  sincerely  and  completely  repents,  the  surviving 
friendship  ultimately  demonstrates  far  greater  resilience.  This 
depends on the spiritual strength of the one who was wronged. Can 
this friend be forgiven after an act of such magnitude? According 
to Rabbi Cordovero, the Seventh Level describes God’s ability to 
forgive those who repent, even to the extent that they are cherished 
even more than those who have never sinned at all. 
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Forgiveness,  however,  should  not  be  confused  with 
forgetfulness. Sin has lasting consequences that remain even after 
forgiveness.  Scripture  illustrates  such  consequences  in  the 
relationships between God and human beings in numerous places. 
King  David,  for  example,  sincerely  repented  his  behavior 
surrounding  Batsheva  and  her  husband  Uriah,  but  God 
nevertheless  meted  out  a  terrible  and  permanent  punishment 
through  David’s  offspring  (Samuel  II:  11-12).  The  concept 
discussed in the Seventh Level does not shed light on the halakhic 
implications of sin and repentance. The focus here examines the 
proper  perspective  of the one who was wronged:  how should a 
person process the deeply felt regret of the one who committed the 
betrayal? The Seventh Level demands that one regard the sincerely 
repentant  person  with  a  paradoxically  greater  love  than  ever 
before.
In the Third Level  (“Take Care of it  Personally”),  Rabbi 
Goldberg  and  Rabbi  Shaynberg  presented  differing  opinions 
regarding  the  posture  of  the  penitent.  According  to  Rabbi 
Goldberg,  God only fully  cleanses  the penitent  of sin when the 
repentance  is  done  out  of  love,  whereas  Rabbi  Shaynberg 
maintained that even the lower level, repentance out of fear, was 
sufficient.  It  remains  to  be  seen  if  this  difference  may  be 
maintained in the Seventh Level. Certainly we should extend this 
exceptional level of forgiveness to someone who sincerely regrets 
harming us because they have respect and admiration for us.  Are 
we  also  obligated  to  forgive  someone  who  regrets  harming  us 
because we have the power to harm him as well?  Date Palm of  
Devorah  is  not  clear  on  this  point,  although  perhaps  Rabbi 
Cordovero’s use of the phrase “when a person sees that someone 
desires his love” implies that the Seventh Level applies to penitents 
who repent  out  of  love,  not  fear.  Repentance  out  of  love  is  an 
entirely different phenomenon than repentance out of fear. A son 
who fears  his  father  will  discover  his  behavior  will  modify  his 
choices to avoid detection and possible punishment.  A son who 
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loves his father, on the other hand, will examine his behavior with 
a view to improving his ability to please his father. Love inherently 
inspires the son to be proactive, thinking “what can I do to bring 
my  father  joy”  rather  than  “how  may  I  avoid  displeasing  my 
father.”
There  is  a  popular  saying  to  the  effect  that  a  knot  is 
stronger than a string that has never been severed. Not only that, 
once retied in a knot, the extreme ends of the string are now closer 
to  each  other  than  they  were  before  they  were  separated.  The 
Seventh Level reinforces this image: we are encouraged to not only 




 “I messed up,” says Leon’s teenage son, “and I know it.” 
The  damage  isn’t  really  so  bad,  and  after  all,  that’s  what 
automobile insurance is for anyway.  Still,  he carefully examines 
the ruined fender to really drive the point home. “You told me to 
be  especially  careful  in  parking  lots,  and  I  wasn’t.  I’m  really 
sorry.” He’s embarrassed and ashamed. Leon gives him his most 
serious, stern look and says nothing. 
Okay, that’s enough. 
Leon puts his arm around his son’s shoulders, tells him it’s 
alright,  and tells  him how he felt  when he had his  first  fender-
bender. Leon sets some limits on the use of the car, but shows him 
a  generosity  of  spirit  and  draws  him  closer  than  he  ever  was 
before.
* * * * *
I feel so far from God, so distant from the Master of the 
Universe.  My own behavior  hasn’t  helped—I know that  I  have 
pushed God out of my life in so many ways. The Seventh Level 
teaches me that I can turn this around, and in fact I can become 
even closer  to  God than  people  who haven’t  made  my kind  of 
mistakes.  God will  cherish  me  even more  as  long as  I  can  get 
myself back to where I should be. 
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The Eighth Level: Maintain a Core of Love 
Rabbi  Cordovero  expands  upon  the  metaphysics  of  
forgiveness in the Eighth Level. God preserves a core region of  
positive  regard  for  every  human  being,  a  place  where  every  
positive  deed that person ever performed is  recalled,  cherished,  
and  protected.  Even  when  a  person  commits  some  act  of  
transgression,  the impact  of  that  inappropriate  behavior  cannot  
affect  the  core  of  love.  In  other  words,  God  does  not  keep  a  
running  tally  of  pros  and  cons  regarding  each  individual,  
subtracting the blame for transgressions from the reward for good 
deeds to arrive at a kind of score for each individual. Rather, God 
is  like  a  king  who maintains  two halls  for  his  servants.  One is  
beautifully  decorated,  filled  with  luxurious  furnishings  under  a  
lofty  ceiling  and  illuminated  with  chandeliers.   In  this  hall,  
servants are received and rewarded for performing the king’s will,  
and the king frequently returns to this hall to review the record 
books  and  rejoice  in  the  memory  of  their  contributions  to  the 
kingdom. The second hall is a plain room, devoid of any luxuries,  
in which the king reviews the records of servants who have failed  
to  perform  their  duties  appropriately,  and  they  receive  
punishment.  The  kingdom has  yet  to  see  a  servant  who  is  not  
called to both chambers, yet the king maintains a strict policy: no  
misdeeds are to be mentioned in the glorious hall of reward. 
So  too,  God  maintains  a  chamber  where  the  positive  
actions of a person are stored, and no matter how poorly a person  
may behave,  he  or  she  will  never  lose  their  place  in  this  holy  
chamber. Rabbi Cordovero describes the meaning of this Level,  
and provides direction on how we may apply it in our own lives.
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הּשמינית - יִכּבֹש עֲונותֵינו
 הֲרֵי הב''ה  מִתּנּהֵג עִם יִשּרָאֵל בּמִדָה זו וּהִיא
כּפֹרּחּת הִיא  הּמִצּות  הִנֵה  כִי  הֶעָון.  כּבִישּת   סוד 
לִכּנֹס תּכּלִית  אֵין  עּד  וּעולֶה  ובוקֵעּת  נִצָה   עָלָתָה 
ּ אמּנָם הָעֲונות אֵין לָהֶם כּנִיסָה שָם  לּפָנָיו יִתּבָרּך
 ח"ו אֶלָא כֹבּשָם שֶלֹא יִכָנּסו כּדִכּתִיב לֹא יּגֻרּךָ רָע
לֹא יָגור בִמּגורּךָ רָע. 
זֶה ומִטּעּם  פּנִימָה.  נִכּנָס  הֶעָון  אֵין  כֵן   אִם 
לּפָנָיו מִפּנֵי שֶהֵם  לֵיכָא  עָלּמָא   שּכּר מִצּוָה בּהּאי 
רוחָנִי שָכָר  שֶלּפָנָיו  מִמּה  לו  יִתֵן   ּ וּהּאֵיך  ּ  יִתּבָרּך
כּדּאי לּמִצּוָה וּהֲרֵי כָל הָעולָם אֵינו   בָעולָם גּשּמִי 
 אחּת ולּקורּת רוחּ אֲשֶר לּפָנָיו. ומִטּעּם זֶה לֹא יִקּח
אומֵר הב''ה   אֵין  בָזֶה,  הּמָשָל  מִצּות,  שֶל   שֹחּד 
 עָשָה ארּבָעִים מִצּות וּעֶשֶר עֲבֵרות נִשּאֲרו שּלֹשִים
אֲפִלו אֶלָא  וּשָלום  חּס  בּעֶשֶר  עֶשֶר  וּיֵלּכו   מִצּות 
וּעָשָה עֲבֵרָה אחּת דומֶה לּפָנָיו כּאִלו  צּדִיק גָמור 
יּקּבֵל וּאחּר כָךּ   שָרּף אֶת הּתורָה עּד שֶיּרּצֶה חֹבו 
 שּכּר כָל מִצּותָיו. וּזֶה חֶסֶד גָדול שֶהב''ה עושֶה עִם
חֲשובות שֶהּמִצּות  מִפּנֵי  מּנּכֶה  שֶאֵינו   הּצּדִיקִים 
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 מּאֹד ומִתּעּלות עּד לּפָנָיו יִתּבָרּךּ, וּהּאֵיךּ יּנּכֶה מֵהֶן
 בִשּבִיל הָעֲבֵרות כִי שּכּר הָעֲבֵרָה הוא מֵחֵלֶק גֵיהִנֹם
 מֵהּנִבּזֶה, וּהּמִצּות שּכָרָן מֵהּנִכּבָד זִיו שּכִינָה, והיאך
 יּנּכֶה אֵלו כנגד אֵלו אֶלָא הב''ה גובֶה חוב הָעֲבֵרות
עֲונותֵינו יִכּבֹש  וּהּיּנו  הּמִצּות.  כָל  שּכּר   ומּשּכִיר 
 שֶאֵין הָעֲונות מִתּגּבּרִים לּפָנָיו כּמִצּות אֶלָא כובֵש
שֶהוא הֱיות  עִם  יִכָנּסו  וּלֹא  יִתּעּלו  שֶלֹא   אֹתָם 
 מּשּגִיחּ עּל דּרּכֵי אִיש הּטוב וּהָרָע עִם כָל זֶה הּטוב
וּנִכּלָל לִמּאֹד  עּד  וּעולֶה   ּ פורֵח אֶלָא  כובּשו   אֵינו 
 מִצּוָה בּמִצּוָה וּנִבּנֶה מִמֶנו בִנּיָן ולּבוש נִכּבָד וּעֲונות
אֹתָם שֶלֹא יּצּלִיחו אֶלָא כובֵש   אֵין לָהֶם סּגֻלָה זו 
הּצּלָחָה זו וּלֹא יִכָנּסו פּנִימָה.
שֶלֹא לּהִתּנּהֵג בָה  הָאדָם  צָרִיךּ  זו   אף מִדָה 
אֶלָא שֶגּמָלָהו  רָעָתו  וּיִזּכור  חֲבֵרו  טובּת   יִכּבֹש 
יָגור וּלֹא  וּיּזּנִיחֵהו  וּיִשּכָחֵהו  הֵרּע  יִכּבֹש   אדּרּבָה 
לּפָנָיו תָמִיד  סּדורָה  הּטובָה  וּתִהּיֶה  רָע   בִמּגורו 
 וּיִזּכֹר לו הּטובָה וּיּגּבִיר לו עּל כָל הּמּעֲשִים שֶעָשָה
וּיֹאמּר אִם עָשָה לִי טובָה הֲרֵי וּלֹא יּנּכֶה בּלִבו   לו 
אֶלָא כֵן  יּעֲשֶה  לֹא  הּטובָה  וּיִשּכּח  רָעָה  לִי   עָשָה 
אֶל וּהּטובָה  שֶיוכּל  רִצוי   ּ דֶרֶך כָל  יִתּרּצֶה   בּרָעָה 
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מִן הָרָעָה לּעולָם מִבֵין עֵינָיו וּיּעֲלִים עֵינו   יּזּנִיחָה 





He will subdue our transgressions
God behaves toward the Jewish people in accordance with 
this  level,  which  is  the  secret  of  “subduing  the  transgression.” 
Behold, a commandment is like a budding vine that bursts forth 
and  rises  without  limit  to  enter  the  very  presence  of  God. 
Transgressions, on the other hand, do not reach that place, Heaven 
forbid; rather they are subdued so they do not enter. This is as is 
written (Psalms 5:5): “no evil will dwell with You,” meaning, no 
evil will reside in Your dwelling place.  
No transgression enters the inner abode. Thus “this world 
cannot  contain  the  reward  for  a  commandment,”  because  the 
commandments  are  before God, and how can God grant people 
spiritual reward in a physical world? Behold, this entire world is 
not fit  to receive even a kernel of what is before God! For this 
reason,  God  does  not  accept  a  bribe  that  consists  of  the 
performance of commandments.  For example, God does not say, 
“this  person performed forty commandments  and committed ten 
transgressions.  Take  ten  commandments  away  for  the  ten 
transgressions,  leaving  thirty  commandments.”  Heaven  forbid! 
Rather, even a completely righteous person who commits a single 
sin is considered as if he burned the Torah. He must make good the 
debt,  and  afterward  receive  the  reward  for  the  commandments, 
which is  a great  kindness that  God does for the righteous.  God 
does  not  subtract,  for  observance  of  the  commandments  is 
extremely precious and valued before God—how could God delete 
the rewards because of transgressions? The consequence of sin is a 
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share  of  the  horrible  Gehinom,  but  the  reward  for  the 
commandments  is  the  glorious  radiance  of  the  Shekhinah—how 
could God subtract the former from the latter? Rather, God collects 
the  obligation  incurred  by  the  transgressions  and  provides  the 
reward for the commandments.  This is what is meant by “He will 
subdue  our  transgressions,”  that  the  transgressions  do  not 
overpower the commandments.  God “subdues” the transgressions 
so they do not rise up and enter God’s presence. Even though God 
observes all the ways of a person, good and evil, nevertheless God 
does  not  subdue the  good.  God allows  the  good to  fly  upward 
without  limit,  joining  commandment  to  commandment,  building 
from them an edifice,  a garment of glory.  Sins do not have this 
power; rather God subdues them.  Sins do not enjoy this success 
and do not enter the inner presence of God.
 Even this level must be emulated by a human being. One 
should not subdue the good of a person and recall the evil that he 
caused. On the contrary, one should subdue the evil, obliterating it 
from memory and casting  it  away:  “no evil  will  occur  in  Your 
place.” The good that he did must always be held in consciousness, 
remembered and overpowering whatever else he might have done. 
One should not subtract in one’s heart, saying, “if he did this good 
thing for me, behold he also did me harm,” forgetting the good. 
One should not do this! Rather, one should make peace with the 
harm with whatever means available, and the good should never be 
cast  out  of  consciousness,  while  ignoring  the  evil  as  much  as 
possible, just as God subdues transgressions, as I have explained.
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Translator’s Commentary
With  the  Eighth  Level,  Rabbi  Cordovero  alludes  to  an 
important concept in Jewish theology regarding the assessment of 
reward and punishment.  The Talmud records that “the reward for 
the  commandments  cannot  exist  in  this  world,”  meaning  the 
spiritual  qualities  of  the  reward  for  positive  behavior  are  too 
immense  to  be contained  within  a  finite  universe,  and therefore 
must be reserved for the World to Come.  This is not to say that 
God does not provide for more immediate, physical gratification in 
a material sense, rather the  essence of the reward is reserved for 
another  realm while the  ancillary aspects  of the reward may be 
expressed in this world.  
For example, the daily liturgy includes a passage from the 
Jerusalem  Talmud:  “These  are  the  things  for  which  a  person 
receives reward in this world, while the principal reward remains 
in  the  world  to  come…honoring  father  and  mother,  acts  of 
kindness, going early to the House of Study morning and evening, 
receiving  guests  and  visiting  the  sick,  providing  for  the  bride, 
escorting the dead, intense prayer, bringing peace between people, 
and the study of Torah is equal to them all.”  Commandments such 
as  these  (the  Talmud  indicates  that  they  are  only  a  sampling) 
generate  benefits  that  may be enjoyed  immediately,  such as the 
gratitude  of  honored  parents  or  the  entertainment  provided  by 
guests.  The most important and principal element of the reward 
for  these  activities,  however,  remains  waiting  in  the  World  to 
Come.
These  rewards,  moreover,  cannot  be  nullified.  They  are 
placed in an inviolable trust, and cannot be eliminated, no matter 
how poorly a  person behaves  in  the future.  This  is  what  Rabbi 
Cordovero means by “God does not subtract.” One cannot perform 
a simple calculation like “I have performed forty commandments, 
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and committed ten sins.  If God simply takes the ten sins away 
from  my  forty  commandments,  I’ll  still  be  ahead  by  thirty 
commandments!”  The system does not work that way because the 
value of the commandments is simply too huge to be wasted on the 
nullification of a sin, no matter how grave. Put another way: the 
damage done by a negative,  finite act is punished in a similarly 
finite  manner.   The  value  of  a  positive,  finite  act,  on the  other 
hand,  may  receive  an  infinite  reward.  The  Eighth  Level  thus 
dictates that the impact of a positive deed rises up without limit to 
remain in  the very presence of God, a place where no negative 
deed may appear—God “subdues” the transgression,  refusing to 
allow it access to that holy place.
The reason that the consequences of transgression cannot 
affect the reward for performing commandments is because their 
origins lie in disparate worlds, as Rabbi Epstein paraphrases Rabbi 
Cordovero’s commentary on the Zohar. The commandments were 
dictated  from  the  highest  world  of  Atsilut,  contracting  as  they 
descended through the ten  sefirot to the lowest world of  Asiyah 
where they could be performed by human beings. The powers that 
motivate transgression, on the other hand, emanate from the world 
of  Beriyah  (as per Isaiah 45:7,  u-vorei ra). The energies released 
by human actions ultimately return to their heavenly sources: those 
related to the performance of commandments rise up to Atsilut, but 
the energies released by transgressions must stop at  Beriyah. The 
border  between  those  worlds  acts  as  a  barrier,  preserving  the 
memory and potency of whatever good humans perform on earth.
Subduing the transgression does not mean eliminating it, as 
the  Midrash  states  (Bereshit  Rabah  67:7):  God  is  patient,  but 
collects what is due. Transgressions must be atoned for in one way 
or  another  (see the Second Level  for  more  details).  The Eighth 
Level means God will  demand that a person’s transgressions be 
addressed  but  will  not  allow  those  transgressions  to  color  the 
fundamentally positive regard God has for an individual.
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By way  of  a  very  approximate  analogy,  let  us  say  that 
someone does a small but significant good deed for the President 
of the United States. Imagine, for example, that the elderly aunt of 
the  President  comes  to  some  official  event  but  is  somehow 
separated from the presidential retinue and is lost, perhaps a little 
disoriented. Reuven approaches her and asks if he can help, and 
she explains the situation. Reuven stays with her and uses his cell 
phone to call the White House, which in turn contacts the Secret 
Service,  and  the  elderly  aunt  is  rescued.  After  the  event,  the 
President  gets  out  of  his  limousine,  and  surrounded  by  Secret 
Service agents he thanks Reuven profusely, adding “anytime you 
need something—give me a call.”  With that, the President enters 
the car and it speeds away.
Three weeks later  Reuven contacts  the White  House and 
asks to speak to the President. The Chief of Staff, who is aware of 
the President’s promise, allows the call to go through to the Oval 
Office. The President smiles as he picks up the telephone, saying 
“Reuven, I’m glad you called.” Reuven clears his throat and says, 
“Mr. President, I wanted to take you up on your kind offer and ask 
you to help me with something.” 
“It would be my pleasure, Reuven. What is the situation?”
“Well,  Mr. President, the other day I went to the dentist, 
and when I came back to my car, there was this parking ticket on 
my  windshield.  It  will  cost  me  $18  dollars.  I  was  hoping  you 
could, you know, take care of it.”
“Excuse me?”
“Have it cancelled, you know, so I don’t have to pay $18.”
There  is  a  moment  of  silence,  and the  President  replies, 
“Reuven, I’m sorry, you’ll have to deal with that one on your own. 
Please call me back when you have something really important to 
ask.” He hangs up.
The President’s refusal to help is a kind of “subduing of 
transgression,” similar to the Eighth Level. The value of a single 
favor  from the most  politically  powerful  person in  the world is 
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huge! Why would someone squander it on something as minor as a 
parking ticket? What a waste to use that massive opportunity on 
such  a  trifle!   Reuven  should  pay  the  fine  associated  with  the 
ticket, and leave his credit with the President intact until he really 
needs it. At the time, Reuven would have preferred that his credit 
for rescuing the elderly aunt be leveraged to wipe out the traffic 
ticket,  but  the  President  did  not  agree.  He  subdued  the 
transgression  and  did  not  allow  it  to  rise  up  to  a  level  of 
significance  equal  to  the  reward  commensurate  with  Reuven’s 
consideration for the Presidential  aunt.  Reuven was left  with an 
$18 bill but his reward remained intact.
In such a manner, God does not accept a “bribe,” to use the 
biblical term. God grants us immensely huge rewards for all our 
good deeds, cherishing them and keeping them close by. When a 
transgression appears, God acknowledges it but refuses to allow it 
to enter that same central space, casting it back down and thereby 
preserving the pristine respect and affection that God has for the 
person. He will not sacrifice a single one of the good deeds for 
something  as  small  as  a  transgression.  From  the  human 
perspective, this means that we are responsible for our actions in 
the mundane world and must deal with the consequences of sin, yet 
we know that our merits  are preserved and maintained with the 
utmost security.
God  maintains  a  core  of  forgiveness  for  every  human 
being, a place where only the good a person does is recorded and 
remembered.  God  is  certainly  not  ignorant  of  human  failings; 
rather, God refuses to grant these weaknesses the same degree of 
significance that the strengths receive.  The message for us is clear: 
we  must  similarly  create  a  core  of  love  for  those  around  us, 
remembering  their  positive  deeds  and  refusing  to  taint  these 
memories  with  their  misdeeds.  The  Eighth  Level  of  Mercy 
represents  an  extremely  potent  tool  for  forgiveness,  especially 
relevant for family. Rabbi Cordovero urges us to develop a sacred 
core of love for our spouses, our parents, our siblings and children, 
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and  return  to  that  core  whenever  challenged  by  the  inevitable 
minor conflicts that affect daily family life. The phrase “what have 
you done for me lately” should never enter the family dynamic; 
rather, we should develop and preserve a safe space in our hearts 
for all our loved ones, a place where all their positive deeds and 




“I hate you!” Dorit holds her elbows straight to her sides, 
fists clenched as she stamps. “You’re ruining my life! You never 
let me do anything I want!”
“You can hang out with your friends at the mall  another 
day,” says Emunah, her mother. “Today you really have to come 
with the rest of us to visit your grandmother in the nursing home.”
“I hate you! You don’t understand me at  all!  You’re the 
worst mother ever! All my friends say so!”
She’s  still  a  child.  No  matter  what  she  says,  Emunah 
maintains a core of love for Dorit, and nothing can change that. 
Emunah remembers the Eighth Level.
* * *
If there’s one thing Mordechai can’t  stand, it’s  when the 
kids  mess  around  with  his  computer.  Somehow,  it’s  happened 
again—his  screen resolution  has  been changed,  a pile  of games 
have been downloaded to the desktop, and who knows what kind 
of damage has been done to his files! Fuming, he sits down and 
logs in to set everything back to normal, congratulating himself for 
never giving administrator privileges to the kids. Only he knows 
the administrator password, and therefore they can never really do 
any  permanent  damage.   As  the  only  administrator  on  this 
computer, he can always return the computer to a restore point that 
eliminates whatever mess the kids left behind.
As  he  works  his  way  through  the  process,  Mordechai 
recalls the Eighth Level of Mercy and realizes the parallel to his 
situation.  Sure,  the  kids  were  mischievous,  but  their  impact  is 
limited  because  they  don’t  have  administrator  privileges  on  the 
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computer. Denied access to the highest level of authority, whatever 
wrong they did can be undone with just a few keystrokes. God, as 
the ultimate Administrator, also refuses to allow harm to enter the 
highest world of Atsilut and subdues transgression in the world of 
Beriyah. Mordechai realizes that he can apply the Eighth Level to 
his children at the computer terminal and beyond. He calms down 
as he contemplates how much he loves his children,  a love that 
cannot be affected by their misbehavior.
* * * * *
God knows my entire life, embarrassing incidents included
—yet  the  Eighth  Level  teaches  that  God  maintains  a  special 
chamber  where  only  my  kindnesses  are  allowed,  and  God  can 
review a  record  of  my life  that  remains  clean  of  any shameful 
events.  God is perfectly aware of everything I’ve done, but God 
chooses to keep a safe, sacred space where he sees only the good in 
me.   I  am cherished in God’s core of love.  I have value before 
God, and I must live up to the love God has for me.
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The Ninth Level: Bury the Past
Translator’s Introduction
The Ninth Level of Mercy addresses a principal common to  
both  Kabbalah and physics:  energy  never  dissipates  of  its  own 
accord; rather it is redirected and absorbed into something else. If  
a stone is dropped into the middle of a still lake, the ripples will  
extend to the shoreline, gradually decreasing in size as the circle  
of  their  impact increases. Once they reach the land, the energy 
represented by the ripples is transferred to the earth itself, shifting  
the pebbles and grains of sand until the force of the original stone 
is completely exhausted. The same phenomenon is true of human  
sin. Sin releases the forces of judgment into the world like a stone 
dropping into a lake, and the energy of these forces of judgment  
can only be redirected and absorbed elsewhere. It will not simply  
stop and return to its source.
The  Ninth  Level  acknowledges  God’s  mercy  as  it  is  
expressed  in  the  redirection  of  forces  of  judgment.  Rabbi 
Cordovero  illustrates  the  phenomenon  with  several  Biblical  
examples,  including  the  punishment  of  Pharaoh  (Exodus  4),  
Haman  (Esther  7)  the  scapegoat  (Leviticus  16),  and  Daniel’s  
interpretation  of  the  dream of  Nebuchadnezzar  (Daniel  2).  The 
Ninth Level concludes with a treatment of how we may internalize  
and emulate this aspect of mercy in our own lives.
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 התשיעית - וּתּשּלִיךּ בִמּצֻלות יָם כָל
חּטֹאותָם
מִדָה טובָה לּהב''ה  שֶהֲרֵי יִשּרָאֵל חָטּאו  זו 
 מּסָרָם בּיּד פּרּעֹה וּשָבו בִתּשובָה לָמָה יּעֲנִיש פּרּעֹה
 וּכֵן סּנּחֵרִיב וּכֵן הָמָן וּדומֵיהֶם אֵין הב''ה  מִתּנּחֵם
 לומּר שָבו בִתּשובָה אִם כֵן לֹא יִהּיֶה לָהֶם עוד רָעָה
סּנּחֵרִיב פּרּעֹה או   אִם כֵן יִסּתּלֵק הָמָן מֵעֲלֵיהֶם או 
וּכֵן  זֶה לֹא יּסּפִיק אֶלָא יָשוב עֲמּל הָמָן עּל רֹאשו 
הִיא בּסוד וּהּטּעּם לּהּנּהָגָה זו  וּכֵן סּנּחֵרִיב   פּרּעֹה 
 וּנָשָא הּשָעִיר עָלָיו אֶת כָל עֲונֹתָם אֶל אֶרֶץ גּזֵרָה
קָשֶה וּזֶה  מּמָש,  עֲונות  נושֵא  שֶהּשָעִיר   ופֵרושו 
 מּאֹד וּכִי יִשּרָאֵל חָטּאו וּהּשָעִיר נושֵא. אֶלָא הּמִדָה
עָלָיו לּקּבֵל  בּוִדוי  וּכּוָנָתו  מִתּוּדֶה  הָאדָם   ּ כָך  הִיא 
הִֶרֶב כּבּסֵנִי מֵעֲונִי וּכֵן הוא טָהֳרָה כּעִנּיָן שֶאמּר דָוִד  
אֶלָא מִתּפּלֵל  אֵינו  הָרּבִים  בּרּחֲמֶיךָ  מּחוק   אֲמָרֵנו 
יִסורִים קּלִים שֶלֹא יִהּיֶה בָהֶם בִטול תורָה.  שֶיִהּיו 
 וּזֶה שֶאומּרִים אֲבָל לֹא עּל יּדֵי יִסורִים רָעִים וּכָךּ
אומֵר וּאתָה צּדִיק עּל כָל הּבָא  הוא מּכּוֵן בִהּיותו 
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יָפות פָנִים  בּסֵבֶר  יִסורִים  מּקּבֵל  הוא  מּמָש   עָלּי 
עֲונות שֶיִסורִים מּמָרּקִים או  לּהִתּכּפֵר מִפּנֵי שֶיֵש 
מִתּוּדֶה מִיּד  הּמִדָה  הִיא   ּ וּכָך מּמָרֶקֶת.   מִיתָה 
חֵלֶק פּקודֵי שֶהוא  פָרָשּת  בּזֹהּר  ופֵרּשו   בִתּפִלָתו 
 סמאל כּעֵין הּשָעִיר, מּהו חֶלּקו שֶהב''ה  גוזֵר עָלָיו
 יִסורִים ומִיּד מִזּדּמֵן שָם סמאל וּהולֵךּ וּגובֶה חובו
 וּהֲרֵי נושֵא הּשָעִיר הָעֲונות שֶהב''ה נותֵן לו רּשות
 לִגּבות חובו וּיִשּרָאֵל מִתּטּהֲרִים וּהִנֵה הּכֹל יִתּגּלּגֵל
 עּל סמאל, וּהּטּעּם שֶהב''ה גוזר עּל עולָמו שֶכָל מִי
הּבּהֵמָה וּאת  טּעּם  וּזֶה  יִתּבּטֵל,  כֵן   שֶיּעֲשֶה 
וּהּסּיִף שֶל תּהֲרֹגו הּנִסּקָלִין  מִצּוּת  הָאֶבֶן שֶל  וּכֵן   
מּצִיאותָם לּבּטֵל  קּבורָה  טּעונִין  הּנֶהֱרָגִין   מִצּוּת 
סוד מּמָש  בָזֶה  וּהֲרֵי  דִינָם.  שֶניגּמֹר  אחּר   וּכֹחָם 
מֶלֶךּ בּיּד  יִשּרָאֵל  נִמּסּרו  נּבוכּדּנֶאצּר  שֶל   הּצֶלֶם 
 בָבֶל רֵישָא דִי דּהֲבָא נִכּנּע הּהוא רֵישָא נִמּסּרו בּיּד
אֵלו וּכֵן נִדּחו   פָרּס שֶהֵן חֲדוהִי ודּרָעוהִי דִי כּסּף 
דִי מִנּהֵון  לּרּגּלוהִי  יִשּרָאֵל  שֶיָרּדו  עּד  אֵלו   מִפּנֵי 
 פּרּזֶל ומִנּהֵון דִי חֲסּף שמּה יִהּיֶה תּכּלִית הּכל בּסוף
חִצּי כּדִכּתִיב  דִין  בָהֶם  וּעושֶה  מּעֲמִידָם   הב''ה  
וּיִשּרָאֵל אֵינָם כָלִים בֵאדּיִן כָלִים   אֲכּלֶה בָם חִצּי 
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הִנֵה בּהּתּחָלָה דָקו כּחֲדָא דּהֲבָא כּסּפָא ונּחָשָא וּכו'  
הּצֶלֶם מִכָל  אֵין  רּגּלוהִי  עּל  לּצּלּמָא  ומּחָת   כּתִיב 
רֹאש וּעָבּרו  כֹחָם  נִתּבּטֵל  שֶכּבָר  רּגּלָיו   אֶלָא 
כּחֲדָא, דָקו  בּסוף  זֶה  כָל  וּעִם  ומּעוהִי   ודּרָעוהִי 
שעשו וּהָרּשָעִים  סמאל  לּהּעֲמִיד  הב''ה    עָתִיד 
וּתּשּלִיךּ מּעֲשָיו ופּעֻלותָיו וּיּעֲשֶה בָהֶם הּדִין. וּהּיּנו  
 .בִמּצֻלות יָם כָל חּטֹאותָם
יּדֵי אֵלו הּדִין להפעל עּל   ּ  יֵרָצֶה משליך כֹח
כִי הּשּקֵט  שֶהֵם מּצולות יָם וּהָרּשָעִים כּיָם נִגּרָש 
 אֵלו הֵם הָעושִים לֹא יוכָל וּיּגָרּשו מֵימָיו רֶפֶש וָטִיט
דִין בּיִשּרָאֵל שֶיָשוב אחּר כָל גּמולָם בּרֹאשָם. 
הּדִין קִבּלו  שֶיִשּרָאֵל  שֶאחּר  מִפּנֵי   וּהּטּעּם 
 הב''ה  מִתּנּחֵם אֲפִלו עּל מּה שֶקָדּם וּתובֵעּ עֶלּבונָם
וּלֹא דּי אֶלָא אֲנִי קָצּפּתִי מּעָט וּהֵמָה עָזּרו לּרָעָה.
 גּם בּמִדָה זו צָרִיךּ לּהִתּנּהֵג הָאדָם עִם חֲבֵרו,
יִשּנָאֵהו אל  בּיִסורִין  מּדֻכָא  רָשָע  שֶיִהּיֶה   אֲפִלו 
כּאחִיךָ הֲרֵי הוא   וִיקָרֵב הּמּרודִים שֶאחּר שֶנִקּלָה 
 וּהּנֶעֱנָשִים וִירּחֵם עֲלֵיהֶם וּאדּרּבָה יּצִילֵם מִיּד אויֵב




The Ninth Level: 
“And cast all their sins into the depths of the sea.”
God expresses  goodness  in  this  Level.  When the  Jewish 
people  sinned,  God  handed  them  over  to  Pharaoh.  Why  was 
Pharaoh  punished  when  the  Jews  repented?  The  same  question 
may be asked of Sennacherib, and Haman, and their ilk. God does 
not say, “the Jews repented, and therefore no more evil will befall 
them,” and simply removing the threat of Haman, or Pharaoh, or 
Sennacherib.   This is not enough. Instead,  God causes Haman’s 
plans to redound upon his own head, and so too Pharaoh, and so 
too Sennacherib. The principle is based on the secret of  and the 
goat will bear upon itself all their sins to the land of Gezerah. The 
goat literally bears the sins, a very difficult  concept.  Should the 
goat be held responsible for the sin of the Jewish people? Yes, as 
follows: when a person confesses, the confession is uttered with 
the intention of attaining purity, as David said  “wash me, cleanse 
me of my sins,” and we say, “erase in Your great mercy.” We pray 
that our punishments be light, and not cause us to neglect the study 
of Torah. This is the significance of the continuation of that prayer, 
“but not through difficult tribulations,” and the intent behind the 
concluding  phrase,  “and  You  are  righteous  regarding  all  that 
happens to me.” There are sins that are nullified by tribulations, 
while others are nullified by death, and thus one cheerfully accepts 
atonement  through  tribulations.  As  soon  as  one  confesses  in 
prayer, the confession becomes the goat, the portion of Samael, as 
the Zohar explains in Parashat Pekudei. What is this portion? God 
visits  punishments  upon  the  person,  and  Samael  immediately 
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appears to collect his debt. Samael received permission from God 
to collect,  but the transgression has devolved onto the goat, and 
thus the Jewish people are purified while Samael receives his due. 
Ultimately,  God’s  decree  was  that  anyone  who  performed  this 
service in the world would be nullified, which is the meaning of 
and you will kill  the animal. Similarly the rock used for stoning 
and  the  sword  used  for  execution  require  burial  in  order  to 
eliminate  both  their  existence  and power after  the  sentence  has 
been  performed.  This  is  precisely  the  secret  of  the 
Nebuchadnezzar’s statue.  The Jews were handed over to the King 
of Babylon,  the head of gold. When this head was bowed, they 
were handed over to Persia, a chest and arms of silver, which was 
ultimately replaced, until the Jews arrived at the legs of bronze and 
feet of clay.  What will be the final, positive end? God will force 
them to rise and face justice,  as it  is written:  I will  expend My 
arrows on them.  My arrows will  destroy,  but the Jewish people 
will not be destroyed.  The pieces of iron, clay, brass, silver and 
gold will be destroyed. The verse begins, and he struck the image 
to its legs, meaning that the only parts left of the image were the 
legs,  because  their  power  had  already  been  nullified  by  the 
destruction of the head, arms and chest.  Nevertheless, at the end it 
is written they will be destroyed as one, meaning that in the future 
God will  force even Samael  to  stand up along with the wicked 
people who carry out his various deeds, and God will judge them. 
This  is  the  meaning  of  and  cast  all  their  sins  into  the  
depths of the sea, meaning God will send the power of justice to 
bring  down  all  those  who  are  like  the  depths  of  the  sea—the 
wicked are like a stormy sea, it  cannot be silent and its waters 
churn up silt  and mud.  The verse refers  to those who execute 
judgment upon the Jewish people. God will ultimately cause their 
actions to redound upon their own heads.
Once  the  Jewish  people  accept  their  punishment,  God 
reconsiders even what came before.  God demands retribution for 
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the sake of their dignity.   Moreover, God says  I was but a little  
angered, but they compounded the evil.
One must employ this level when dealing with others. Even 
if a wicked person is afflicted by punishments, one should not hate 
him, for after he is lashed he is like your brother. One should draw 
close those who rebelled and those who were punished, and have 
mercy upon them. One should save them from an enemy, and not 
say, “his sin caused this to happen.” Rather, one should show him 
mercy with this level, as I have explained.
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Translator’s Commentary
Rabbi  Cordovero  delves  into  the  deeper  kabbalistic 
understanding of the mechanics of repentance in Level Nine. When 
a person commits a transgression, this creates a type of energy debt 
that must, at some point, be collected. God sends the angel Samael 
to demand payment, and as described in Levels 1 and 2, the price 
can be exceptionally dear: Samael is also known as the Angel of 
Death. If, however, the sinner repents, he or she is exempted from 
payment of the full debt, as the energy expended in the difficult 
process of repentance is accepted by God as sufficient to cover the 
immediate responsibility for the transgression, even though a large 
balance remains.  God, in other words, will accept the lower payoff 
price of confession and repentance, but the Divine balance sheet 
must still be reconciled: what happens to the remainder of the debt 
of sin? Samael  and his collectors may not return empty-handed. 
Once they are loosed upon the world, they must discharge their 
terrible duties in some manner.
Ironically,  the  Talmud  expresses  a  certain  degree  of 
grudging sympathy for Samael, for his task is nearly impossible. 
“Break the barrel,” God commands Samael, “but save the wine” 
(Bava  Batra  16a),  meaning,  push  the  people  to  their  absolute 
limits, but do not destroy them.  Samael is duty-bound to collect, 
but he may not overreach by commanding more than a person is 
able  to  provide.  Rabbi  Epstein  cites  a  memorable  parable  from 
Sefer Me’irat Einayim: Samael is like a dog begging for scraps at 
his master’s table. So long as the dog is ignored, he will not leave 
his  master’s  side.  Once  the  master  gives  him  a  bone,  the  dog 
retreats  to a corner and happily chews on his  prize,  leaving the 
master to enjoy his meal in peace. The bone is only a fraction of 
the meal as a whole, providing little caloric energy,  but the dog 
will be satisfied with this token. Similarly, Samael is prepared to 
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accept a replacement offering, a sacrifice prepared under particular 
conditions,  and  consider  the  debt  paid  in  full.  The  necessary 
conditions for this sacrifice are covered in the process of teshuvah.
In the Third Level of Mercy (“Take Care of it Personally”), 
Rabbi  Cordovero  cites  Isaiah  4:4  to  describe  how God  washes 
away the filth of the daughters of Zion as the final  stage of the 
process of  teshuvah.   Here in the Ninth Level, Rabbi Cordovero 
adds a citation from Psalm 51 to emphasize the cleansing power of 
repentance.  The  water  metaphor  is  especially  significant  in  the 
context of the debt due to Samael and his legions: the rinse water, 
soiled with the filth of human sin, is accepted as payment of the 
debt of sin (Tefilah Le-Moshe 6:6). In other words, the byproduct 
of  repentance,  the  water  sloughed  off  a  soul  as  it  is  purified 
through contrition,  serves the purpose of appeasing those forces 
sent  to  exact  retribution  for  sin.  No  energy  is  wasted  in  this 
ecosystem:  even  the  discarded  water  has  its  purpose.  The 
instruments  of  change,  whether  understood  as  the  cleansing 
properties  of water  or  the coercive  potential  of punishment,  are 
directed to Samael once their function has been discharged. 
Rabbi Cordovero offers several examples to reinforce the 
counterintuitive  yet  salvific  power  of  punishment after  the 
repentance  has  been  fulfilled.  Pharaoh,  for  example,  could  not 
merely return to his palace and remain undisturbed after Exodus 
from  Egypt:  his  punishment  represented  the  final  expiation 
necessary  for  the  redemption  of  the  Jewish  people.  His  hateful 
persecution of the Jews, expressed first through his own will and 
later reinforced as God hardened his heart, served to effect massive 
teshuvah among the enslaved Jews.  Pharaoh’s influence over the 
Jews was immediately removed, like the water that rinses off the 
daughters  of  Zion.  Just  as  that  water  is  directed  to  Samael  as 
payment for his original charge, so too was Pharaoh punished for 
his  crimes.   Pharaoh acted as the emissary of Samael  and must 
return to his master after his purpose is exhausted.  This is also the 
meaning of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, as interpreted by the prophet 
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Daniel.  All the various nations that persecuted the Jewish people, 
expressed in the dream as an effigy made of gold, silver, bronze 
and clay,  will  ultimately be punished even when they no longer 
have any power over the Jews. 
The phenomenon of punishment for those who punish even 
extends  to  inanimate  objects.  If  an  ox  gores  a  person to  death, 
under certain circumstances Jewish law requires that the ox be put 
to  death.   During the Temple  era,  should the Sanhedrin issue a 
death  sentence,  the  sword  that  was  used  to  carry  out  the 
punishment was buried after the execution. The Ninth Level is also 
operational  in  the entire  sacrificial  process,  as Rabbi  Cordovero 
illustrates  with  the  pithy  comment,  “should  the  goat  be  held 
responsible for the sins of the Jewish people?” This is a reference 
to the Yom Kippur service, which in ancient times involved the 
sacrifice  of  a  goat  that  bore  the  sins  of  the  Jewish  people  (the 
“scapegoat”).  The  goat  did  nothing  wrong  at  all,  but  when the 
Jewish  people  are  sincerely  repentant,  God  invokes  the  Ninth 
Level, “casting their sins into the depths of the sea,” or in this case 
onto the goat, and the animal is sacrificed in their place. 
Rabbi Cordovero’s description of the Ninth Level of Mercy 
provides a Kabbalistic understanding of the process of  teshuvah, 
most of which occurs on the metaphysical level.  On the human 
level, we have little to do with the disposal of the rinse water and 
the fulfillment of the debt to Samael, functions that are discharged 
without our awareness. At the same time, Date Palm of Devorah is 
dedicated  to  the  practice  of  imitatio  Dei,  and  therefore  Rabbi 
Cordovero outlines ways in which we can participate even in this 
Level of Mercy.
The  Torah  prescribes  corporal  punishment,  specifically 
lashes, for particular crimes. The Midrash Sifri notes that the Torah 
has an unusual turn of phrase regarding lashes.  Deuteronomy 25:3 
reads,  forty  stripes  may  be  given  him,  but  no  more…lest  your  
brother  be  degraded  in  your  eyes. The  ancient  sage  Rabbi 
Hananyah  ben  Gamliel  comments,  “all  day  [the  criminal]  was 
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called ‘wicked’…yet  once he has received his lashes, the Torah 
calls him ‘your brother.’” In other words, once the punishment has 
been imposed, the sinner must be readmitted completely to the fold 
as “your brother.”  Cleansed of his sin, the discarded waste water 
fulfills all debts.  Rabbi Cordovero concludes the Ninth Level of 
mercy with the directive that we should recognize this in our own 
interactions  with  those  who  have  completed  their  repentance: 
accept them fully as our siblings and move on.
Sometimes, human conflict inheres in an inanimate object: 
an article of clothing, an empty bottle, a receipt. The Ninth Level 
of  Mercy  presents  a  strategy  for  resolving  lingering  conflict 
through the ritual destruction of that object. Like the executioner’s 
sword,  the  object  must  be  buried  after  it  has  discharged  its 
function.  Do not simply dispose of the object like ordinary trash. 
Realize that it represents the rinse water of teshuvah, the cleansing 
process that will restore the relationship to its prior health.  The 
object  may also be the bone thrown to the dogs  to  divert  their 
attention  from the  meal,  and  removing  it  from your  home  will 
eliminate a painful reminder of earlier conflict.
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Practical Applications
It was stupid, and Asher really should have known better. 
Did he actually think Shoshana would appreciate that joke birthday 
card that emphasized her age? Asher realized his mistake as soon 
as he saw the look on her face when she took the card out of the 
envelope. Shoshana managed to maintain a smile for everyone else 
at the table, but was he really surprised that she didn’t take it with 
her when she left the party?
Asher  understands  he  should  not  return  the  card  to 
Shoshana. He gives it one last look, and commits to memory the 
pain he caused her.  He resolves to make it up to her, and invokes 
the Ninth Level by throwing the birthday card away. 
* * *
Naftali  has  difficulty  forgiving  himself  for  his  heavy 
drinking.  It’s in his past, but he can’t get over the things he said 
and did while under the influence of alcohol. He knows there is 
value in remembering his misdeeds, but he is often paralyzed by 
his remorse.  He needs to manage his regret so that he may become 
spiritually free to improve himself.  
Naftali  decides  to  divert  some  of  his  remorse  onto  an 
inanimate  object.   First,  he  writes  out  his  regrets,  longhand  on 
paper, and tucks this document into an envelope.  Then, he enlists 
the help of Gad, a trusted friend who will  make sure he carries 
through on his intent.  Gad buys him a bottle of the vodka Naftali 
once  favored,  and  together  they  pour  the  entire  contents  of  the 
bottle down the kitchen sink.  Naftali then rolls up the envelope 
and places it in the bottle, along with a few symbolic items that 
remind him of his past misdeeds: a cigarette, a printout of an email 
from his former boss, an eyeliner that Devorah once left in his car. 
Naftali and Gad then take the bottle, fill it with pebbles and dirt 
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from the back yard, and drive out to the bridge.  Standing at the 
pinnacle of the bridge, Naftali  utters a brief, heartfelt  prayer  for 
forgiveness,  and releases this  physical  representation of his  past 
mistakes.  The bottle sinks to the bottom of the river even as his 
prayers rise upward.
* * *
It’s  the  phone  that  gets  Bernard  into  trouble.  He’s  too 
involved in it, checking updates on social media, email and news 
sites, when he should really be communicating properly with his 
wife and children. He really does need the phone for his business, 
but  he  recognizes  that  his  work  is  creeping  into  much  more 
important family time. Bernard resolves to put a reminder in place 
to keep him from abusing the phone, and he uploads one of his 
favorite  family  photos  as  his  background  image—when  he  is 
tempted  to  check  his  text  messages,  he’ll  see  the  photo  of  his 
family, and ask himself if he should be checking the phone at all 
during his son’s soccer game.
* * * * *
God provides so many ways to expiate my sin! The Torah 
describes the sacrificial goat of the Temple era, and even though 
that  specific  ritual  is  not  practiced  since  the  destruction  of  the 
Temple, there are so many other customs: standing by a body of 
water for the  tashlikh  prayers,  donating charity through  kaparot, 
and so on.  If God is constantly providing ways to allow me to 
eliminate my mistakes, God must truly love me, and I must learn to 
forgive myself in turn.
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The Tenth Level: Do the Right Thing 
Anyway
Translator’s Introduction
The Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Levels together comprise  
a triad of strategies for forgiving others, particularly people with  
whom  we  have  more  casual  relationships.  The  Tenth  Level  
addresses the average person, with neither elevated nor stunted  
morality, the Eleventh Level describes forgiveness for the person 
who habitually  goes  beyond the  minimum requirements  to  help  
others,  and the  Twelfth  Level  focuses  on  forgiving  people  who 
typically fall short of our moral expectations.  
The Tenth and Eleventh Levels are also associated with the 
Patriarchs Jacob and Abraham, respectively. Jacob, whose 
tribulations frequently involved suffering at the hands of cruel and 
deceitful individuals like his brother Esau and his father-in-law 
Laban, learned strategies for coping with challenging people 
without sacrificing the fundamental trait of Truth. The Tenth Level  
therefore addresses this issue of truth in forgiveness, and just as 
Jacob’s deception of Isaac is understood as appropriate despite its  
manipulation of apparent truth, so too does forgiveness require a 
slight but intentional deviation from the apparently just. Simply 
put, even though an individual might deserve a strict retribution  
for a hurtful act, nevertheless one should just ease that response 
slightly in favor of mercy, tempering judgment with kindness even 
though the situation may not otherwise warrant a forgiving 
response. 
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הּעשירית - תִתֵן אֱמֶת לּיּעֲקֹב
אֹתָם מּעֲלָת  ליִשּרָאֵל  שֶיֵש  הִיא,  זו   מִדָה 
 הּבֵינונִיִים שֶאֵינָם יודּעִים לּהִתּנּהֵג לִפּנִים מִשורּת
מִתּנּהֲגִים שֶאֵינָם  מִפּנֵי  יּעֲקֹב  נִקּרָאִים  וּהֵם   הּדִין 
אֶלָא עִם הּנּהָגה אֲמִתִית. 
צּד עּל  שֶהיא  אֱמֶת  מִדּת  לו  יֵש  הב''ה   גּם 
הּמִתּנּהֲגִים הֵם  וּאֵלו  הּיֹשֶר,  הּמִשּפָט   מּצִיאות 
 בָעולָם בּיֹשֶר וּהב''ה מִתּנּהֵג עִמָהֶם בֶאֱמֶת מֵרֶחֶם
עֲלֵיהֶם עּל צּד הּיֹשֶר וּהּמִשּפָט.
 גּם כֵן הָאדָם צָרִיךּ לּהִתּנּהֵג עִם חֲבֵרו עּל צּד
 הּיֹשֶר וּהָאֱמֶת בּלִי לּהּטות מִשּפּט חֲבֵרו אלא לּרּחֵם
הּבּרִיות עּל  מּרּחֵם  שֶהב''ה  כּמו  בֶאֱמֶת   עָלָיו 




Give Truth to Jacob
This Level refers to those members of the Jewish people 
who have a certain quality: they are intermediates, meaning they 
do not  know how to behave beyond the letter  of the law. Such 
people  are  called  “Jacob.”  This  is  because  they  only  behave 
according to principles which are demonstrably true. 
God also has this trait of truth, which refers to that which is 
apparently  just  and  upright.   Those  people  who  behave  in  this 
world in  a  correct  fashion are  treated  by God with truth.   God 
shows them mercy out of justice and righteousness.
So too should a person behave with others, justly and with 
righteousness,  without  perverting  judgment.   One  should  show 
another mercy in truth, just as God shows mercy to the average 
creature with the Level of truth, to address their imperfections.
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Translator’s Commentary
Kabbalistic  thought  ascribes  the  quality  of  truth  to  the 
patriarch  Jacob.  Cursory  readers  of  the  Bible  may  find  this 
surprising,  since  Jacob,  at  his  mother’s  insistence,  impersonated 
his brother Esau to deceive their father Isaac into giving Jacob the 
blessing of the first-born.   Later,  Jacob in  reaction  to the sharp 
business  practices  of  his  father-in-law  Laban,  manipulated  the 
behavior of Laban’s sheep to ensure that  Jacob would receive a 
larger inheritance. How can Jacob be associated with the attribute 
of Truth? 
The  answer  lies  in  the  attributes  associated  most 
prominently  with  his  father  and  grandfather.  Abraham,  Jacob’s 
grandfather, was known for his overwhelming kindness (Hesed), 
seeking to host travelers even while he recovered from his self-
circumcision at age 99. Isaac, Jacob’s father, was known for his 
incredible self-control (Gevurah), submitting himself as a willing 
sacrifice  at  age  37.  Jacob,  the  son  and  grandson,  represents  a 
blending  and balancing  of  these  two characteristics,  finding  the 
glorious space (Tiferet) between the two. Represented graphically 
in  the  sefirot,  Jacob’s  trait  of  Tiferet sits  below  Hesed  and 
Gevurah, equidistant between the two.
Rabbi Cordovero’s understanding of the attribute of Truth 
includes another element. Truth is not simply the perfect balance 
of kindness and self-restraint.  Truth requires  a slight  shifting of 
that balance toward kindness, a subtle tendency toward the right 
which  is  expressed  in  Hebrew  as  lifnim  mi-shurat  ha-din,  or 
“beyond the letter of the law.”  For Rabbi Cordovero, acting with 
Truth means giving others a measure of kindness beyond what they 
deserve. 
Rabbi Aharon David Goldberg illuminates another strange 
aspect  of the naming of this  Level  in his  commentary on  Date 
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Palm  of  Devorah.  Should  Jacob,  one  of  the  Patriarchs  of  the 
Jewish people, be compared to an intermediate who does not know 
how to behave beyond the letter of the law? Jacob, who endured 
the trickery of his father-in-law Laban to the extent that he spent 
fourteen years working to marry his beloved Rachel? Should Jacob 
be called an average creature? Rabbi Goldberg clarifies that  the 
name Jacob is used here in two senses. 
On one level, “Jacob” refers to a type of person, one of the 
common  folk  who  does  not  spend  much  energy  on  spiritual 
growth. He may be a very good person, with excellent potential, 
but the demands of daily life can be overwhelming, particularly 
given the stresses of earning a living and maintaining a home. He 
may be so concerned by economic pressures that he has little time 
or mental resources to spend in contemplation of ethical ideals. To 
underscore the forbearance such people deserve, Rabbi Goldberg 
refers to Rashi’s comment on Exodus 19:3, which describes the 
“house of Jacob:” Rashi says we should “speak to them gently.” 
The  type  of  person  described  as  Jacob  is  occupied 
principally by self-interest. This is especially evident when Jacob 
deals with strangers, because they are furthest away from his own 
immediate concerns. Jacob has no problem being rude, cutting in 
line, and generally treating others aggressively in order to get an 
advantage,  however  slight.  Often,  this  behavior  is  deeply 
counterproductive—Jacob will weave in and out of traffic, placing 
himself and others at risk, in order to get to his destination a few 
minutes earlier,  yet  a small  miscalculation can result  in a traffic 
citation or worse, an accident. His rush results in a great delay.
The other sense of Jacob in this Level is in reference to the 
Patriarch himself.   As Rabbi Goldberg continues, Jacob was the 
Patriarch  with  the  most  extensive  experience  dealing  with  the 
crude  and  cruel  outside  world.  Abraham  and  Isaac  both  had 
extremely difficult lives, not to mention the challenges of raising 
difficult children, but by comparison with Jacob, these experiences 
were episodic in nature.  Jacob lived for many years in the employ 
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of his crafty father-in-law Laban, the very personification of the 
individual obsessed with self-interest,  even at the expense of his 
own  daughters.  Jacob,  more  than  his  father  and  grandfather, 
needed  to  develop  the  skills  necessary  to  work  with  such 
individuals. Thus the Tenth Level is correctly named “give truth to 
Jacob,”  meaning,  give  Jacob  the  strategy  of  forgiveness 
appropriate for the challenge of dealing with common people. 
Expressed in the Divine context, the Tenth Level refers to 
God’s  allowance  of  an  extra  measure  of  mercy  even  for  the 
common person who fails to extend such generosity to others. The 
Tenth  Level  is  called  Truth  because  God’s  mercy  nevertheless 
retains its mathematically precise nature even when it appears to 
distort judgment to kindness. For example, if Reuven were to steal 
a  hundred  dollars  from  Shimon,  it  would  appear  correct  that 
Reuven must return the exact amount of money immediately and in 
full  to  Shimon.  At  the  same  time,  a  deeper  evaluation  of  the 
situation  may  reveal  that  Reuven  stole  the  money  out  of 
desperation to feed his hungry family, and that he fully intended to 
repay the debt once he had the wherewithal.  Influenced by such 
circumstances, a human judge may build some leniencies into the 
decision rendered against Reuven: he may be granted the ability to 
repay the debt in small installments rather than all at once, or the 
debt  may  be  reduced  to  an  amount  he  can  manage,  given  that 
Shimon is a wealthy man who hardly noticed the loss of a hundred 
dollars.  Every crime requires a punishment, but Truth requires a 
judgment that goes beyond the letter of the law. God renders this 
judgment  of  Truth  to  human  beings,  allowing  us  time  to  do 
teshuvah to rectify our misdeeds, considering our suffering in the 
calculation of our repayment, and thousands of other kindnesses.
Expressed  in  a  human  context,  the  Tenth  Level  itself  is 
simple: do the right thing anyway. When confronted with a person 
who  strives  to  take  unfair  advantage,  we  may  certainly  protect 
ourselves from harm while maintaining our ethical balance.  We 
should let the small things go and demonstrate through our actions 
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the immediacy of forgiveness. Daily life involves so many minor 
acts of cruelty, harsh words and deeds that are by their definition 
unnecessary:  a  rude  receptionist  at  the  doctor’s  office,  a  terse 
remark  at  the  shopping  mall,  a  coworker  who fails  to  return  a 
greeting. The Tenth Level acknowledges that a mean response in 
kind might  be justified  on one level,  but we are  required to go 
beyond the letter of the law and give uncouth people a measure of 
kindness beyond reciprocity.  We cannot control how others will 




The traffic  is  intense,  waves  of  heat  shimmering  off  the 
hoods of cars locked in for miles.  Shlomo is only half a mile away 
from his exit, and then he can get onto the side streets and make 
his way home for dinner.  A honk from a horn to his right draws 
his attention, and he sees a teenager driving a bright yellow sports 
car  forcing  his  way  into  Shlomo’s  lane.  Irritated,  Shlomo  is 
tempted to ignore the young man, pulling up close to the car in 
front to create an impenetrable barrier to the impudent interloper, 
but  Shlomo  has  been  reading  Date  Palm  of  Devorah,  and  he 
remembers the Tenth Level of Forgiveness. He decides to “do the 
right thing anyway” and give the driver a break.  The extra minute 
or two added to his evening commute is certainly not as important 
as treating another person with an extra measure of humanity.
* * *
Just  as  the  elevator  doors  are  closing,  Shulamit  hears 
someone’s  rushed  footfalls  approaching.   Before  she  began 
learning  Date  Palm  of  Devorah,  she  would  have  stared  at  her 
mobile  phone  with  intensity,  willing  the  doors  to  close  before 
anyone else got on. Thinking of the Tenth Level, though, Shulamit 
now reaches  for the “door open” button and allows the grateful 
latecomer to share a ride upward.
* * * * *
I’m basically a good person.  I know I have many flaws, 
more than I am prepared to admit to myself, but if I can use this 
Tenth Level for others, certainly God can use it for me.  This isn’t 
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an excuse for my poor behavior, but I know that God believes in 
me and will give me the chance to reach my potential.
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The Eleventh Level: Do More for Those Who Do More
Translator’s Introduction
The second part  of  the  triad  of  Levels  Ten,  Eleven  and 
Twelve  refers  to  how we must  forgive  people  who have a long  
history of helping others.  In the Tenth Level, we examined how we  
must extend just a little bit more credit to people as a matter of  
course, regardless of their moral character.  In the Eleventh Level,  
we  see  how  we  must  go  still  further  to  forgive  people  who  
habitually  put  others  before  themselves.  They,  like  all  of  us,  
experience  moral  challenges  and  sometimes  fail.  Their  prior 
demonstrated commitment to helping others, however, means that 
they deserve an additional measure of mercy. Like the patriarch 
Abraham,  known  for  his  generous  hospitality  and  caring  for  
others, people who behave selflessly earn an additional measure of  
forgiveness.
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הּאחת עשרה - חֶסֶד לּאבּרָהָם
הּדִין מִשורּת  לִפּנִים  בָעולָם  הּמִתּנּהֲגִים   הֵם 
לִפּנִים עִמָהֶם  מִתּנּהֵג  הב''ה  גּם  אבִינו   כּאבּרָהָם 
מּעֲמִיד עִמָהֶם הּדִין עּל תוקּפו  מִשורּת הּדִין, אֵינו 
הּיֹשֶר אֶלָא נִכּנּס עִמָהֶם לִפּנִים מִן  ּ  אף לֹא בדֶרֶך
לּאבּרָהָם חֶסֶד  וּהּיּנו  מִתּנּהֲגִים,  שֶהֵם  כּמו   הּיֹשֶר 
כּמו שֶהֵם  אֹתָם  עִם  חֶסֶד  בּמִדּת  מִתּנּהֵג   הב''ה 
אבּרָהָם בּהִתּנּהֲגותם.
יִהּיֶה אדָם  כָל  שֶעִם  הֱיות  עִם  הָאדָם   גּם 
הּטובִים עִם  ובּמִשּפָט,  ובּיֹשֶר  בּצֶדֶק   מִתּנּהֵג 
 וּהּחֲסִידִים תִהּיֶה הּנּהָגָתו לּפָנִים מִשורּת הּדִין. וּאִם
וּיותֵר, יותֵר   לִשּאר הָאדָם הָיָה סּבּלָן קּצָת לּאֵלו 
הּדִין מִשורּת  לִפּנִים  עִמָהֶם  לִכָנֵס  עֲלֵיהֶם   וִירּחֵם 
שֶיִהּיו וּצָרִיךּ  עִם שּאר הָאדָם  בָה  מִתּנּהֵג   שֶהוא 




The Eleventh Level 
Kindness to Abraham
There are those whose conduct in this world is beyond the 
letter  of the law, like Abraham our father,  and God treats  them 
beyond the letter of the law. God does not insist that they suffer the 
full force of the law, and not even that which would be correct, 
rather God goes beyond the letter of the law just as these people 
conduct themselves. This is “kindness to Abraham.” God uses the 
Level of “kindness” with those who are like Abraham in their own 
behavior.
So too should a person behave.  One should always treat 
others  with  righteousness,  in  an  upright  and  just  fashion. 
Nevertheless  with  those  good  and  pious  people  one  should  go 
beyond the letter of the law.  If one is a little patient with most 
people,  one should be more  patient  with these people,  showing 
them mercy beyond the letter of the law, more than one would with 
others.  One should consider such people exceptionally important 
and dear, and they should be among one’s associates.
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Translator’s Commentary
Abraham the Patriarch (grandfather of Jacob) is associated 
in Jewish thought with the character trait of Hesed, or “kindness.” 
The Midrash records, for example,  that  Abraham was especially 
hospitable  to  travelers,  an  exceptionally  valued  behavior  in  the 
harsh desert climate. He would habitually open his tent on all four 
sides in order to be certain he would not miss passers-by from any 
direction.  Even when he was recuperating from his circumcision, 
self-administered at the age of 99, the Torah describes him sitting 
by his tent waiting to open his home to strangers. God took pity on 
him  and  made  the  sun  especially  hot  that  day,  both  to  aid  in 
Abraham’s  healing  as  well  as  to  discourage  travelers  from 
bothering him, but when God saw that Abraham was not deterred 
from his usual course of seeking to help others,  God sent three 
angels so that Abraham could exercise his customary Hesed.
The Eleventh Level describes how God will be especially 
merciful  with  those  who have  a  history  of  being  merciful  with 
others, in accordance with the Talmudic dictum, “as you measure 
others, so shall you be measured.” If a person is spiritually stingy, 
preferring to concentrate on the faults of others and determining 
their treatment by recalling their failures, then God will reciprocate 
by demanding similar standards.  On the other hand, a person who 
is  spiritually  generous,  focusing  on  the  potential  of  others  for 
goodness, will be judged with a similarly lenient standard.  Human 
good will generates Divine good will. 
Rabbi  Cordovero  therefore  urges  us  to  reach  within 
ourselves to extend an extra measure of forgiveness to those who 
have a history of helping others. They have a demonstrated pattern 
of giving to others, either through monetary donations or donations 
of their own time to volunteer in various capacities for the benefit 
of  the larger community.  It  certainly includes  those people who 
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choose professions that  support  the weaker  elements  of society: 
teachers, social workers, and so on.  It also includes people who 
place their own well-being at risk for the benefit of others, such as 
firemen and policemen, and those who subordinate their own time 
to the immediate needs of others in emergencies.
The Eleventh Level demands that when we see a human 
failing  in  these  people,  we  should  do  our  utmost  to  extend 
forgiveness to them. 
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Practical Applications
Joseph is  driving  in  the  neighborhood one  day  when he 
happens to notice Yehudah, a casual acquaintance, walking on the 
sidewalk. Joseph knows that Yehudah lives a fair distance away. 
Perhaps Yehudah’s car is being serviced? As Joseph ponders this, 
he recalls how Yehudah does a lot of community volunteer work, 
promoting the local blood drive and things like that. Remembering 
the Eleventh Level, Joseph decides to “do more for those who do 
more.” He pulls over to offer Yehudah a to his destination.
* * *
Ruchie hates babysitting other people’s children—she has 
enough work already,  picking up her own kids after  school and 
preparing dinner. The last thing Ruchie needs is a few more second 
graders at home during those hectic hours! Still, Malka is the kind 
of person who is always helping out with school committees (tasks 
which Ruchie also hates), so it’s hard to turn Malka down when 
she asks for a bit of assistance.  Ruchie recalls the Eleventh Level 
of mercy and agrees to help Malka by babysitting her kids.
* * * * *
Am I  someone who strives  to  help other  people?  If  not, 
why  not?  God,  through  the  Eleventh  Level,  extends  additional 
forgiveness to people who consider the needs of others. Maybe this 
hasn’t been part of my life up till now, but I want to be deserving 
of God’s forgiveness.  I’m going to start by doing whatever I can 
to help out the generous people in my life.
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The Twelfth Level: Remember Where They 
Came From
Translator’s Introduction
The final element of the triad is Level Twelve.  In Level Ten 
we discussed how to forgive ordinary people and in Level Eleven  
we examined how to forgive especially good people.  Level Twelve  
deals  with  forgiving  people  who  seem  to  be  beneath  our  
consideration,  having  failed  habitually  to  live  up  to  moral  
challenges.  How  can  such  people,  who  have  a  long  history  of  
wrongdoing,  merit  our  forgiveness?  Even  after  considering  the 
previous  eleven  strategies,  it  may be  difficult  to  find  a path  to  
forgiveness for these people. 
The  Twelfth  Level  suggests  a  shift  of  focus,  from  the  
offender  to  his  or  her  family  background.  Rabbi  Cordovero,  
writing for a Jewish audience, places this level in the context of  
Jewish  peoplehood.  Even  when  a  Jew behaves  inappropriately,  
and little excuse for the behavior may be found, nevertheless that  
Jew  is  still  a  child  of  Abraham,  Isaac,  Jacob,  and  deserves  
forgiveness purely out of respect for their ancestral merit. Rabbi  
Cordovero’s argument may be extended to the family of the entire  
human race.
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השתים עשרה - אֲשֶר נִשּבּעּתָ לּאֲבֹתֵינו
 יֵש בּנֵי אדָם שֶאֵינָם הֲגונִים וּהב''ה מּרּחֵם עּל
בּגּמָרָא וחּנֹתִי אֵת אֲשֶר אחֹן שאמּר  כֻלָם ופֵרּשו 
אוצּר  הב''ה אוצָר זֶה לּאותָם שֶאֵינָם הֲגונִים יֵש 
 תחנונִים שֶהב''ה חונֵן וּנותֵן לָהֶם מּתּנּת חִנָם לּפִי
אֲנִי אבות,  זּכות  לָהֶם  יֵש  הֲרֵי  הב''ה   שֶאמּר 
כֵן עִם הֱיות שֶאֵינָם הֲגונִים  נִשּבּעּתִי לָאבות אִם 
מִזֶרּע הָאבות שֶנִשּבּעּתִי לָהֶם בִשּבִיל שֶהֵם   יִזּכו 
יִהּיֶה  ּ וּכָך שֶיּתֻקּנו.  עּד  וּאנּהִיגֵם  אנּהִילֵם   ּ  לּפִיכָך
 הָאדָם אף אִם יִפּגּע בָרּשָעִים אל יִתּאכּזֵר כּנֶגּדָם או
סוף וּיֹאמּר  עֲלֵיהֶם,  יּרּחֵם  אֶלָא  וּכּיוצֵא,   יּחָרּפֵם 
וּיּעֲקֹב, אִם הֵם אֵינָם  סוף הֵם בּנֵי אבּרָהָם יִצּחָק 
וּהּמּבּזֶה וּהֲגונִים,  כּשֵרִים  אֲבותֵיהֶם   כּשֵרִים, 
 הּבָנִים מּבּזֶה הָאבות, אֵין רּצונִי שֶיִתּבּזו אֲבותֵיהֶם




That You Swore to our Ancestors
There are those people who do not behave correctly,  yet 
God shows mercy to all.   The Talmud explains the verse,  I will  
show kindness to who I will show kindness: God says, “I have a 
storehouse for those who are unworthy.”  There is a storehouse of 
kindness,  from  which  God  dispenses  freely  to  those  who  are 
unworthy, because God says, “behold, they have the merit of their 
ancestors.   I  swore  to  their  ancestors!  Even  though  they  are 
unworthy, they receive merit because they are the descendants of 
their ancestors, ‘to who I swore,’ and I will lead and guide them 
until  they  address  their  imperfections.”  So  too  should  a  human 
being act. If one encounters wicked people, one should not be cruel 
to them, insulting them and the like, rather one should show them 
mercy and say, “in the end, they are the children of Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob. Even if they are not proper, their ancestors were proper 
and good. One who derides the children derides the parents, and I 
do not  wish to  be the  cause  of  derision of  the  ancestors.”  One 
should protect their dignity and help them as much as possible.
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Translator’s Commentary
The Twelfth Level relies on a concept known as “the merit 
of the ancestors” (zkhut avot). Children inherit the merit earned by 
previous  generations.  The  inheritance  may  be  eroded  by 
disgraceful conduct, but the children of illustrious generations are 
born with a kind of a trust fund of merit that serves to protect them 
from God’s anger. This precious store of positive regard should be 
carefully  guarded  and  developed  through  further  investment  in 
good  deeds,  as  it  serves  as  an  insurance  policy  against  God’s 
anger. Continuing the financial metaphor, the Twelfth Level is not 
unlike  how  we  electronically  link  our  savings  accounts  to  our 
checking accounts.  If we ever accidentally go into overdraft in our 
checking account, the bank will automatically make a transfer from 
the savings account to cover the deficit.  So too, if our wrongful 
behavior  drains  our  daily  checking  account  of  merit,  God  will 
automatically  transfer  funds  from our  savings  account  of  merit, 
established by our ancestors.
Another metaphor for the Twelfth Level is the concept of 
“rollover minutes” promoted by many cell phone providers. The 
Abramson family is currently on one big Family Plan, with a large 
number of minutes of talking allowed for the family as a whole. 
Typically some members of the family talk less than others on the 
cell phones, and at the end of a given month there’s a balance of 
unused minutes.   The cell  phone provider  kindly sets  aside this 
time  as  rollover  minutes,  leaving  most  of  them  intact  for  the 
following  month  in  case  we  accidentally  speak  longer  than  we 
expected.  The extra time is deducted from the rollover minutes, 
and we are not charged additional fees for the conversations.
The  Jewish  people  trace  their  lineage  back  to  three 
Patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac and Jacob) and four Matriarchs (Sarah, 
Rebekah, Rachel and Leah), and the merit of these outstandingly 
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righteous people created a massive fund of rollover merit that has 
been  cherished  and  developed  for  millennia.  When  God  is 
disappointed by the behavior of one of their  children,  God may 
choose  to  dip  into  the  ultimate  retirement  fund  and  make  an 
automatic transfer, forgiving the offending Jew in the merit of his 
or her ancestors.  God alone can make the determination to process 
the transfer, as the Torah indicates, “I will show kindness to whom 
I will show kindness.”  The transfer of merit to cover a deficiency 
is a type of a gift. God also testifies that this conferring of merit is 
the  result  of  the  promise  made  to  the  ancestors.  By  forgiving 
otherwise unworthy children, God upholds the covenant made so 
long ago.
Rabbi Cordovero urges us to adopt a similar strategy. When 
dealing with a difficult person, one should contemplate their family 
background. Perhaps this person is unworthy of forgiveness on his 
or her own merit,  but their parents, grandparents, or even earlier 
ancestors may have done things for others that deserve recognition 
by later generations. This is especially true with fellow Jews, who 
can lay claim to the lineage of the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob, and the Matriarchs Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel and Leah. Think 
on their family background, and find cause to forgive them.
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Practical Applications
Reuven has an incredibly irritating personality that drives 
Shimon  crazy.  Shimon  would  like  to  have  nothing  to  do  with 
Reuven, but their social circles intersect, and one day Shimon is at 
a function and he is seated at Reuven’s table. As Reuven is holding 
forth  on  topics  in  his  typically  burdensome  manner,  Shimon 
contemplates  the fact  that  Reuven’s grandfather  was a generous 
philanthropist  who  gave  much  of  his  wealth  to  worthwhile 
projects. Reuven may be a boor and a pest, but his grandfather was 
someone  who  cared  about  others  deeply.  Shimon  invokes  the 
Twelfth Level of mercy and tries to tolerate Reuven.
* * *
Sarah is a person who, as far as Miriam can tell,  has no 
redeeming  characteristics  whatsoever.  Ideally,  Miriam  would 
prefer to write Sarah out of her life altogether, and if Miriam were 
never  to  see  Sarah  again  she  would  have  no  regrets  at  all. 
Nevertheless, Miriam lives right next door to Sarah, and is forced 
to have some sort of interaction with her several  times a week. 
Miriam remembers  Sarah’s  mother,  however,  a beautiful  person 
that  forever  complimented  Miriam  whenever  she  met  her. 
Whatever Sarah’s faults, her mother would certainly be pained if 
Miriam didn’t treat Sarah with tolerance.  Miriam decides to give 
Sarah a break.
* * * * *
It’s  painful  to  admit  that  this  might  be me:  sometimes  I 
think  am  I  the  Level  Twelve  person  who  receives  God’s 
forgiveness, not necessarily on my own merits but because of my 
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extended family.  I’m ashamed to draw on the credit my family has 
established, but I so want to make this right. I’ll turn myself around 
and  starting  adding  to,  not  subtracting  from,  the  merit  of  my 
ancestors. I’m grateful that God has chosen to give me the time to 
live up to my ancestor’s expectations.
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The Thirteenth Level: The Moment of 
Innocence
Translator’s Introduction
The Thirteenth and final Level of mercy carries an absolute  
guarantee:  one who masters  this  level  can forgive  anyone.  The 
Thirteenth  Level  renders  all  the  earlier  levels  unnecessary,  but  
there’s a big catch: the Thirteenth Level is spiritually exhausting,  
and can only be sustained for brief  periods of  time.  It  requires 
phenomenal concentration and a massive investment of personal 
energy, and as such it should only be invoked when all other levels  
prove insufficient.
 The theory is  simple,  the technique  complex.  The basic  
idea of the Thirteenth Level is that no matter how despicable a  
person has become, there was certainly a time when that person 
was  completely  innocent.   No  matter  how  damaged  the  
relationship,  there  was  a  time  when  it  was  new  and  healthy.  
Contemplating  that  moment  of  innocence  is  the  essence  of  the 
Thirteenth  Level,  which  Rabbi  Cordovero  calls  “the  level  that  
contains all previous levels.”
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הּשלוש עשרה - מִימֵי קֶדֶם
לּהב''ה עִם יִשּרָאֵל כּשֶתּמָה  הֲרֵי מִדָה שֶיֵש 
 זּכות וּכּיוצֵא מּה יּעֲשֶה וּהֲרֵי הֵם מִצּד עּצּמָם אֵינָם
אהֲבּת  ּ נּעורּיִך חֶסֶד   ּ לָך זָכּרּתִי  כּת'   הֲגונִים, 
כּלולֹתָיִךּ. 
אהֲבָה קּדּמונִים,  ימים  הב''ה  זוכֵר   מּמָש 
 שֶהָיָה מִקֹדֶם ומּרּחֵם עּל יִשּרָאֵל ובָזֶה יּזּכִיר לָהֶם
וּכָל הטובות וכל מִיום שֶנולּדו   כָל הּמִצּות שֶעָשו 
ומִכֻלָם  המִדות טובות שֶהב''ה מּנּהִיג בָהֶם עולָמו 
 עושֶה סּגֻלָה לּרּחֵם בִשּבִילָם, וּהֲרֵי זו הּמִדָה כולֶלֶת
 כָל הּמִדות כֻלָם כִדּפֵרּשו בָאִדּרָא. כָךּ הָאדָם יּתּקֵן
טּעֲנָה יִמּצָא  שֶלֹא  שֶאֲפִלו  אדָם  בּנֵי  עִם   הּנּהָגָתו 
שֶלֹא קֹדֶם  שָעָה  הָיו  כּבָר  יֹאמּר  הּנִזּכָרות   מֵאֵלו 
הָיו קּדּמונִים  בּיָמִים  השעה או  וּהֲרֵי אֹתָה   חָטּאו 
 כּשֵרִים וּיִזּכֹר לָהֶם הּטובָה שֶעָשו בּקּטּנותָם וּיִזּכֹר
 לָהֶם אהֲבּת גּמולֵי מֵחָלָב עּתִיקֵי מִשָדָיִם ובָזֶה לֹא





From Days of Old
Behold, this is a trait of God for the Jewish people: when 
they have exhausted the merit of their ancestors and the like, what 
does God do? Behold, based on merit alone, they are unworthy.  It 
is written: I remembered you, the kindness of your youth, the love  
when you were a bride. 
God literally remembers the early days, the love that once 
was, and shows mercy to the Jewish people.  In this manner God 
recalls  for  their  benefit  all  the  commandments  they  performed 
from the day they were born, and all the positive attributes through 
which God causes the universe to function for them. Out of all this, 
God creates  a special  method to  show them mercy,  a level  that 
includes all of the previous levels, as is explained in the Idra. So 
too should a person perfect one’s dealings with other people. Even 
if one cannot find any reason from all of the preceding, one should 
say, “there was once a time when this person did not sin. At that 
moment, or in those early days, this person was good.” One should 
think of the good things the other person did as a child, and recall 
the  love that  one  has  for  a  child  who is  yet  nursing.  With  this 
method, one will not be able to find a person who is undeserving of 
benefit, unworthy of prayer and mercy.
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Translator’s Commentary
The  Thirteen  Levels  concludes  with  a  final,  irrefutable 
argument for forgiveness, along with a strategy that addresses the 
most difficult cases. The Twelfth Level describes how God uses 
ancestral  merit  to generate forgiveness, but what if,  God forbid, 
even that merit is exhausted? If there is no longer any supply of 
ancestral  merit,  God looks back on a time when the sinner was 
certainly innocent,  either  as  a  child  or,  if  necessary,  as  a  baby. 
Comparing himself to a husband, God remembers the strength of 
the love he had for his bride in the early days of the marriage, and 
uses those profound memories  to find space for mercy.  Like an 
aggrieved  husband,  God  finds  a  way  to  tolerate  his  human 
misbehavior  by  remembering  how  they  loved  each  other,  as  a 
husband loves his wife when they were first married.
The  Thirteenth  Level  counsels  us  to  do  the  same  with 
difficult people. Even when a person really has no merit to speak 
of, and has gone so far as to even use up all ancestral merit, there is 
always the recourse of remembering that the person was, at one 
time, an innocent child. Who knows what cruelties were inflicted 
on this child to make them him out so badly? Who knows what 
poor choices were made by the child that sent her into a spiral of 
decline? At some point in his or her life, however, this person was 
wholly and immediately good. 
Many  years  ago,  I  taught  at  the  Middle  School  level. 
Teaching  a  class  of  12-year-olds  was  an  exceptionally  difficult 
assignment, far harder than any class I ever taught at the University 
level.  One year I had a student who was particularly difficult—ill-
behaved, disrespectful, and an instigator of a significant amount of 
disruptive classroom antics.  He was a hard, obstinate, and even 
misanthropic child, and having him in the class was sheer torture.
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One day I happened to be in the playground during recess, 
casually reading while the boys played basketball. I didn’t see the 
play, but somehow a basket was scored or a shot was missed that 
favored one team. A ruckus of raised voices ensued, and I turned to 
see what was going on. To my shock and surprise, the tough 12-
year-old was crying openly, weeping and even blubbering, like a 
child half his age. He was as tall as I was, but his maturity clearly 
lagged far beyond his physical appearance.  Suddenly, I caught a 
glimpse of his fragile soul, grievously wounded over something as 
small as a basketball game. Seeing him as the child that he was, it 
was impossible to hold any anger or resentment in my heart for 
him.  Forgiveness and compassion for this  child  filled  my heart, 
completely displacing the resentment and anger I once held there.
Rabbi  Shaynberg  notes  that  the  Thirteenth  Level  is  the 
greatest  of  them all  because  it  is  so  contrary  to  human  nature. 
Nevertheless,  at  the  same  time  it  is  the  most  powerful  of  the 
Levels,  “a  level  that  includes  all  the  levels,”  because  it  is 
impossible to imagine a person that did not have a moment of total 
innocence. No one is beyond forgiveness.
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Practical Applications
Steven and Margalit are contemplating divorce.  It has been 
many  years  since  they  enjoyed  each  other’s  company,  and  for 
months  their  arguments  have  been  escalating  beyond  control. 
Divorce  is  inevitable,  but  both  partners  recognize  the  negative 
impact their fighting has had on their children, and they need to 
find space for civility.   Margalit relies  on the Thirteenth Level, 
and thinks back to their wedding day, the way Steven beamed at 
her  as she approached the  huppah,  thinking  that  they would be 
together forever. It didn’t turn out that way, but she can recall the 
powerful love and admiration she once had for Steven, and uses 
that  memory to maintain polite  relations with him as they work 
through the separation.
* * *
“This is just not my daughter,” thinks Shlomo as he sits in 
the waiting room, waiting for her to be released on bail.  “The late 
nights,  the  strange  friends,  the  drugs—I  just  don’t  know  what 
happened to her.” Shlomo is deeply frustrated, upset and angry at 
this latest incident involving Leah. He has other children to worry 
about, after all, and constantly rescuing Leah from one crisis after 
another is a drain on the resources he might be dedicate to the rest 
of the family. Still, he’s familiar with the Thirteenth Level, so he 
closes his eyes and imagines the day of her birth, how tiny and 
helpless she was, and how he felt overwhelming gratitude to God 
for  the  gift  of  a  daughter.   Shlomo  taps  into  those  powerful 
memories of love, and opens his eyes just as Leah is escorted into 
the waiting room and into his now open arms.
* * * * *
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God remembers me. God remembers I wasn’t always this 
way,  and God will  forgive  me.  I,  too,  remember  myself,  and  I 




 עּד כּאן הִגִיעּ שּלֹש עֶשּרֵה מִדות שֶבָהֶן יִהּיֶה
רּחֲמִים שֶל  מִדות  שֶהֵן  קונו  אֶל  דומֶה   הָאדָם 
מִתּנּהֵג הָאדָם  שֶיִהּיֶה  כּמו  כי  וסּגֻלָתָן   עֶלּיונות 
מִלּמּעּלָה עֶלּיונָה  מִדָה  לו   ּ לִפּתֹח יִזּכֶה   ּ כָך  לּמּטָה 
 מּמָש כּפִי מּה שֶיִתּנּהֵג כָךּ מּשּפִיעּ מִלּמּעּלָה וּגורֵם
מֵעֵינֵי  שֶאותָה הּמִדָה תָאִיר בָעולָם. ולּכָךּ אל יָלֻזו 
וּהּפָסוק לֹא יָסוף עֶשּרֵה מִדות אֵלו   הּשֵכֶל שּלֹש 
 מִפִיו כּדֵי שֶיִהּיֶה לו לּמּזּכֶרֶת כּאֲשֶר יָבֹא לו מּעֲשֵה
וּיֹאמּר יִזּכֹר  בּמִדָה אחּת מֵהֶן  לּהִשּתּמֵש   ּ  שֶיִצּטָרֵך
 הֲרֵי דָבָר זֶה תָלוי בּמִדָה פּלונִית אֵינִי רוצֶה לָזוז




This concludes the Thirteen Levels, by which a human may 
imitate the Creator, which are the Higher Levels of Mercy. Their 
precious value: if one behaves according to them in this world, this 
will  open up  the  corresponding level  on  high.  Precisely as  one 
behaves, one will cause the flow from above, and cause that level 
to illuminate the world.
Therefore  one  should  not  lose  consciousness  of  these 
Thirteen Levels, and the verse should not leave one’s mouth, so 
that it will serve as a reminder. When one encounters a situation 
when one needs to employ one of the levels, let one remember and 
say “behold, this matter requires the use of this level, and I do not 
wish to move away from it, such that this level not be hidden or 
removed from the Universe.”
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Translator’s Commentary
Rabbi  Cordovero  clearly  indicated  that  Date  Palm  of  
Devorah is not some theoretical treatise, useful only as a guide to 
higher kabbalistic principles.  Date Palm of Devorah is a practical 
work, intended for application in the real world, and its readers are 
urged to commit the Thirteen Levels to memory and recall them 
when  confronted  with  the  challenges  of  living  in  a  social 
environment.  Here are the Thirteen Levels in order:
1. The Insulted King: reflect on God’s tolerance.
2. Let it Go for Now: give people a chance to fix things on 
their own.
3. Take Care of it Personally: do not delegate forgiveness.
4. Remember the Family: we are all connected.
5. Release the Anger: recognize that change is hard.
6. Who Makes Your Lunch? recognize every kindnesses.
7. A Knot is Stronger:  when they return, love them more,  
not less.
8. Maintain a Core of Love: don’t let offense live rent-free  
in your head.
9. Bury the Past: perform symbolic acts of forgiveness.
10. Do the Right Thing Anyway:  that’s the best they can 
do.
11.  Do  More  for  Those  who  Do  More:  recognize  their  
sacrifice.
12. Remember  Where They Came From:  their  ancestors 
were good.
13. The Moment of Innocence: everyone was a child once.
May we merit to forgive.
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A Note on the Text
This  edition  of  Date  Palm  of  Devorah  is  based  on  the 
critical  edition  published  by  Betsalel  Bezek  and  Noam  Samet 
(Kulmos,  2002).   Date  Palm of  Devorah was  first  published  in 
1588, almost twenty years after Rabbi Cordovero’s passing.  The 
editio  princeps contains  several  errors,  many  of  which  were 
repeated  in  over  seventy  editions  published  since  the  sixteenth 
century.  It  is  impossible  to ascertain  which of these errors stem 
from the original  manuscript  and which were the result  of  later 
editions.   Eleven handwritten manuscripts  survive; unfortunately 
none of them in the author’s own hand, but three of them date from 
the sixteenth century,  and are invaluable in the determination of 
the most accurate text of Date Palm of Devorah.  The present text 
reflects the painstaking effort of my student, Ms.Yiska Sandbrand, 
who carefully compared a modern edition with the first printing of 
Tomer Devorah and identified all of the variant readings.  The text 
was further improved by a careful examination of the revised text 
with  the  Bezek  and  Samet  edition,  incorporating  numerous 
changes  suggested  by  the  three  surviving  sixteenth-century 
manuscripts. The Hebrew text is vowelized for greater accessibility 
(the  original  does  not  have  vowels,  and  the  spelling  there  is 
generally  written  plene),  but  when  emending  the  text  I  have 
indicated  my  changes  by  omitting  vowels.  Although  there  are 
many  corrections,  the  distinctions  are  primarily  grammatical  in 
nature, and do not change the essential meaning of the text.
One of the more obvious discrepancies between the various 
printed editions of Date Palm of Devorah is the use of paragraph 
breaks.  First  issued  in  the  early  years  of  publishing,  the  editio  
princeps is printed in one solid block of text justified on both left 
and right, probably as a cost-saving measure. Paragraph breaks in 
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this early printing are indicated by slashes (\), presumably adapted 
from the author’s original manuscript, now lost. These paragraph 
breaks  seem  quite  idiosyncratic,  with  frequent  use  of  single-
sentence paragraphs mixed with long, uninterrupted passages. The 
Hebrew text presented in  The Kabbalah of Forgiveness preserves 
these  paragraph  breaks,  but  the  English  translation  has  been 
adapted to more contemporary and conventional usage.
I have taken some liberties with this translation. First, The 
Kabbalah of Forgiveness represents a treatment of the large initial 
chapter of Date Palm of Devorah, without continuing through the 
smaller  chapters  two  through  ten.   The  latter  chapters  are 
thematically  related  to  Date  Palm of  Devorah,  but  they  are  far 
more complex and require much more scholarly support apparatus 
to  be  comprehended  by  readers  less  familiar  with  Cordoveran 
Kabbalah and rabbinic literature in general. Several other students 
of  Date  Palm  of  Devorah  have  also  followed  this  approach, 
completely  omitting  discussion  of  the  latter  two-thirds  of  the 
original. English-language readers who wish to delve deeper into 
the  thought  of  Rabbi  Cordovero  may  find  some  benefit  in  my 
planned forthcoming work, which translates the remainder of Date 
Palm of Devorah. Entitled The Ethics of the Sefirot, it will follow a 
similar pattern of providing practical applications of his thought, 
with  an  expanded  commentary  that  explains  the  often  arcane 
references in the text. 
I  have  also  maintained  the  traditional  spelling  of  Rabbi 
Moshe  Cordovero’s  name,  although  Dr.  Zohar  Raviv  has 
conclusively demonstrated that the author and his son consistently 
signed their  name in  the Portuguese form Cordoeiro (קורדואירו). 
Both spellings have the same meaning, suggesting that the author’s 
family traces its roots to the southern Spanish region of Cordoba. 
Their  linguistic  preference  for  the  Portuguese  spelling  probably 
indicates that their family lived in Portugal somewhat longer than 
the brief interlude between the Spanish Expulsion (1492) and the 
Portuguese  Expulsion (1497),  although that  is  a  supposition.  At 
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any rate,  the Spanish spelling has  been the commonly accepted 
version of his name for over four centuries, and therefore I have 
chosen to remain consistent with standard usage. 
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